
TELETEXT -WE SCREEN THE FACTS

GET IT RIGHT FIRST TIME
With our inexpensive
development
timer

A Simple Aucio
Signal FAxer

A Reaction Timer
With Digital Readout

A Full Spec. Phaser For
Under £12!

A Versatile Touch
Operated Switch

An Inexpensive Bench
Power Supply



Complete Audio/Tuner Kits

-1 9S8

Li
Mk III FM Tuner series Carriage for Mk III tuner £3 inc

The Mark III series FM tuner has been updated, and now includes a
centre zero tuning meter as standard. The instruction manual has been
meticulously revised, enabling easy assembly by constructors of various
levels of experience - a preview copy may be purchased for £1.00.
Mark Ill A series 'Reference series' tuner modules £171.35 inc.
Mark III B serie. 'Hyperfi' modules, with switched

I F. BW, pilot cancel decoder £198.95 inc.
A matching synthesiser unit will be made available later this year, and can be
retrofitted to either version. All versions include digital frequency readout/clock,
VU deviation meters, 6 preset stations, 10 turn pot manual tuning, toroidal PSU,
output level adjustment, 110/240v AC input. Full alignment service available.

Power Amplifier Style and performance with a real
'belt and braces' PSU design.

After a couple of preview comments, it seems that many of you are waiting to hear
about the matching HMOSFET power amplifier for the Mk III tuner. Well, it's out
at last -

complete with twin toroidal PSUs for comfortable 80W RMS per channel,
over 100W peak, but limited by thermal shutdown of the HMOS. 10W -100W log
LED output peak indicator, DC offset protection and switch -on pause relay. AC or
DC input coupling, direct or relay protected output terminals. The works.
Only one version of this item. Complete kit £178.25 inc. Carr. £5.

More features and facilities, thanks
to DC switching and control design

reviewing the most comprehensive audio preamplifier yet DC switching of 7 inputs, plus
two tape in/Outs. 2 low pass, 2 high pass active filters, genuine volum, 'ated loudness, 1dB
channel matching, with DC volume. balance, bass and treble controls. Stable for bus/remote
control, tape dubbing, switched monitor etc. 80dB SIN., THD -75dB better. Pluggable PU
equalisation boards, tone. control override. Price for co ete unit about flag ex VAT.

Preamplifier

Radio/Communications ICs
CA3089E
CA3189E
HA1137W
HA11225
HA12412
K 64420
T8 A120S
K64406

2.11 HA1197 1.61 S06000 4.31
2.53 CA3123E 1.61 TDA4420 2.59
1.95 TDA1072 3.09 MC 1330P 1.38
2.47 TBA651 2.53 MC 1350P 1.38
2.81 TDA1090 3.51 KB4412 2.24
1.95 TDA1220 1.61 K84413 2.24
1.15 TDA1083 2.24 KB4417 2.53
0.80 TDA1062 2_24 MC3357P 3.16

SL1610 1.84
SL1611 1.84
SL1612 1,84
SL1613 2.17
SL1620 2.50
SL1623 2.80
SL1624 3.77
S11625 2.50

SL1626 2.80
SL 1630 1_86
SL1640 2.17
SL1641 2.17
SL6600 4.31
SL6640 3.16
SL6690 3.68
MC1496 1 44

FOR COMPLETE LISTINGS
SEE OUR NEW PRICELIST

VARICAP DIODES
A section from our PL
8A102 0 35 16:1 ratio AM tuning
68204 0.41 KV1215 9sr triple 293
66105 0.41 KV1211 9v dual 201
BB109 0.31 KV1225 25v triple 116
MVAM2 1.93 68212 9v dual 2.25

POWER MOSFETS 100W PA's made simple
rice pioneering t e lltr comp ementary OSFET technique Hitachi have developed a range

of output devices and drivers that ought to revolutionise opinions and attitudes towards the
design of all LF amplification systems. We have a new 48 page application note 1E1.50 Inc) and
complete sets of parts, modules and now the new complete PA system (see aboyel.
2SK133 120v N-ch 100W MOSFET £6.33 25J48 Pch complement £6.33
2SK135 160v N-ch 100W MOSFET £7.29 2SJ50 Pch complement £7.39
PA101B Kit for 100W MOSFET PA less Heatsink £16.10.£23 inc heatsink/bkt)
ULTRA LOW NOISE PU PREAMPLIFIER
The HA12017 is the last word in PU preamps, and general low noise audio design.
It is an SIL IC, with 86dB S/N in RIAA configuration, 10v RMS output capability,
0.002% typ THD at 10v RMS output (imagine the overload margin !!). It comfort-
ably supercedes discrete circuit designs in terms of price/performance, and takes
the art beyond the TDA1042's capabilities. (Replaces HA1457) E1.80 each or
an RIAA.applications PCB with two iCs for £5.75. Complete with Rs&Cs £9.95.

Radio Control ICs We have various RC ICs, including NE544
NE5044, and two new ones from OKI

KB4445 4 channel dig.prop. FM TX IC. 30mW out (amplifyable) -£2.30 inc
KB4446 4/5 ch. dig. prop FM RX IC. Suits K84445 or RCME syst. £2.65.
KB4445/6 pair: £4.75. New 8 page datasheet 35p  SAE. More RC ICs in list

CMOS, LPSNTTL, TTL, MPU:
Listings in the new 1 ricelist.

Most CMOS Is available in low
volume also LPSN. Standard
!meats and TTL OK.

Things like ICM7216B, ICL8038, 8080A, 6800P, 2708, NE555,NE556, etc

Coming Soon Contain yourselves, RF fans, Not yet ready for
a full launch until autumn but reviewed here

SSB transceiver system : 10kHz to 1000MHz !!
A modular VLF to UHF SSB TX RX system at last. With the correct first mixer, the basic PCB
covers 10k1-1, to 1000MH: using LO fed from ext. source tOur 2 IC Mullard synth for instance
and RF PA for TX OP 0 2uV basic sensitivity in HE, Typ cost for HF synth SSB RX will be
less than E200 Add an RF PA for full Ta X for another E50. See one ,n our foyer, and marvel.

Please send an
SAE with all
enquiries
Phone orders by
ACCESS but
minimum £5
Callers welcome

CAT ALOGIAS 60e. e NI three for 1150
PRICES SHOWN Hine INCLUDE vat
POST/PACSAST l'HARGI NOW Ise

944378.2
f26.45

Radio/Audio/Communications Modules
LW -MW -SW -SW DC tuned and switched

91072 All switching of bands by a single
pin to gnd. Varicap tuned, with LO
output for synth. MW/LW version
or MW/LW plus 1 or 2 SW bands \
MW/LW: f15.58 -r1SW E16.73

VHF Tunerheads
Europes largest stock range for broadcast and
communications. Probably also the world's -
details in the catalogues and PL. Specials are
also supplied in the region 30-220MHz

Pilot Cancel PLL Stereo decoders
Again, Europe's widest range of stereo decoders
including pilot cancel PLL types. The pic shows
the 944378 pilot cancel including post decoder
26/38kHz filtering and muting preamp output

Broadcast FM IF strips for all occasions, including the new 911225 - with diode
switched narrow filter option, ultra linear phase ceramic filters, 84dB S/N, and
0.04% THD (40kHz deviation). Plus usual things like AGC, AFC, dev. mute, level
meter drive. £23.95 (supplied in screen can with 0.1 edge connection system)
Also the 7230 hyperfi series - as the 911225, but with slope controlled AFC that
oper6tes in conjunction with signal level and an extra IF amp stage for DXing.

Various digital frequency displays
The World's largest range of receiver DFMs is now
joined by the DFM7 (shown) - and L shaped version
of the DFM3 with remote display mount connector
possibility . 1kHz SW resolution with 455kHz or
10.7MHz offsets, 100Hz res up to 3.9999MHz, and
VHF to 299.99 MHz in 10kHz steps £41.75

Crustal Filters Most popular types are available -
ex -stock, and in quantity.

10.7MHz 25kHz Channel spacing 8pole
12Yrk Hz ..

2.4kHz SSB
Monolithic dual roofing filter

34.5MHz 1.3dB loss, 80dB stopband HF
first filter in synth. RX

RC XTALS FM pairs (no spilts)
AM pairs ..

USB/LSB Xtals for 10.7SSB filter

Piezo Sounders

£16.67
£17.82
£19.78
£2.30

£36.80
E3.74
£3.57
£2.88 ea

The most efficient warning so:roders yet

The latest thing in electro-acoustic efficiency. imA of drive from
CMOS will give an SPL of 83:113 10v RMS drive from CMOS uses

*/3mA for 100dB SPL at 4.8kHz (88dB at 1.65kHz)
The data sheets shows various drive circuits,,and give full
specifications with regard to broadband responses and power
consumption etc. 1 off 44p inc. 100 off 28.75p (25p ex vat)

Keyboard switches and caps
From the world's most widely used switch
manufacturers - ALPS - come the biggest and
best range of keyswitches, and data entry key-
board switches. The SCM81101 is shown here,
with the KT5 2 -part cap (with clear top, to enable
easy fitting of your chosen legend. Other types are
available with built in LED, 900 mounting etc.
SCM81101 17p, KT5 : 16p  or 29p/pair

LCD CLOCKS
LCD DVM

Clocks use 1 5v
at 15uA only.
DVM 9v/1mA

CM161: 7mm LCD 12/24hr, alarms etc £11.44 each
CM172: 13mm, 12hr, alarms,timer etc £14.32 each
CM174: 13mm, 12hr, min/sec stopwatch £14.32 ea
DVM 176: ICM7106 based LCD 3Y-zdigit £22.36 each

overcap *IPswitch

12.55I

WHAT's NEW at AMBIT
NEW PRICELIST/SHORTFORM:-
28 pages, FOC with AS SAE pse

Bigger print than our
recent one page list
and vastly extended

If you still need convincing to invest £1.60 in the cats, be mean and get this first.

POWER MOSFET APPLICATIONS
HANDBOOK b HITACHI :

£1 .50 each or free
with pairs of HMOS
and the PA101B

Everything you should know about HMOSFET devices theory and applications.

ambit
INTERNATIONAL

CYiC PLIAS, Co nsoleor.si Matenn
Goods .or niter sohoet, go oss00.d1r Sod... So.,.

200 north Seruice Road, Brentwood, Emelt
11 . a s a I 11

Parts 1-3
AMBIT
catalogues
60p ea, or
£1 60 the
lot
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PROJECTS
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MICROMIXER
Simple to build, great fun to use.
REACTION TESTER
Time your digits digitally at low cost!
AUTO PROBE
Car testing made easy

TOUCH SWITCH

19

25

37

45

48

53

63

Easily constructed turn -on (or off!)
GUITAR PHASER
Full spec. for under £121
DEVELOPMENT TIMER
Novel principle gives low cost accuracy
BENCH POWER SUPPLY
Watt could be easier?

FEATURES
MONITOR 6
News from the world of electronics.
TELETEXT EXPLAINED 12
Reading between the lines?

.0' LEVEL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 22
New series for exam victims.
INTELLIVISION TV GAME SYSTEM 29
After this nothing else is worth it!
INTO DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 30
More than a bit interesting.
WHAT'S IN A NAME' 35
The facts behind the words.
TALKING DESIGN 41
Chit -Chat changes form to teach design!
BUILDING SITE 57
Our project engineer's handy hints.
CLEVER DICK 60
Readers have their say.
BREAKER -ONE -FOUR
Britain's leading CB feature

67

NEWS & INFO
HE next month, 11 Hobby Book Service, 17
patterns, 73: Clock offer, 72:

ETI preview, 51 Hobbyprints, 43 PCB foil

Hobby Electronics is normally
published on the second Friday of
the month prior to the cover date.

Hobby Electronics, 145 Charing Cross -
Road, London WC2H OEE, 01-4371002.
Published by Modmags Ltd.
Distributed by Argus Distribution Ltd,
12-18 Paul St., London EC2A 4JS.
Printed by QB Ltd, Colchester.

Copyright: All material in this publica-
tion is subject to world-wide copyright'
protection. Permission to reproduce
printed circuit board patterns commer-
cially or marketing kits of the projects
must be sought from the Publisher. All
reasonable care is taken in the prepara-
tion of the magazine to ensure accuracy
but Modmags cannot be held respons-
ible for it legally.

Copyright 1980 Modmags Ltd



Simply ahead ...
POWER AMPLIFIERS
ILP Power Amplifiers are
encapsulated within
heatsinks designed to
meet total heat
dissipation needs. They
are rugged and made to
last a lifetime. Advanced
circuitry ensures their
suitability for use with the
finest loudspeakers, pick
ups, tuners, etc. using
digital or analogue sound
sources.

0 10

005

0 02

001

F  1KHz
LOAD EICION ALL
EXCEPT HY400 AT an

START OF WAVE /
FORM CLIPPING/2

2

0 5 1 2 5 10 20 50 100 250
OUTPUT POWER -WATTS R S

Model
Output
Power
R.M.S.

Dis-
tortion
Typical
at 1KHz

Minimum
Signal/
Noise
Ratio

Power
Supply
Voltage

Size
in mm

Weight
in gms

Price +
V.A.T.

HY30 15 W 0.02% 100dB .20 -0 +20 105x50x25 155 £6.34
into 812 + 950

HY50 30 W 0.02% -25 -0- +25 105x50x25 155 £7,24
into 8 SI 100dB

+ f 1 09

HY120 60 W 0.01% 100 dB -35 -0 +35 114x50x85 575 £15.20
into 8 CZ 4 £2

HY200 120 W 0.01% 100 dB -45 -0- +45 114x50x85 575 £18.44
into 8 2 + C 2. 7 7

HY400 240 W 0.01% 100 de -45 -0 +45 114x100x85 1 15Kg £27.68
into 4 ,C2 + £4 15

ILP PRE -AMPS ARE

COMPATIBLE WITH ALL

ILP POWER AMPS AND PSUs

POWER SUPPLY UNITS

Load impedance - all models 4 fl -
Input sensitivity - all models 500 mV
Input impedance - all models 100K Cl
Frequency response- all models 10Hz - 45 KHz -3dB

ILP Power Supply Units with transformers made in
our own factory are designed specifically for' use
with ILP power amplifiers and are in two basic
forms - one with circuit panel mounted on con-
ventionally styled laminated transformer, for PSU
30 and 36 - in the other, for larger PSUs, ILP
toroidal transformers are used which are half the
size and weight of laminated equivalents, are more
efficient and have greatly reduced radiation,

PSU 30 -t 15V at 100mA to drive up to 1 2xHY6 or
6xHY66 £4.50+£0.68 VAT

THE FOLLOWING WILL ALSO DRIVE ILP PRE -AMPS

PSU 36 for 1 or 2 HY3Os £8.10+£1.22 VAT
PSU 50 with toroidal transformer for 1 and 2

HY5Os £9.75+£1.46 VAT
PSU 60 with toroidal transformer for 1 H Y120

£9.75+£1.46 VAT
PSU 70 with toroidal transformer for 1 or 2

HY120s £13.61+£2.04 VAT
PSU 90 with toroidal transformer for 1 HY200

£13.61+£2.04 VAT
PSU 180 with toroidal transformer for 1 HY400 or

2xHY200 £23.02+£3.45 VAT

AVAILABLE ALSO FROM WATFORD ELECTRONICS, MARSHALLS AND CERTAIN OTHER SELECTED STOCKISTS.

4 Hobby Electronics, September 1980



this time with two
new pre -amps

TAPE IN)

Tcit7.

AUX )

RAD

MAO

GND

TAPEI..

MONITOR
SWITCH

I,-
VOLUME
100N LIN

SOURCE
SWITCH

SCHEMATIC BLOCK DIAGRAM
OF HY6 PRE -AMP, WITH
STEREO CONNECTION SHOWN

L P POWER
SUPPLY UNIT

0-

HY6 mono HY66 stereo
When ILP add a new design to their audio -module range, there have to be very
special reasons for doing so. You expect even better results. We have achieved
this with two new pre -amplifiers - HY6 for mono operation, HY 661for stereo.
We have simplified connections, and improved performance figures all round.
Our new pre -amps are short-circuit and polarity protected; mounting boards
are available to simplify construction.
Sizes - HY6 - 45 x 20 x 40 mm jHY66 90 x 20 x 40 mm Active Tone Control
circuits provide ± 12dB cut and boost. Inputs Sensitivity - Mag PU - 3mV
Mtc - selectable 1 -12mV  All others 100mV TapeO/P - 100mV
Main 0/P - 500mV: Frequency response - D C to 100KHz - 3dB

Hlf'6 1110110

£5.60
+ VAT H,4I,

HY66
£10.60
+ VAT 11.59

Connectors included
B6 Mounting Board
78p+ 1 2p VAT
B66 Mounting Board
99p + 15p VAT

O0

* ALL U.K.

LOW DISTORTION - Typically 0.005%

S/N RATIO - Typically 90 dB (Mag. P.U.- 68 dB).

HIGH OVERLOAD FACTOR -38 dB on Alag. P.U.

II LATEST DESIGN HIGH QUALITY CONNECTORS.

REQUIRE ONLY POTS,SWITCHES, PLUGS AND SOCKETS.

II COMPATIBLE WITH ALL ILP POWER AMPS AND PSUs.

II NEEDS ONLY UNREGULATED POWER SUPPLY ±15V to ±50V.,

ORDERS DESPATCHED POST PAID
HOW TO ORDER, USING FREEPOST SYSTEM
Simply fill in order coupon with payment or Please supply
credit card instructions. Post to address as
below but do not stamp envelope - wepay
postage on allletters sent tous by readers of
this journal.

ELECTRONICS LTD.
IIP

FREEPOST 6 Graham Bell House, Roper Close,
Canterbury, Kent CT2 7EP.
Telephone(0227154778 Telex 965780

, 4 s

144#04.

NO QUIBBLE
5 YEAR GUARANTEE

7 DAY DESPATCH ON
ALL ORDERS

BRITISH DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURE

FREEPOST SERVICE

see below

Total purchase price £

lencloseCheque [1] Postal Orders 0 International Money Order 111

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard Account No.

NAME

ADDRESS

Signature

Hobby Electronics, September 1980
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Monitor

The Game Column

At last, and not to put too fine a
point on it, about time too!
Squark, squeek and flashing
light fans everywhere pay
attention now, we would like to
introduce you to Fabulous Fred.
Fred is a ten game (nine button)
hand-held or desk top machine.
Most of the games are fairly
conventional, Memory Tune,
Mindbender etc, all of these
have been around for some time
now under various guises.
However, we can now add
'Catch The Comet', 'Space
Attack' and 'Baseball' to the list,
all good fun, should keep the
peace for a few hours or until
the batteries run out.

Fabulous Fred and his jolly
repertoire of noises and flashing
lights should be available for
around £25 (or less if you shop
around or wait a few weeks).

Sonic Surveys
Forgotten your tape measure?
Not to worry, for just £189 (plus
VAT) you can dispense with
that cumbersome yard -stick and
get into the wonderful world of
'ultrasonic range finding.

This system from Survey and
General Instruments Ltd is
actually quite clever. The slave

6

Optim Toys Ltd are the people
to speak to, they live at. 45
South Street, Bishop's Stort-
ford, Herts.

Atari have announced an-
other cartridge for their video
computer system, it's called
Adventure and goes something
like this: The scene is a medieval
kingdom somewhere inside the
back of your telly. This is a par-
ticularly nasty place, infested by
hungry, multi -coloured dragons
and evil magicians. You, the
player has the unenviable task
of finding the golden chalice
and returning it to the En-
chanted castle. Of course the
dragons, magicians and not for-
getting the wicked Black Bat all
do their best to prevent you
carrying out this task. You too
can enter fantasy land for
around £29, NIC in Tottenham
has his shelves groaning under
the weight of games, why not
pop round sometime.

Touch Tranny

Full marks to Sony for their lat-
est portable radio. The IC F-
M2OL has been designed with
the blind and partially, sighted in
mind. The radio can be operated
without any kind of visual
reference, all the controls are
'touch buttons' and have a 'pip
tone' to tell the user that it is
being operated correctly. The
tuning is taken care of by IC
scanning techniques, up to 14
stations can be stored in the
radio's memory on all of its
three bands (7 on VHF and 7 on
MW/ LW). To aid control iden-

unit (left) is placed on whatever
you wish to measure and the
master unit sited at the appro-
priate distance. The master unit
emits a 25 kHz signal which is
picked up by the slave and re-
transmitted as a 40 kHz signal.
This effectively cancels out any
spurious reflections which
might otherwise affect the
accuracy of the reading. The
Ultraset, as its known to its
friends, has an effective range
of 40 metres and an accuracy of
± 0.2% (up to 30 metres) and
0.3% (up to 40 metres). The
readout shows the distance in
centimetres, this is derived by
calculating the time taken for
the beam to travel the distance
between the two units. SGI Ltd
are to be found at.
Fircroft Way, Edenbridge, Kent
TN8 6HA.

tification all of the touch -
buttons have raised dots and the
radio can be easily be operated
with just one finger, making it
ideal for people with handicaps
that limit movement.

The ICF-M2OL weighs in at
just 380 grammes and measures
179 x 85 x 26mm, making it
small enough to fit into a hand-
bag or coat pocket. Price is ex-
pected to be around £55. For
further details contact Sony
(UK) Ltd, Pyrene House, Sun-
bury Cross, Sunbury -on -
Thames.

Vintage Wireless

That's the name of a catalogue
from the Vintage Wireless
Company. This really unusual
publication is just full of
obsolete valves, restored
vintage wireless apparatus and
large wooden and metal things
with coils wound round them.
Real connoisseur stuff this,
they've even got those loud-
speakers that look like ear -
trumpets. If you are a collector
or need any spare parts, data
sheets etc then this is one
publication you cannot afford to
miss. It costs £1.00 and can be
obtained from: The Vintage
Wireless Company, 64 Broad
Street, Staple Hill, Bristol,
BS16 5NL.
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WATFORD ELECTRONICS
35 CARDIFF ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS., ENGLAND

MAIL ORDER, CALLERS WELCOME. Tel. Watford 40588/9

.ALL DEVICES BRAND NEW, FULL SPEC. AND FULLY GUARANTEED. ORDERS
DESPATCHED BY RETURN OF POST. TERMS OF BUSINESS; CASH/CHEQUE/
P.Os OR BANKERS DRAFT WITH ORDER. GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS' OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED. TRADE AND EXPORT INQUIRY
WELCOME. P&P ADD 40p TO ALL ORDERS UNDER £10. OVERSEAS ORDERS
POSTAGE AT COST, AIR/SURFACE. ACCESS ORDERS WELCOME.

VATExport orders no VAT. Applicable to U.K. Customers only. Unless wined othenvise, all
,prices are exclusive of VAT. Please odd 15% to all prices.

Weldor* thomands more items. It pays to visit us. We are *Mimed behind Watford Football Ground.
N earest Underground/BR Station: Watford High Street. Open Monday to Saturday. Ample Free Car
P erking space available.

POLYESTER CAPACITORS. Axial lead type
400V: 'ME, 105, 2n2, 3n3, 4n7, 6n8, 10n, 15n 9p; 18n 10p; 22n. 33n 11p; 47n, 68n 14p; 100n 17p;
150n, 220n 24p; 330n. 470n 41p; 680n 52p; 1 P F 64p; 202 82p; 4 s7 859.
160V: 3901, 100n, 150n. 220n 11p; 330n, 470n 19p; 680n, 10F 22p; 105, 202 32p; 407F 36p.
1000V: 1 OnF, 15n 20p; 22n 22p; 47n 269; 100n 38p; 470n 153p; 14 F 175p.

POLYESTER RADIAL LEAD CAPACITORS: 250V:
10n, 15n, 22n. 27n Sp; 33n, 47n, 68n. 100n 7p; 150n 10p; 220n,

L330n 13p; 470n 17p; 680n lip; 1 pF 22p; 105 30p; 242 34p; 4p 7 110p.

GAS & SMOKE DETECTORS
TO 5812 or 8134199
Socket for above 35p

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS:Axial lead type (Values are in 0F). 5001/: 10 50p; 47 711p; 250V: 100 65p;
63V: 0.47, 1.0, 1.5, 2.2, 2.5, 3.3, 4.7, 6.8, 8, 10, 11p; 15, 22, 47, 32, 50 12p; 63, 100, 27p; 50V: 50,
100, 220, 254; 470, 329 1000, 60p; 40V: 22, 33. 10p; 100, 12p; 2200, 3300, 1159; 4700, 1111p; 35V:
33, 10p; 330, 470, 32p; 25V: 10, 22, 47, 100, Bp; 160, 220, 250, 16p; 470, 25p; 640, 1000, 350;
1500, 40p; 2200, 459; 3300, 77p; 4700 85p; 150: 10. 47, 68, 7p; 100, 125, 11p; 220. 330, 14p; 470,
20p; 1000, 1500, 30p; 2200, 36p.
TAG -END TYPE: 450V: 1000F 180p; 70V: 4700, 1615p; 64V: 3300 98p; 2500 90p; 500: 3300 135p;
220099p; 40V: 4700 130p; 4000 92p; 3300 93p; 2500 45p; 2200115p; 2000+2000 120p; 30Y: 4700
110p; 25V: 15,000 1959 6400 120p; 4700 100p; 3300 S5p; 2200 50p.

TANTALUM BEAD CAPACITORS
35V: 0.10; 0.22; 0.33, 0.47; 0.68,
1.00; 2.2p: 3.30; 4.7, 25V: 10; 20V:
608; 160: 2p2; 4p7; 10. 20p. 16V:
22p; 30p; 47; 100 S5p; 220110p. 1011:
150, 220, 33, 24p; 10040p; 8V: 47,;
68; 100 32p; 3V: 100 23p..

POTENTIOMETERS: Rotary. Carbon,
Track 025W Log & 0.5W Lin.
5000. 1K0 & 2K0 (Linear only) Single
Gang 29p
5K0 -2M0 Single Gang 29p
51(0-2M0 Single Gang D/P Switch epp
5K0 -2M0 Double Gang alp

MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS
100V: 0001, 0002, 0-005, 0010F Sp
0-015, 0-02, 0-04, 0-05, 0-0560F 7p
0.10E, ISOVi 0.470F 12p

MINIATURE TYPE TRIMMERS
2.5-6pF, 3-10pF; 10-40pF 289
5.25pF; 5-45pF, 60pF; 88pF 35p,

COMPRESSION TRIMMERS
3-400; 10-80pF, 25-190pF 33p
100-500pF 45p 1250pF 589

SLIDER POTENTIOMETERS
0.25W log and linear values 6Ornm
5K0 -500K0 angle gang 70p
10KC1.500K0 dual gang SOp
Self Stick Graduated Bews 33p

PRESET POTENTIOMETERS
Vertical & Horizontal
0.1W 500 -5M0 Miniature
0-25W 1000 -3.3M0 horiz.
0-25W 2000 -4.7M0 van.

7p
109
109

POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS:
10pF to 1nF 8p; 1.5nF to I OnF 109

SILVER MICA (Values in pF) 3.3, 4-7,
6-8, 10, 12. 18, 22, 33, 47, 50, 68, 75,
82, 85, 100, 120, 150, 180 11p each;
220, 250, 270, 300, 330, 360, 390,
600, 820 169 each; 1000, 1200, 1800,
2200 26p each.

CERAMIC CAPACITORS 110V: 0.5pF
to lOnF 4p; 22n to 47n 6p. 100n. 7p.

RESISTORS - Carbon Film. High
Stability. Low Noise, Miniature Tolerance
5%.

RANGE VAL 1-99 100+
14W 202-4M7 E24 2p 1p
Vtle/ 2Q2 -4M7 E12 29 19
1W 202-10M E12. 5p 4p
2%Metal Film 100-1M 6p 4p
1%Metal Film 510-1M Sp Sp

" 100+ price applies to Resistors of each
value not mixed.

EURO SREADSOARD £6.20.
5 -Dec 350p T -Dec 4009
U -Dec 'A' 465p U -Dec 'B' 699p

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
lA T03 + ve -ye
5V 7805 145p 7905 220p (---j::

12V 7812 1459 7912 220p
15V 7815 145p -
18V 7818 145p

IA T0220 Plastic Casing
7 5V 7805 110p 7905

12V 7812 SOp 7912
15V 7815 SOp 7915
18V 7818 60p 7918
24V 7824 SOP 7924

65p
659
45p
65p
65p

100mA T092 Plastic Casing
5V 78105 30p 79L05 68p
6V 78162 30p -8V 78182 30p

12V 78112 309 79L12 66p 1,
15V 78L15 30p 79115 65p 4(
CA3085 959 LM323K
LM300H 170p LM 325N
LM305H 1409 LM326N
LM309K 138, LM327
LM317K 3500 LM723

We stock parts for most
of the projosts in this

magazine.

6259 TAA550 509
2409 TBA6258 959
240p TDA1412 1509
2709 78H05 5959
39p 78HG5 4909

ACCESS
Just pitone your order
through. We deal with
the rest (but min. 410

Plume).

OPTO
ELECTRONICS
LSDppiLi it clips
TIL209 Red
TIL211 Grn.
TIL212 Vol.
.2" Red
.2" Vol. Gm.
Square LEDs
ORP12
2N5777
LD271

17
18
15
18
30
63
45
40

SFH2O5 98
T1132 58
TIL78 70
7 Segment Displays
TIL321 C.4 .5" 115
TIL322 CC .5" 115
D1704 C Cth .3" 99
01707 C.A..3" 99
.3" Green CA 150.
DL747 C.A..6" 180
FND357 120'.
MAN3640 175
10 Seg Bargraph 226
LCD 31/2 Digit 875

SWITCHES
MEC, Black body,
Red, Gm, Blue, Tel.
Tops
SRL Latching 125
SRM Momentary 125
TOGGLE: 2A 250V
SPOT 32
DPDT 44
4 Pole on/off 54
SUS -MIN TOGGLE
SP changeover 59
SPST on /oft 54
DPDT 6 tags 70
DPDT c/of 79
DPDT Biased 115
SLIDE 250V:
IA DPDT 14
IA DP c/off 15
YzA DPDT 13
4 pole c /over 24

SWITCHES Miniature Non -Locking
Push to Make 15 Push Break 25
ROCKER: SPST on/off 10A/250V 30
ROCKER: Illuminated (white) Chrome bezel
Lights when on: 3A 240V 80
ROTARY: (ADJUSTABLE STOP) 1 pole/2-12
way, 29/2-6 way. 39/2-4 way, 49/ 2-3 way 43

. ROTARY: Mains 2500 AC. 4 Amp 50

OIL SOCKETS (Low Profile -T xas) 8 pin 10p;
14 pin 12p; 16 pin 139; 18 pin 11Ip; 20 pin 22p;
24 pin 30p; 28 pin 35p; 40 pin 40p.

JACKSON VARIABLE CAPACITORS
Dielectric
100 /300pF 205p
500pF 2509
6:1 Ball Drive
4511/DAF 145p
Dial Drive 4103
6:1/36:1. 775p
Drum 54mrn 59p
0.1.365pF 3259
00-2.365pF 395p

0 2 365pF with slow
motion Drive 450p
00 208/176 3959
00 208/ 176 with
slow
motion drive 410p
C8045pF: 10: 15:
25: 50pF 2509
100, 150pF 3359
'1' 3x310pF 725p
00.3x25pF 550p

DENCO COILS
'DP' VALVE TYPE
Range 1 to 5 Ell.,
Rd., TI., Wht. 1069
6-7 BY R 95p
1.5 Green 130p
'T' type 1 to 5. BI,
Rd. Wht. VI 12Bp
B9A Valve Holder

35p
RDT2 120p

RFC 5 chokes 120p
RFC 7 (I 9mH)

133p
13, 14; 15; 16, 17

110p
18/1.6 116p
18/465 132p
TOC I 1109
MW5FR 112p
MW/LW SFR 134p

VEROBOARD 0.1 0.15 0.15
(copper clad) (plain)

21/2 x 31/4" 5$p 599 34p
21/2 x 5" 75p 69p 399
33/4 x 314" 75p 759 -
334 x5" 869 929 63p
21/2 x 17" 240p 2029 1259
3lii x 17" 296p 250p 178p
VA x 17" 3879 - 280P
Pkt of 36pins 20P 'DIP' Board 3269
Spot face cutter 107p 'VQ' Board 1449-Pin .erti'n tool 1479 Veroblock 3509

DIODES

134100
BYI26
80127
CR033
049
0447
0470 1

0479
0481
0A85 1

0490
0A91
0A95
0A200
04202
N914
N916
N4001/2
N4003
54004/5
N4006/7
N4148
N5401/2 1

55403/4 20

10
12
12

158
45

S44 20
34/100,1 18

34/4COV 20
3A/60(17 27
34/10000 30

We stock a
wide selection
of Electronic
Books and
Magazines

ZENERS
Range. 2V7 to
39V 4000rW

Sp each
Range. 303 to
33V. 1 3W

159 each

NOISE
Z5J 1809

BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS
(plastic case) p
IA /50V 20

22
25
29

14/1000
14/2000
14/4000
14/6000 34
2A/50V 36
2A/100V 44
2A/200V 46
2A/400V 53
2A/600V 65
6A/100V 73
6A/200V 78
6A/400V 85
BY164 56
VM18 OIL 50

SCRs
ThyrIslors
0.6A/200V 30
0.841000 30
0.842004 35
14100V 42
142000 47
14600V 70
543000 35
54600V 43
8000V 48
845000 58
846000 85
1243000 59
1245000 92
1547000 195
254444 140
BT106 150
C106D 38
TIC44 25
TIC45 45

DIAC
ST2 25

TRIACS
3A100V 48
342000 49
34400V 50
841000 54
844005 64
84800V 108

12A100V 60
1244000 70
1248000 130
1641000 95
1645000 150
2548007/ 299
2 5 A 1 0 0 0 V

490
T280000 120

TTL 74
7400 11
7401 12
7402 12
7403 14
7404 14
7405 18
7406 48

'7407 45
7408 22

'7409 22
7410 19
7411 25
7412 20
7413 33
7414 52
7416 31
7417 31
7420 19
7421 38
7422 . 26
7423 32
7425 30
7426 44
7427 32
7428 36
7430 20
7432 28
7433 38
7437 35
7438 30
7440 20
7441 74
7442 71
7443 120
7444 116
7445 118
7446 132
7447 99
7448 99
7450 20
7451 20
7453 20
7454 20
7460 20
7470 41
7472 31
7473 40
7474 34
7475 59
7476 41
7480 55
7481 120
7482 75
7483 94
7484 113
7485 121
7486 33
7489 215
7490 57
7491 85
7492 59
7493 59
7494 95
7495 75
7496 95
7497 180

,74100 130
74104 62
74105 82
74107 35
74109 60
74110 54
74111 68
74112 150
74116 198
74118 99
74119 125
74120 105

'74121 42
74122 55
74123 95

AC142
AC176
AC187
AC188
ACY17
ACY18
ACY20
ACY21
ACY22
AD140
ADI49
AD161
AD162
AF114
AF115 60
AF139 40
AF178 70
AF180 70
AF186 50
AF239 42

BC107 10
BC108 10
BC10813 11

BC108C 12
BC109 10
BC1098 12
BC109C 12
8C117 20
BC119 23
BC137 20
BC140 26
BC143 26
BC147 69
BC148
BC149 10
BC153 20
BC154 13
BC157 10
5C158 10
8C159 11

BC160 28
BC167A 11

BC168C 10
BC169C 10
BC170 15

BC171 11

BC172 11

BC177 15

BC178 14
BC179 15
BC182 10
BC1821 10

74125
74126
74128
74132
74136
74141
74142
74143
74145
74147
74148
74150
74151
74153
74154
74156
74157
74159
74160
74161
74162
74163
74164
74165
74166
74167
74170
74172
74173
74174
74175
74176
74177
74178
74180
74181
74182
74184
74185
74188
74190
74191
74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74221
74246
74247
74248

45
55
74
70
65
85

195
350

90
180.
145
150

75
75

140
80
75

185
99
99
99
99

120
120
155
240
230
420
120
105

82
90
90

149
90

290
88

145
145
299
135
135
135
135
105
198
130

90
195
140
195
195
195

74LS
741500 13

741602
741503
741504
741605
741608
741009
741010
741011
741012
741613
741514
741.615
741S20
741521

741526
741627
741528
741630
741532
74LS42
741S47
74LS48
74LS55
741663
741673

'TRANSIST
AC125 35

AC126 25
AC127 22
AC128 20
AC141 27

28
25
26,
241.
60
60
53
35
60
70
75
42
42
60

ORS
BC183
BC1831,
BC184
BC1841,
BC187
BC212
BC2121
6C213
BC213L
BC214
BC2141
BC30713

'8C328
BC338
BC441
BC461
5C477
BC5I 6
BC517
BC547
BC548
BC549
BC557
BC558
BC559
BCY70
BCY71
BCY72
BD131
BD132
80133
BD135
BD136
BD137
BD138
80139
00140
BD145
606954
90696A
BDY17
BDY60
BDY61
BF115
8E167
BF173
BF177
8E178
6E179
BFI 80
8F194
BF195
8E196
13F197
8E198
8E200
BF2244

16
16
20
23
23
23
20
32
32
40
76
40
21
32
40
48
45
48
24
30
80
85

120
70

150.
40

741574 40
741675 44
741576 45
741583 105
741585 105
741586 45
741590 50
741592 75
74LS93 75
741595 115
741.596 180
741S107 45
7415109 75
7415112 BO
7415113 65
7415114 49
741.5122 70
7415123 95
7415124 180
7415125 60
7415126 60
741S132 95
7415136 55
7415138 70
7415139 90
7410145 120
7410147 210
7415148 175
7415151 Si
7415153 55
741S155 56
7415156 96
7415157 78
7415158 85
7415160 120
741S161 98
7415162 110
7415163 118
741S164 115
7415165 156
7410166 175
7415173 105
7410174 147
741S175 110
7410181 295
741S190 120
7410191 120
7415192 125
7410193 125
7418195 126
7415196 120
7418197 120
7410221 120
7415240 226
7415241 226
7415242 232
74LS243 232
7415244 225
741S245 270
7415247 135
7415248 135
7410249 136
741S251 130

CMOS*
4000 18
4001 18
4002 24
4006 92
4007 22
4008 82
4009 40
4010 48
4011 24
4012 24
4013 46
4014 85
4015 85
4016 42
4017 82
4018 85
4019 48
'020 99

10
10
10
10
22

1

1

1

2
2
36
40
40
10

7
10
15
10
10
14
14
16
42
42
50
30
30
30
35
30
30

175
85
85

195
110
165

26
30
25
24
25
30
39
10
11
12
12
16
29
18.

8E244
8E256
BF257
BF258
BF259
BF 594
BF595
BFR39
BER40
BFR41
BFR 79
BFR80
BFR81
BFX29
BFX81
BFX84
BFX85
BFX86
BFX87
13Fx88
BP/50
BEY51
BFY52
SFY71
88039
BSX20
BSY65
BSY95A
BU105
BU205
81J208
E113
E176
E421
MJ2955
MJE340
MJE370
MJE371
MJE520
el..15521
MJE2955
MJE3dI5
MPF102
MPF103
MPF104
MPF105
MPF106
MPS,405
MPSAO6
MPS/02
MPS455
MPS456
MPSUO6
MPSU56
0C28
0C35
0C36
0C41

4021 105
4022 95

A023 25
4024 75
4025 25
4026 180
4027 48
4028 82
4029 105
4030 50
4031 225
4032 125
4033 175
4034 210
4035 125
4036 365
4037 115
4038 118
4039 360
4040 105
4041 80
4042 80
4043 95
4044 95
4045 175
4046 130
4047 98
4048 65
4049 45
4050 48
4051 80
4052 80
4053 80
4054 130
405 135
405 135
405 1900
405 575
406 130
406 1225
406' 995
406 120
406 58
406' 430
406 26
406 26
4071 30
407 25
407' 25
407t 25
407 25
407 99
407' as
407; 30
408 88
4082 28
408 90
408 90
408 150
409 89
409 240
409 105
409 105
4097 350
4093 115
4093 190
4160 125
4161 125
416' 125
416; 125
417' 130
417 120
419' 125
440 790
440 790
441' 790
441 1020
441'F 1520
441'V 1520
441.F 850
441.V 850
441 320
442' 570

24
48
30
28
28
30
20
25
28
24
24
24
24
25
46
25
28
26
28
28
21
21
20
20
311

20
30
18

115
125
215
38
55

250
90
54
58
54
65
74
99
70
86
38
36
40
40
15
16
22
22
22
56
60

120
125
130
125

42
44

C45
70

C71
C72
C76
C77
C81
C82

83
84
140

C170
0171
P29
P29C
P30
P30C
P314
P3IC
P324
P32C
P33A
P33C
P344
P34C
P354
P35C
P364

T P36C
T P41A
TP416
T P42A
T P425
T P120
T P121
T P142
T P147
T P2955
T P3055
T S43
T544
T S90
T 591
ZDCI 07
ZTXI 08
ITX109
ZTX300
ZTX301
ZTX302
ZTX303
ZTX304
ZTX314
ZTX326
ZTX341
27X500
ZTX501

4432
4435
4440
4450
.4451
4452
4490F
4490V
4501
4502
'4503
4506
4507
4508
4510
4511

1050
1050

999
350
350

750
750

28
125

75
75
60

325
99

150

LINEAR ICs
2102-2 225

2708 495
4116 395
6502 995
6800 800
709C 8 pin 35
710 57
733 125
741C 8pin 17
747C 78
748C 36
753 150
810 159
811.595 130
8811.096 130
811597 140
AY -1-0212 595
AY -1-1313A 660
AY -1-1320 315
AY -1-5050 190
AY -1-5051 160
AY -1-6721/6 210
AY -3-8500 390
AY -3-8910 850
AY -5-1224A 235
AY -5-1230 450
CA3011 110
CA3018 68
CA3020 184
CA3023 191
CA30284 80
CA3035 235
CA3043 275
CA3045 355
CA3046 71
CA30411 214
CA3059 175
CA3080E 85
CA3081 190
CA3085 85
CA3089F 215
CA3090AQ 375
CA3123E 150
CA3130 85
CA3140 48
0171065 795
C17107 975
CL8038CC 340
CM7205 1159
CM72164 1950
CM72174 790
CM7555 89
L0130 452
LF356 90
15110 395
LM300HX 170
15:13014 23
LM308 70
LM318 205
LM324 45
LM339 ' 70
LM348 90
LM349 1215
LM379 375

48
55
30
35
28
35
36
76
35
50
as
45

110
55
46
31
60
32
43
38
50
40
55
54
70
53
75

135
105
145
255
105
185

50
55
72
90

128
145
72
86
60
4s
20
24
11
11
11
13
15
20
25
17
24
45
20
15
15

W3130
LM381 145
LM382 125
LM366 99
LM387 150'
LP/11458 40
LM3900 60
LM 3909N 70
LM3911 125
LM3914 240
M252 625
M253AA 1150
MC1304P 260
MC1310 149
MC1312P 195
MC1458 45
MC1488 85
MC1489 90
MC1495 350
MC1496 92
MC1710 79
MC3340P 120
MC3360P 120
MC3401 52
MC3403 135
MFC6040 97
MK50398 635
MM5303 635
MM5307 1275
NE518 210
NE543 210
NE544 185
NE555 22
NE556 55
NE560 325
NE561 395
NE562 410
NE564 425
NE565 120
NE566 180
NE567 170
NE570 750
NE571 420
13C4136 10
S5568 226
SAB3209 425
SA83210 250
SN76003 240
SN76013 140
SN76023 140
SN76033 195
SN76477 175
TAA621 250
784120 70
064641 250
TBA800 90
TE14810 70
TC4965 120
TDA1004 290.
TDA1008 310
TDA1022 575
TDA1024 105
1042020 320
11061 54
TL071CP es
T1074 140
11081 42
71082 70
71083 95
11084 120
U44170 150
048180 150
Z80 990
Z8014 1099
Z8OCTC 595
ZBOPI 0 660
ZN1034E 200
ZN1040E 685
ZN414 80
ZN424E 130
ZN425E 415

ITX502 17
ZTX503
ZTX504 25
ITX531 25
ITX550 25
25526 58
2N696 36
2N697 26
2N698 40
25699 30
2N706 19
25708 19
2N918 33
25930 18
25961 61
251131 22
251132 24
2N1302 36
2N1304 50
251305 35
251671B 120
2521 60 360
2522194 22
2N22204 23
252222 20
N2369 15
252476 125
252484 25
255172 13
2N2497 22
252646 48
252894 30
252904 24
2529054 22
252906 22
252907 22
2N2926G 10
253053 19
253054 55
253055 48
253121 40
253133 43
253135 33
253250 30
253442 40
253568 20
253663 14
253702 10
253703 10
253704 10.
253705 10
253706 10
253707 10
253708 11
2N3709 11
253710 10
2N3711 10
'2N3713 215

253771 179
253772 195
253773 283
2N3819 20
253820 45
253822 130
253823 70
253866 90
253903 20
253904 18
253905 18
253906 17
254037 52
254058 17
254061 17
25406215
254069 12
254859 65
254871 50
255135 42
255136 42
255138 20
255172 13
255179 60
255180 80
255191 70
255305 40
255457 32
255458 32
255459 32
255485 35
255777 45
256027 40
35128 112
35140 112
40311 so
40313 125
40316 86

40317 52
40324 85
140326 52
40327 62
40348 105
40360 43
40361 45
40362 42
40407 52
40408 68
40411 280
40412 65
40467 95
40468 60
40576 190
40594 95
40595 98
40603 so
40636 130
40673 96 f
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CONSTRUCTORS PACK 7
ALL THE PARTS TO BUILD THE

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TRAVELLER
CAR RADIO

The pack contains all the electronic components to build the do 50
radio, you supply only the wire and solder as featured in the
Practical Electronics March issue.
The P.E. Traveller features pre-set tuning with five push
button options, black illuminated tuning scale, with matching
rotary control knobs, one, combining on/off volume and
tone -control, the other for manual tuning, each set on wood
simulated fascia.
The P.E. Traveller has a 6 watts output, negative ground and
incorporates an integrated circuit output stage, a Mullard IF
module LP1181 ceramic filter type, pre -aligned and
assembled and a Bird pre -aligned push button tuning unit.
The P.E. Traveller fits easily in or under dashboards.
Complete with instructions.

R
NEW
12+12
AMPLIFIER KIT
An opportunity to build your own 12 watts per channels reo amplifier
with up-to-the-minute features. To complete you lust su ply screws,
connecting wire and solder. Features include din inputs lets for
ceramic cartridge. microphone. tape or tuner. Outputs- ape, speakers and
headphones. By the press of a button it transforms into 24 watt mono
disco amplifier with twin deck mixing. The kit incorporat s a Mullard
LP 1183 pre -amp module, plus 2 power ampldier assem ly kits. Also
featured 4 slider level controls, rotary bass and treble c ntrols and 6 push
button switches. Silver finish fascia panel with matching knobs. Easy to
assemble leak simulate cabinet and ready made metal work. For further
information nsttuctions are available price 50p Free
Size 9i." x 8Yr" x 4" approx with kit Ei3.95
NOTE for use with 4 to 8 ohms speakers.pp (2.65

TWO WAY SPEAKER KIT To suit above amp. Comprising 2,
8" approx Phillips base unit, and 2, 31/2" approx tweeters with
2 crossover capacitors £4.95 p&p (1.65.

Available only to first time purchaser of the 12 + 12 kit.

C

50 WATT MONO

DISCO AMP

f 30.60
p&p £3.20

Site approx 13Ye" a 5,5" a 63/4"
50 watts rms. 100 watts peak output. Big features include two disc inputs,
both for ceramic cartridges, tape input and microphone input. Level mixing
controls fined with integral push-pull switches. Independent bass and treble
controls and master volume

 ,-vs
WNW

30 + 30 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER
Viscount IV unit in teak simulate cabinet Silver finish rotary controls and
pushbuttons with matching fascia, red mains indicator and stern lack socket
Functions switch for mic magnetic and crystal pickups, tape tuner and auxiliary

Rear panel features fuse holder. DIN speaker and input socket 30 + 30 watts
RMS RD* 60 watts peak for use with 4 to 8 ohm speakers
S. 43/4" x 3" x 10" approx £32 90BUILT AND READY TO PLAY p&p f3.30

p&p
£1.75

CONSTRUCTORS PACK 7A
Suitable stainless steel fully
retractable locking aerial and
speaker (approx 6" x 4") is
available as a kit complete.
f1.95 Per Pack, p & p £1.00.
Pack 7A may only be purchased
at the same time as Pack 7,
NOTE: Constructor's pack 7A
sold complete with radio kit
f15.20 including p&p.

323 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2. For Personal Shoppers Only. nremat5

.3opm21H HIGH STREET, ACTON W3 6NG. Mail Order Only. No Callers. Closed Thursday

Mullard
AUDIO MODULES IN
BARGAIN PACKS

CURRENT

CATALOGUE TO
PRICE

AT OVER

p* SEE OUR PRICES

2

 NOR

ACCESSORIES ARE ONLY
AVAILABLE TO THOSE
CUSTOMERS WHEN BUYING
our BARGAIN PACKS

e2

PACK 1 2 a LP1173 10w RMS output power audio amp modules,
+ 11,1162/2 Stereo pre amp for ceramic and auxiliary input.

OUR PRICE t5.00
p&p fl 10 L

PACK 2 2 a LP1173 1 Ow RMS output power audio amp modules
+ 1 LPI 184/2 Stereo pre amp for magnetic, ceraminc and auxiliary
inputs.

illUS. OUR PRICE f7.55 p&p f1.15

ACCESSORIES Suitable mains power supply pans. consisting of
mans transformer, bridge rectifier, smoothing capacitor and set of rotary
stereo controls for treble, bass,
volume and balance, f3.00 plus p&p (1 60
Two Way Speaker Kit Comprising of Iwo 8" x 5" approx 4 ohm
bass and two 3Y ' 15 ohm midrange tweeter with two crossover capacitors.

Per stereo pap r4 05
plus p&p f 1.70 L

R a
323 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2
21H HIGH STREET. ACTON W3 6NG

ACTON Mail Order only. No callers
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%

All dams subject to availability. Price COMM( at
817/80 and subject to change without notice

All enquires Stamped Addressed Envelope.
NOTE. Persons under 16 years not served without parent's authorisation

£76.00
100 WATT MONO

1 1,
;lug

DISCO AMP Brushed aluminium ----I. I/ 48
fascia and rotary controls. Sire approx 14" x 4" x 10v"
Five vertical slide controls, master volume, tape level, mic level, deck level,
PLUS INTER DECK FADER for perfect graduated change from record deck No. Ito
No 2, or vice versa. Pre fade level control (PR) lets YOU hear next disc before
fading it in. VU meter monitors output level. Output 100 watts RMS 200 watts peak

--wiewemws

EMI SPEAKER BARGAI
Stereo pay 350 kit System consists of
13" x 8" vomit woofer with rolled
surrornd. 31/2" Goodman tweeter
MM., components and circuit
diagram Frequency response 20 Ho
to 20 KHr Power handling 15 waits RMS
20 waits max
8 ohm impedance

f18.25
Per stereo parr
p&p f4.20

BSR P200
Belt drrve chassis turntable £25.50
unit semi -automatic. cueing device p&p f3 00
Shure M75 6 Magnetic Cartridge
to suit. f7.95

Manual single play
record deck with auto

return and cueing lever fined with stereo
ceramic cartridge 2 speeds with 45 r p m

spindle adaptor ideally suited for home
or disco use P&P

OUR PRICE f12.25 (2.75

BSR

PHILLIPS RECORD PLAYER DECK GC037
HiFi record player deck belt drive complete with GP401 magnet.
cartridge-LIMITED STOCK :n7 co

&cr.:Jo completeUNBEATABLE OFFER AT
BUYER COLLECT ONLY

BARGAIN OFFER
Ariston pick-up arm
manufactured in Japan.
Complete with headshell.
Listed price over £30.00.

Personal Shoppers EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2 Tel: 01-723 8432. 9.30am-5.313pm. Closed all day Thursday ACTON: Mail Order only. No callers GOODS DESPATCHED TO MAINLAND AND N. IRELAND 011tv
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Risk Watch

This rather bulky looking watch
conceals a miniature radio
transmitter with a range of
around 100 metres. Now before

Monitor
News from the Electronics World

you start jumping to conclu-
sions, it has absolutely nothing
to do with secret agents. The
idea is that an elderly or infirm
person can quickly summon
help in emergencies. The radio

receiver has a built-in alarm,
mains powered with battery
back-up, and can be sited in a
next-door neighbour's house or
outside where it will attract the
attention of passers-by.

The Sigtron comes in three
styles, a basic wriststrap trans-
mitter for £120, the same model
but with a 17 jewel mechanical
movement for £140 and the de-
luxe model with electronic
quartz movement for £160. All
these prices are exclusive of
VAT. Emerald Electronics are

taking orders right now, they
can be contacted at: Willow -
burn Trading Estate, Alnwick,
Northumberland NE66 2PQ. By
the way, just in case you're
wondering, they are Home
Office approved though a small
licence fee may be levied.

Laser Liquidator
It's a constant source of worry
to us, the way electronics is
being used to make deadly
weapons even deadlier. Here
we have a Maverick Air -to -
ground missile. The Maverick
employs a laser guidance sys-
tem developed by the Hughes
Aircraft Company in the USA.
So far, three low-level, long-
range tests have all resulted in
direct hits. No, we won't be
presenting it as a project in HE!

Errata
We're definitely getting better,
only three very small ones this
month. First, the Equitone, the
layout diagram on page 22
shows the Earth and Input con-
nections transposed. On the left
hand side of the diagram the
input leads are the top two con-
nections and the bottom con-
nection is Earth. Still on the
subject of overlay diagrams, the
one on page 43, Pass The Loop
suffered from an attack of
wrong IC numbering. IC 1 is
actually IC 2 and vice -versa.
Last but not least, you guessed
it the overlay diagram on page
58, Gas Detector shows two IC
1s, in fact the IC on the bottom
left hand side of the diagram is
IC 2.

Anyone want a job as an
overlay checker, pays not too
good but we're fun to work
with.

Books
Babani Books Ltd have just pro-
duced a very comprehensive
catalogue for their range of
books. The good news is that
it's free, just send an SAE to ;
Bernard Babani Publishing Ltd,
The Grampians, Shepherds
Bush Road, London W6 7NF
and they'll send you one by
return.

Video Confusion
Strange, isn't it? With some-
thing like five different video
cassette systems all trying to
become accepted as a standard
and yet another system coming
in the autumn the video industry
is now trying to convince us that
we need Video Discs.

Now, for everyone who is
trying to keep up with all this,
you'll soon be able to spend
your money on a disc system
from the Victor Company of
Japan (JVC to their friends)
aided and abetted by our own
Thorn EMI (bless 'em) who will
try to extract the maximum
number of pound notes from
your wallet and at the same time
convince you this will become
the accepted standard and not a
useless piece of junk should
some other system triumph.
You've got to admire their
nerve.

Actually, this one does look
good, the player accepts a 10
inch plastic, grooveless disc
neatly sheathed in a sort of case
that stops you getting your
grubby fingerprints all over it.
Each disc will play for 2 hours (1

hour per side), in full sparkling
technicolour, don't forget
though you can't record on
videodisc.

The basic player has a dia-
mond or sapphire stylus with an
electrode that senses variations
in capacitance between the

Hobby Electronics, September 1980

stylus and the disc. Microscopic
pits are moulded into the disc in
much the same way as grooves
are pressed onto conventional
audio discs. The plastic is
actually electroconductive so
the depth of the pit will vary the
capacitance between the sur-

face and the stylus. The clever
stuff starts with another excur-
sion into the wallet when you
purchase the Random Access
unit. This will enable you to
replay your disc at fast and slow
motion speeds or even still
frames. You'll also be able to
programme in a variety of dif-
ferent sequences so you can
skip the boring bits.

The last trick concerns the
possibility of this system being
used for audio -only recordings.
Because the information on the
disc is digitally encoded the
quality is super -high, this, how-
ever, is still at the experimental
stage.

If all goes well the VHD /
AHD (Video/Audio High De-
nsity) system should be on sale
around the end of next year.
Thorn and JVC are naturally
confident this system will be-
come the global standard, we
shall see. If you just can't wait
then Thorn may be able to help
you out with further informa-
tion. Their address is: Thorn
House, Upper St Martins Lane,
London WC2 9ED.
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MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD.
H.E. PROJECT KITS

Make us your No. 1 SUPPLIER OF KITS and COMPONENTS for
H.E. Projects. We supply carefully selected sets of parts to
enable you to construct H.E. projects. Kits include ALL THE
ELECTRONICS AND HARDWARE NEEDED. Printed circuit
boards or veroboard are, of course, included as specified in the
original article, we even include nuts, screws and I.C. sockets.
PRICES INCLUDE CASES unless otherwise stated. BATTERIES
ARE NOT INCLUDED.
If you do not have the Issue of H.E. which includes the project
- you will need to order the Instruction reprint as an extra. 45p
each.
EQUITONE CAR EQUALISER, Aug. '80 £15.72
GAZTEC GAS DETEXTOR, Aug. '80 £27.31
OP AMP CHECKER Aug. '80 £4.55
MOVEMENT ALARM, Aug. '80 £6.13
RADIO TIMER, Aug. '80 £6.08
PASS THE LOOP GAME, Aug. '80 £15.38
SOUND OPERATED FLASH TRIGGER, July '80 . £4.59
FOG HORN, June '80 £5.65
EGG TIMER, June '80 £9.99 less case
5080 PRE -AMP, May '80 £43.63
SPEED CONTROLLER FOR R/C, April '80 £16.39 less case
DIGITAL FREQUENCY METER, April '80 £37.73
HOBBYCOM: TWO WIRE INTERCOM, April '80

£36.17 (Master)
Sub Station £3.38 each

ELECTRONIC IGNITION (CD), April '80 £21.87
25 -WATT MODULE (5080), Mar. '80 £19.98
PSU MODULE (5080), Mar. '80 £37.87
WIN INDICATOR, Feb. '80 £13.92
DIGI-DICE, Jan '80 £10.15
BARGRAPH CAR VOLTMETER, Dec. 79 . . £7.33 less case
RING MODULATOR, Dec. '79 £12.95
GUITAR TUNER, Nov. '79 £11.73
TANTRUM STEREO AMPLIFIER, Oct. '79 £85.83
HOBBYTUNE, Oct. '79 £28.58
ANALOGUE FREQUENCY METER, Oct. '79 £15.52
MULTI -OPTION SIREN, Oct. '79 £16.22
STARBURST, Sept. '79 £21.72 less case
ULTRASONIC SWITCH Sept. '79

£29.85 less 3 pin mains socket
HOME SECURITY UNIT Aug '79 £28.56 less siren
SIREN £5.09 less case
LED TACHOMETER, Aug. '79 £18.31
INJECTOR/TRACER, Aug. '79 £4.34
CONSTANT VOLUME AMPLIFIER, Aug. '79 £16.60
LINEAR SCALE OHMMETER, July '79 £16.39
SHARK, July '79 £26.88
GSR MONITOR, June '79 £9.63
ENVELOPE GENERATOR, June '79 £15.68
PARKING METER TIMER, May '79 £8.79
WHITE NOISE EFFECTS UNIT, May '79 £17.74
TRANSISTOR GAIN TESTER. April '79 £10.21
PHOTOGRAPHIC TIMER, Mar. '79 £18.21
CAR ALARM, Feb. '79 £11.47
SCRATCH /RUMBLE FILTER, Feb. '79 £26.96 Mono

£31.30 Stereo
SINE/SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR, Feb '79 . . £27.05
GRAPHIC EQUALISER, Jan. '79 £29.65
PUSH BUTTON DICE, Dec. '78 £7.54
AUDIO MIXER, Dec. '78 £26.88
BEDSIDE RADIO, Nov. '78 £16.99
STEREO AMPLIFIER (HOBIT), Nov. '78 £65.51

LATEST KITS: S.A.E. OR 'PHONE FOR PRICES

INTO ELECTRONICS CONSTRUCTION
H.E. 6 -part Series: Feb. -80 to July '80. COVERS THE BASICS
OF ELECTRONICS - LOTS OF PRACTICAL WORK. Circuits are
built on a plug-in Eurobreadboard. REPRINTS AVAILABLE,
45p each part. Eurobreadboard and Components for Series
£15.63. Components only £9.43.

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD.
HA1, 98 CALAIS ROAD, BURTON -ON -TRENT, STAFFS.
DE13 OUL, 0283 65435 - 9-12, 2-5 MON.-FRI. MAIL

ORDER ONLY
ADD 35p P&P TO ALL ORDERS ALL EIRE B BFPO ORDERS

U.K.PRICES - LESS 10%
(COVERS VAT. REFUND & EXPORT DOCU
MENTS) PAYMENT STERLING U.K. BANK
DRAFT, U.K. POSTAL ORDERS or U.K. CHE-
QUE.
ENQUIRIES: ENCLOSE TWO INTERNATIO-
NAL POSTAL COUPONS

PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT. OFFICIAL
ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS. ETC.. WEL-
COME.
ENQUIRIES MUST INCLUDE S A E
OVERSEAS. SEND ORDER WITH THREE
INTERNATIONAL POSTAL COUPONS. WE
WILL QUOTE EXACT PRICE RV AIR MAIL

ELECTRONICS CATALOGUE
Magenta's Catalogue has been carefully designed for Electronics Constructors. Product
data and illustrations make the Magenta Catalogue an Indispensable guide for the
constructor. Catalogue includes ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, HARDWARE, TOOLS.
CASES. TEST EQUIPMENT. Details of advenised Items and CIRCUIT IDEAS for you to
build.
No minimum order - all products are stock lines. FIRST-CLASS delivery of FIRST-CLASS
components.
Send for your copy and see how easy our catalogue is to use WRITE TODAY enclosing 6
x 1 Op stamps.

ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS
An easy to follow book suitable for all ages, ideal for beginners. No Soldering. Uses
an 'S Dec' breadboard. Gives clear instructions with lots of pictures. 16 projects -
including three radios, siren, metronome, organ, intercom, timer, etc. Helps you
learn about electronic components and how circuits work. Component pack includes
an S Dec and the components for the projects.
Adventures With Electronics. £1.75.
Component Pack E16.72 less battery.

ADVENTURES WITH
MICROELECTRONICS

Same style as above book. 11 projects based on integrated circuits - includes dice,
two-tone doorbell, electronic organ, MW/LW radio, reaction timer, etc. Component pack
includes a Bimboard 1 plug-in breadboard and the components for the projects.
Adventures with Microelectronics £2.35.
Component pack E30.59 less battery.

EDUKIT MICROPROCESSOR COURSE
Ideal for beginners - learn the basics of computing from scratch. without spending a
fortune. Kit is supplied with a comprehensive manual which describes construction,
basic theory, initial use, machine code programming, hardware and troubleshooting.
An appendix covers soldering and op codes. Kit uses the RCA COSMAC 1802 it P.
256 bytes of memory, pcb + 20 switch keypad included. Requires a 5 or 6V 0.5A
power supply - can be batteries.
EDUKIT, including manual: E40.98.
Kit includes socket for Ix P only - Set of IC sockets for support ICs: E2.81 extra
Power Supply Kit - simple kit gives 5V 0.5A - includes case and circuit details
£7.98.

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
PROJECTS

METAL LOCATOR, June '79 inc. handle,
coil former and electronics . . £10.99
AUTO PHASE June '80 £21.41
AUTO-WAA, June '80 E21.33
SOUND TO LIGHT. Single channel, 800w

£6.98
FUZZ BOX, Dec. '78 £5.83
CHASER LIGHTS, 3 channel. Sept. 79

£18.95
AUDIO VISUAL METRONOME, Jan. '78

£4.93

3 BAND S.W. RADIO
Simple T R.F Design. Covering most Amateur
Bands and Short Wave Bradcast Bands. Five
controls. Bandset, Bandspread, Reaction.
Wavechange and Attenuator Coll section is by
Wavechange Switch Use with Headphones or a
Crystal earpiece Kit contains all the components
required. including the P.C. Board and Case
Instructions are included with this kit.
KIT. E18.97. Headphone extra E3.28.

WEIRD SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR.
Mar. '78 £4.61
Reprints extra 45p ea.
Many other E.E. kits available.

IDEAL SOLDERING EQUIPMENT FOR ELECTRONICS
ANTE% X25 SOLDERING IRON 25W £4.98.
SOLDERING IRON STAND C2.03.
SPARE BITS. Small, standard. large 65p each
SOLDER. Handy size. 98p
EUROBREAD BOARD. E6.20.
LOW COST LONG NOSE PLIERS. E1.97.
LOW COST CUTTERS. E1.98.
SIREN. 125 E15.95.
P.C.B. ASSEMBLY JIG. E11.98.
P.C.B. ETCHING KIT. E4.98.
AM -FM AIRCRAFT BAND PORTABLE
RADIO. £10.95.
WIRE STRIPPERS AND CUTTERS E2.48.
P.A. MICROPHONE, coiled lead and switch
£4.68.
MULTIMETER TYPE 1. 1.000 o.p.v with
probes. 2" x 31/2'r x 1" (6.66.
MULTIMETER TYPE 2. 20.000 sa.p.v with
probes 5" x 3,2" x 1id" E11.52.
F.M. INDOOR AERIAL. 57p.
TELESCOPIC AERIAL. 120 tan. E2.38.
TELEPHONE PICK-UP COIL. 72p.
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE INSERT. 58p.
SPEAKERS MINIATURE, 8 ohm 87p. 64 ohm
98p. 80 or,,,, 61.56.
PILLOW SPEAKER, Et ohm 98p.
6" ROUND SPEAKER. 8 ohm. 5W E2.28.
EARPIECES. Crystal 55p. Magnetic 18p.
STETHOSCOPE ATTACHMENT. Fits our ear-
piece 69p.
BUZZER. 6V 32p 12V 35p.
MONO HEADPHONES. 2K Padded. Superior.
sensitive £3.28.
STEREO HEADPHONES. 8 ohm. Padded
£4.35.
DESOLDERING BRAID 69p

HOW TO SOLDER BOOKLET 12p
HEAT SINK TWEEZERS 15p
SOLDER BOBBIN 30p
DESOLDER PUMP £5.98

IXCEIretrUESITAnit ?Alt 800 ohm. Cassede
type £1.38.
DENTIST'S MIRROR. Adjustable. E2.44.
JEWELLER'S EYEGLASS. £1.08.
TRIPLE MAGNIFIER. £1.63.
HAND MAGNIFIER. 3" Lens £3.43.
SPECTACLE MAGNIFIER. Clips on to spectacle
frame E4.65.
ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIERS, 11/2" lens.
E1.10, 3" lens £2.96.
POCKET TOOL SET. 20 piece £4.09.
SCREWDRIVER SET. Six piece E2.16.
CAPITANCE SUBSTITUTION BOX. Nine
values 100pF -0 22uF E2.98.
PLUG IN POWER SUPPLY, 6, 7 5-9V d c
300mA E4.95.
SPRINGS - SMALL. 100 Asstd. £1.08.
CROC CLIP TEST LEAD SET, 10 leads with 20
clips 1E1.15.
DIMMER SWITCH, 2405. 800W. £4.48.
TRADITIONAL STYLE BELL. 3-8V 7Ornm
chrome gong. E1.60.
UNDERDOME BELL. 4-10V. Smart. Dia
70mm £2.48.
CONNECTING WIRE PACK. 5 x 5 yd coils.
55p.
VERO SPOT FACE CUTTER. £1.21.
VERO PIN INSERTION TOOL. 0.1". E1.66.
0 15" E1.67.
RESISTOR COLOUR CODE CALCULATOR.
21p.

MAGENTA gives you FAST DELIVERY BY FIRST-CLASS POST OF QUALITY COMPONENTS AND
KITS. All products are stock lines and are new and full specification. We give personal service and quality
products to all our customers - HAVE YOU TRIED US?
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BARGAIN
CORNER

Show us that you could have purchased for
less within one month of your purchase and
we will refund the difference!

MULTIMETERS:

181801811111101.

CAR AUDIO:

 DT 1314 A
superb 38
range meter.
Special features
include 50KO /
VDC move-
ment, 10 amp
DC Scale, res-
istance up to
100 MO, 2
ranges for tes-
ting batteries,
long extraflex
leads, batteries
included.
Usually sold for
£35. FOR
LIMITED
PERIOD £25 +
70p post.

 DT1004 20
KO/VDC move-
ment, 16 ranges
and off position,
mirror scale, pro-
tected move-
ment, battery in-
cluded. Usually
sold for £16, our
price £12 + 70p
post.

 New Model Steeo Cassette/Radio
M.W., stereo FM and stereo cassette player, 8
Watts per channel, fast forward and autostop,
includes fitting kit and FREE SPEAKERS. Sold
elsewhere for up to £85 (believe it or not). Our
price £45 4- £1.40 post. (For negative earth
cars only).
 End of line clearance
LW/MW stereo cassette
players. 8 watts per channel.
Fast forward and autostop,
usually sold for between £45
and £65. Limited number at
£34 + £1.20 post. (For
negative earth only). Manual
car radios 5 watts, includes
fitting kit and speaker. Neg. or
pos. earth. £9 + £1.20 post.

METAL
DETECTORS:

Induction Balance
Model. Highly sensitive
model with speaker and
meter, 7 -inch search head
and telescopic stem. Usually
sold for £39.95. Our price
£24.50 + £1.20 post.
 BFO Model Due to
importer clearing stocks we
can offer this standard model
for the incredible price of
£11.50 + £1.20 post.
All goods guaranteed one year. 10 day money
back offer on all undamaged goods. Goods
ex -stock at time of going to press. Send S.A.E.
for details.

MINIKITS
ELECTRONICS LTD

HOBBY
88 HAINAULT ROAD

LEYTONSTONE
LONDON Ell 1EH
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Hobby
Electronics,
ON SALE SEPTEMBER 12th
Kitchen Timer
This handy little gadget will soon take pride -of -place on

, the kitchen shelves. It'll accurately indicate periods of up
to six and a half minutes in thirty second steps. All the
components are easy to obtain and it shouldn't take
more than a couple of hours to build.

Freezer Alarm
Still in the kitchen, we've cooked up another winner for
you with this little freezer alarm circuit. Should the
temperature rise above a pre -determined level then the
alarm will sound. Anyone who has ever seen a freezer
full of unfrozen food will know how valuable this little
project could be!

Light Dimmer
Here's one for those afraid of bright lights. This all new
dimmer circuit will fit into the standard light switch
socket. It'll let you control your lighting from a harsh
glare to a warm seductive glow, just right for those long
winter evenings in front of the telly. It might even save a
few bob on the electricity bill too!

Doorbell
Just in case you've fallen asleep, safe in the knowledge
your freezer's OK, the lights are low (courtesy the HE
Light Dimmer), the meal was perfect (thanks to the HE
Kitchen Timer), you'll be glad to know that the HE Nobell
Doorbell will wake you up. This novel little circuit
faithfully re-creates the sound of a mechanical door -
knocker. No prizes for guessing why we called it the
Nobell.

Temperature Controlled Soldering Iron
If we've tempted you into building any of these projects
then you should know about our Temperature Controlled
Soldering Iron project next month. You'll be able to build
all of the projects without worrying about burnt out bits
anymore.

Home Electronics
To round it all off we will be taking a look at some of the
benefits electronics has brought to the home. The
homely Tina Boylan looks at some of the gadgets on sale
today and some of the labour saving devices we can
expect in the next few years.

The items mentioned here are those planned but unforeseen circumstances may affect the actual

contents.
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Inside Teletext
Most of us have seen Teletext at some time, you may even have a receiver equipped with
a decoder. So for all of you that have ever wondered how it works, Gwyn Morgan, head
of Engineering Promotions of the BBC looks at the present system and reveals, exclu-
sively for HE, some of the developments taking place

FOR MANY TECHNOCRATS and en-,
gineers some of the fun has gone out
of Teletext. With the first stages of
teletext development over, produc-
tion firmly in the hands of the big
semiconductor companies and
receiver manufacturers, a market in
Britain that will take teletext owner-
ship to around 200,000 sets by the
end of 1980 and with the editorial
teams leading the current stage of
development, there seems to be little
novelty for the technocrats to get to
grips with. Well, if like me you are
fascinated by electronic ingenuities
come with us as we take a look behind
the doors of the research labs and
committee rooms, there we will find
some very interesting developments.

Teletext today
as a technical standard and looks set
for market success - probably
catching up and passing the video -
recorder market in Britain this year or
next. Teletext tomorrow needs
thinking about and there are plenty of
people doing just that.

The key to extending Britain's
teletext system lies in anticipating the
ever reducing costs of digital storage.
Almost without exception today's
teletext decoders store just one page
of CEEFAX or ORACLE. That means a
page store of some 7 kbits. (7 thou-
sand bits). If predictions of the falling
costs of storage are correct then be-
fore the end of the 80s we will be
able to afford enough storage for one
super quality full colour still picture or
a thousand teletext pages or various
combinations of the two.

But before we launch off into the
future we should get the past and the
present into perspective to get a better
idea of just how these developments
are likely to come about.

Early Days
The rumblings of teletext began in the
second half of the sixties in the BBC
Designs Department, without any
publicity. Work was concentrated on
developing a simple kind of printer
that would be acceptable in the home

The CEEFAX editing room at the BBC, copy for each page is written on typewriter type
keyboards.

- small, quiet and without the need
for ink or inky ribbons. The method of
sending the signals posed no prob-
lems. Ways of sending digital
signals in the field blanking period
were already being developed jointly
in the European Broadcasting Union.
That system, called ICE (Insertion
Communication Equipment), has
been in use with the BBC for many
years.

The real breakthrough to the kind
of teletext we know today came about
in 1 968 when Peter Rainger, then at
the BBC Designs Department, and
now Deputy Director of Engineering
at the BBC, realised that the Character
Generator ROMs (Read Only
Memories) that were being developed
for computer terminals could be used
in domestic receivers, so that instead.
of printing the words on paper they
could be printed on the screen of an
ordinary television set.

From that point the develop-
ment work got well underway with
investigations of potential data rates
and ways of sending the data. One
idea that was investigated was to use
an extra subcarrier in the television
signal but that was thrown out in

favour of sending the data in short,
fast bursts on some of the unused
lines in the television field blanking
period, just as with ICE.

At first the BBC worked on two
separate systems, "Teledata-, for
ordinary pages of text, and
"Teletitles" on a different television
line carrying subtitles for the deaf. It
soon became obvious that the two
ideas could be amalgamated and the
same decoder could be used for both
services. This passed all the benefits
of mass production onto a decoder for
subtitling that might otherwise have
only a limited market. It's ironic that
in the USA where much of the
semiconductor technology used in
teletext was developed thay are still to
get teletext under; however they
have instituted -Deafax", a service
that carries only subtitles and at a
relatively slow data rate.

Teletext Grows Up
Teledata and Teletitles together be-
came CEEFAX and the first public
announcements were made in 1972.
The IBA announced their ideas for
ORACLE soon after and the BBC, the
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Above. A Texas Tifax Teletext decoder.
This single board is all that is needed to
decode teletext signals.
Right: Block diagram of the present CEE-
FAX system. Three PDP11 computers are
used.

IBA and the British Receiver Industry
got together in what must be one of
the most effective committees that
has ever been formed. In little more
than a year the group hammered out
the specification that is now the cor-
nerstone of teletext. A great deal of
development work was squeezed into
that year. The BBC's mobile
laboratory was packed full of test
equipment and a great many trans-
mission variations were tried out -
different numbers of characters in a
row, different numbers of rows, ad-
dressing alternatives and, above all,
the effect of increasing the data rate.

The test transmission started with a
data rate of around 3.5 Mbits / sec
during each data line. The data rate
was pushed up to 4.5 Mbits/sec with
no measurable reduction in 'the
teletext service area and finally in-
creased to more than 6 Mbits /sec,
again with little reduction in the extent
of the teletext service area. The
receiver industry representatives on
the teletext committee were most in-
sistent that the teletext standard
would not be determined by the per-
formance of the television receivers of
the day. Everyone involved was keen
to push the data rate up as far as
possible and the manufacturers' opi-
nion was that future receivers would
provide much improved IF perfor-
mance. They were right and though
the IF boards for the first teletext
receivers had to be handpicked,
teletext has moved on to become an
ordinary part of the production line.
Yet another step towards reliable and
stable performance has been the in-
troduction of surface acoustic wave
filters (SAWFs) which drastically
reduce the number of adjustments
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that need to be made during align-
ment and promise more stable per-
formance during the life of the
receiver.

The first teletext specification (or
the "White Book" as it became
generally known in the trade) was
published in May 1974. It was in
1974 too, that the system first left the
hands of the engineers and the
world's first teletext journalist got his
hands on the keyboard of a teletext
Visual Display Unit. That was Colin
McIntyre, appointed as Editor of CEE-
FAX. In order to get in the maximum
amount of practice at writing in the
teletext format of 24 rows of 40 cha-
racters he even typed -all his notes and
letters in that shape for a year or so.

Scope for Development
The first teletext specifications laid
down some very important ground
rules for the service while at the same.
time giving it enormous scope for
development and expansion. The
most important aspect of all is the way
that Britain's teletext system is said to
have a fixed format. What it means in
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this context is that the blocks of data
come in a well defined, regular order.
that is repeated on each television
data -line. The data for a single row of
a teletext page is always carried on
one complete television line. This
direct correspondance between the
position on the data waveform and the
position and location within a teletext
page imparts considerable 'rugged-
ness' to the system.

This technique is particularly valu-
able when applied to the address
codes that 'label' every data line to
indicate where the decoded text be-
longs. The addresses are broadcast
with a special error correcting code
called a Hamming code (after its in-
ventor). It is very important that the
addresses are correctly recognised
because even if a viewer would put up
with occasional errors in the display
under poor reception conditions then
it is very important that all information
is correctly identified for the pages it
belong to.

Furthermore, thanks to this
synchronous characteristic the de-
coder is more easily able to find the
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framing code that identifies the start
of the data signals. If the system were
not synchronous then the data signals
for rows of text would begin and end
anywhere on a television line and the
decoder would have a much more
complex and difficult job in deciding
where the start and finish of a page
was and where each began and
ended. With Britain's synchronous
teletext system it is very much easier
to build a decoder that will give a
continuously up -dated clock in the top
right-hand corner of the pages as well
as provide other ''user -friendlies"" (as
the Americans call them), such as
numbers that rotate to tell you when
to expect the new page to arrive.

Graphics
From the outset teletext has had a
system of graphics which takes up no
more space in the decoder memory
than an ordinary page of text. The
graphics system uses the same digital
codes as those that are used for letters
and numerals, but to trigger off the
start of a graphic section after an
ordinary section of alpha -numerics,
needs a control character. The control
characters are not seen on the screen
but because of the synchronous for-
mat, in the present system, they
have to take up a place in the display.
They usually appear as a blank space.
The decoder will recognise particular
8 bit codes as control characters and
will trigger off the appropriate form of
display.

With alpha -numerics the image on
the screen of each letter, numeral or
sign is generated by the character
generator ROM. With graphics the
image that appears on the screen is
generated directly by the bits in each
character code byte.

Graphics images are made up by
taking the space that would normally
be occupied by a letter or numeral and
dividing it into six rectangles, three
high and two i.wide. The individual
rectangles are 'switched on' by one of
the six bits in a character code so that
each character code has two
meanings. One of the meanings pro-
duces an alpha -numeric character on
the screen and the other produces a
simple graphic image. The decoder
knows which to produce because the
control characters switch -in a particu-
lar mode of operation until either the
end of a row or until the next control
character appears and changes the
operation. Every control character has
a different job. There are different
control characters for each of the
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ENHANCED TELETEXT SYSTEMS

An

Enhanced

TELETEXT -

system will
allow pages
to include
7 ---

with a
quality
limited
only by
the display
device.

Above: An example of the enhanced teletext system capable of transmitting still pictures
in full colour.

different colours that can be displayed
in either the graphics mode or on the
alpha -numerics mode.

Enhancements
In 1976 a second specification was
published for teletext and this intro-
duced some enhancements to the
1974 teletext transmission that was
put on trial for two years. The new
specification made it easy to draw a
colourful map of Britain against a
background of blue sea, and it made it
possible to join areas of different col-
our together as well as providing
some further options.

Previously, a control character that
changed the colour of the graphics
display would leave a blank space on
the screen but by using the new 'hold
graphics' control character, the blank
space could be 'painted -over' to join
up the two coloured areas.

That is the situation today and that
1976 specification will set the
standard for teletext for many years to
come. But it is possible to provide
more sophisticated options than are
available on today's teletext receivers
and some of these enhancements can
be introduced without making any
change at all in the specification of the
transmission. For example, one sec-
tion of the address codes was or-
iginally known as the 'time code'. This
time code address is totally indepen-

dent of the alpha -numeric time that
appears in the top right of every page.

The original idea was that by
labelling each page with a regular
time address as well as the ordinary
page number, a single page number
could carry different information, per-
haps every minute of the day. This
would multiply the number of pages
available enormously. But it is not
necessary to think of the time -code as
a time. Instead, think of it simply as a
number and it means that every one of
the 800 different page numbers that
could be specified in teletext can also
be given 3,200 more sub -numbers or
'sub -codes' as they are now called.

One of the applications for this is to
classify pages so that, for example,
any pages about football might carry a
sub -code 2000 while all pages about
horse racing might carry the sub -code
2100 and all pages about the weather
might have the sub -code 3000. Put
that advantage together with the op-
tion of a 'don't care button' (available
with the General Instrument
Microelectronics decoder) and you
have a way of automatically sifting
through the pages you want to see.

If you wanted to see all the pages
that were in the transmission on the
subject of football you would press
the don't care button three times
instead of specifying a specific page
number but then you would instruct
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Inside Teletext

1.98 CEEFAX 198 Wed 18 Jun

lietC

NEWS HEADLINES ....101 FOR THE DEAF
NEWS IN DETAIL 102-119 169
NEWS FLASH 150
NEWS INDEX 190 TV'RADIO 171-4
NEWSREEL 199 TV CHOICE 177

TOMORROW 178
FINANCE HEADLINES .120
FINANCIAL NEWS 121-139

SPORT HEADLINES ...140
SPORT PAGES _141-159

FCC GUIDE 161
FARM ING 168

WEAT14M0TRAWL
INDEX 180

FULL INDEX
A F ......193
G -0 194
P Z 195

TRANSATLANTIC YACHT RACE LEADERS ..191

The contents page of the current teletext system, all tastes are catered for.

the decoder to look for all pages that
had the sub -code 2000. The decoder
would recognise this in the transmis-
sion and display them rapidly one
after another as they passed by. This
is the electronic equivalent of flicking
through the pages of a book, but
selectively.

Telesoftware
There is another development of
teletext that also requires no changes
in specification. This is called
'telesoftware' and it was originally
devised by mathematician W. G.
Overington. Since then it has been
enthusiastically followed by John
Hedger of ORACLE and engineers in
Mullard. There are some telesoftware
pages on the air at this moment and if
you dial up one of them you would
find, not a readable teletext page, but
a page full of an apparently meaning-
less jumble of letters, figures and
symbols. But this would not be
meaningless at all to a 'more intel-
ligent' teletext receiver.

An intelligent teletext receiver has
a more or less conventional teletext
decoder but in addition has a micro-
processor and some extra memory.
Microprocessors need a computer
program or software before they will
produce any answers and the
apparently meaningless teletext

pages are, in fact, the software com-
mands for a microprocessor. Once the
program has been loaded into a
telesoftware decoder, the receiver
becomes interactive. No longer do
you just read the page and then per-
haps dial another one but you can use
the receiver to make calculations or
play games or follow a programmed
learning exercise.

A telesoftware page displayed on
a telesoftware decoder might ask you
questions. Using the ordinary remote
control key pad you would insert
numerical answers so it will calculate
just what it ought to ask you next or
once it has received all the informa-
tion it needs from your answers, it will
calculate the final answer to your
problem - your mortgage repay-
ments if ever the interest rate goes
down!

Telesoftware decoders could make
the programmable television games
that are available now seem very old
fashioned because using telesoftware
the broadcasters will be able to think
up new games perhaps as often as
they think up new versions of the
'Little and Large Show'.

Just as there are creative script
writers for comedies and dramas so
there will have to be creative pro-
grammers for telesoftware. But in-
stead of using a typewriter they will be
using a keyboard of a VDU and in-

stead of writing in English they will be
writing in a computer language. An
experimental trial of telesoftware is
about to get under way under the
auspices of the Department of Educa-
tion and with the joint efforts of some
decoder makers like Mullard,
Educationalists at Brighton Polytech-
nic and of course, ITV ORACLE and
BBC CEEFAX.

W. G. Overington's original ideas
for telesoftware had in mind a special
microprocessor that would receive a
programme in the form of a machine
code. More recent opinion seems to
be leaning towards the use of a high
level language. The telesoftware field
trial that is being carried out with the
aid of the Department of Education,
will use a form of the computer
language "BASIC-. This means that
the telesoftware decoder will not only
need additional memory and, of
course, a microprocessor, but will also
need a device called an 'interpreter'.
The interpreter will convert the com-
mands in whatever language is finally
chosen, into the specific commands
that operate the microprocessor
chosen by whichever company hap-
pens to be manufacturing that parti-
cular telesoftware decoder.

Mega -Memory
Telesoftware is one development of
teletext that will certainly demand
more memory but as the price of
digital memory tumbles then teletext
will be able to provide yet more
sophisticated services. Imagine a
television set with a memory of say 7
million bits. This would be able toi
store a complete still picture with an
extremely high definition. It could be
used, for example, to store the goal
kick in a football match under the
control of the viewer but it could do
more than that, it could be used with
teletext to provide instant access to
perhaps a thousand teletext pages of
the kind we have today or again,
using teletext, it could be used to
receive still pictures.

The still -pictures might be just part
of a frame so that around a small
still -picture in the corner of the page,
there could be a text of a story. The
still -picture could be used in all sorts
of ways - to illustrate a news story or
advertise a product or provide a
Snoopy cartoon -strip or carry an-
imated jokes. The data for these
special still -pictures would be broad-
cast along with the conventional
teletext signal. A small portion of the
still picture would be transmitted
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Inside Teletext
every time the teletext magazine
turned around. Because there would
be an enormous amount of detail in
each still -picture and because only a
small amount of the picture could be
transmitted every few seconds, then
the image would take quite a long
time to build up, perhaps even a few
minutes, but that need not be a parti-
cularly important drawback as the.
main purpose of teletext would
remain the same - broadcasting
words and figures.

The still pictures could have excel-
lent definition. The quality would be
as good as the RGB output from a
studio TV camera: they could even
have a full grey scale as well as fully
saturated colours and there would be
complete freedom from cross colour
patterns.

But still -pictures represent the ex-
treme possibilities. Between that
and the kind of teletext pages we see
today, there would be a whole hier-
archy of developments. High among
the list of needs would be improved
definition for graphics incorporated
into the existing transmission.

Yet another important contribu-
tion, that would come from the free-
dom to use more memory in a teletext
decoder, would be the ability to
underline words, to change the colour
of letters within a single word, the
provision of an extended alphabet
that allowed for accents as in French,
German and the Nordic languages. It
would be possible to display the
words with proportional spacing. In-
stead of the present typewriter style of
display where each character takes up
the same space, whether it be a thin
letter like an 'i' or a wide letter like an
'm', then with proportional spacing
each letter could take up the space it
needed to make a good display on the
page.

The key to operating the teletext
enhancements is the use of the pre-
sently unused address codes. There
are only 24 rows in a single teletext
page but the addresses can specify up
to 32 row numbers. Rowe numbers
24-32- are free for new applications.
One application of these extra rows
would be a way of providing
improvements to the basic appear-
ance of a teletext page. The page
would be transmitted in the conven-
tional way as now and could be
received on the kind of decoder that
receives teletext today, but a more
advanced decoder would be able to
recognise the other rows as com-
mands that actually applied to earlier
parts of the page. For example, say it
was necessary to underline three

P176 CEEFAX 176 Mon 25 Jun 15135,-09
31'4

Last
Week
29 21 Living on the Frontline

Eddy Grant
23 22 I Fought the Law The Clash
19 23 Pop Muzik
44 24 Light My Fire Amii Stewart
39 25 Go West Village People
15 26 Boys Keep Swinging... David Bowie
27 27 Gertcha Chas and Dave
41 28 Silly Games Janet Kay
37 29 Maybe Thom Pace
22 30 Bright Eyes Art Garfunkel

An example of a 'rolling page'. The number in the top right hand corner beneath the clock
denotes this is the third of four pages.

words in one particular teletext row.
The commands for the enhanced
facilities would be broadcast on a row
numbered somewhere between 24-
32 but that row would follow
immediately after the row that needed
underlining and the extra command
row would only need to be recognised
by the more advanced decoder.

Linked Pages
The potential is really enormous. One
of the ideas that has been proposed by
John Chambers of the BBC Research
Department is a system of linked -
pages. It would rely on the decoder
being able to store several pages (with
7 megabits of memory - 'several'
could mean up to 1000!) and it would
give the viewer instant access to these
pages at the touch of a button on a
keypad. Once the viewer has chosen
any particular page the decoder
would automatically file away a set of
related pages as they appeared in the
transmission by obeying commands
hidden in the transmission of the first
page. When the viewer was ready to
read one of the pages that was related
or 'linked' to the first there need
to be no waiting time because the
page would already be stored in an-
other part of the decoder's memory.

One other refinement that
Chambers described is a page -check -
word. This is a very short digital
message that enables the decoder to
check positively and automatically
whether a page has been completely
and correctly received. This would
have applications beyond the domes-

tic decoder to business computer sys-
tems where perhaps several hundred
pictures are to be stored automati-
cally.

The Future
So teletext is by no means standing
still. Just as we had television in
black -and -white and later in colour, so
we can extend the teletext service
without making present day decoders
redundant. The potential reduction in
the cost of storage is very consider-
able.

Engineers at the BBC Research
Department are investigating storage
by laser holograms. One day soon we
may well be using holographic video
storage, they make present day video
recorders with all their whirring
wheels and delicate mechanics seem
like medieval carts. It is theoretically
possible that a single 1 cm crystal
cube could store some 31/2 hours of
television programmes. The storage
would be by "volume holograms",
laid layer upon layer within the cube.
Each hologram would provide a
digitally coded message to a replay
machine. But we are very many years
away from achieving that potential.
Much sooner, perhaps 1988 or
1990, it may be possible for us all to
afford at least 7 million bits of storage
in our television receivers. As that day
comes nearer so we can look forward
to some exciting extensions to the,
teletext service we have at present,
but do not let it put you off enjoying
today's teletext service today. HE
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Books from the HE Book Service
28 Tested Transistor Project

£1.55
Richard Torrens. The projects
can be split down into simple
building blocks which can be
recombined for ideas of your
own.

Electronic Projects for Be-
ginners £1.65
F. G. Rayer. Divided into 'No
Soldering Projects,' Radio and
Audio Frequency, Power Sup-
plies and Miscellaneous.

Practical Electronic Calcula-
tions and Formulae . £2.55
F. A. Wilson. A valuable
reference for the home and
laboratory, containing all the
most frequently used, and
some of the less well-known
electronic formulae and calcu-
lations.

Popular Electronic Projects
£1.75

R. A. Penfold. A collection of
the most popular types of.
circuits and projects using
modern, inexpensive and freely
available components.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
BOOKS
Sinclair, I. R., Introducing
Electronic Systems . £1.95
Sinclair, I. R., Introducing
Amateur Electronics . . £1.65
Sinclair, I. R., Electronic Fault
Diagnosis £3.55
Sinclair, I. R., Repairing Pocket
Transistor Radios .. . £2.60
Sinclair, I. R., Oscilloscope In
Use £3.10
Sinclair, I. R., Understanding
Electronic Components £4.20
Sinclair, I. R., Understanding
Electronic Circuits . . £4.20
Kitchen, H. T., Handtools For
Electronic Workshop . £2.95
Kitchen, H. T., Electronic Test
Equipment £5.20
Capel, V., How To Build Elec-
tronic Kits £2.35
Darr, J., How to test almost
everything electronic . £3.70
Brown, R. M., How to read
electronic circuit diagrams

£5.60

AUDIO
Earl, J., Audio Technicians
Bench Manual £3.70
Earl, J., Pickups and Loud
Speakers £3.70
Earl. J., Tuners and Amplifiers

£3.20
Earl. J., Cassette Tape
Recorders £5.40
Earl. J., ABC of Hi-Fi £4.35
Capel, V., Microphones In Ac-
tion £3.15

Digital IC Equivalents and
Pin Connections .. £2.85
Adrian Michaels. Covers most
popular types and gives details
of packaging, families, func-
tions, country of origin and
manufacturer.

Radio Stations Guide £1.75
B. Babani and M. Jay. An inva-
luable aid to everyone with a
radio receiver helping them to
obtain maximum entertain-
ment, value and enjoyment
from their set.

IC 555 Project £2.05
E. A. Parr. Circuits are given for
the car, model railways, alarms
and noise makers. Also covers
the related devices 556, 558
and 559.

Second Book of CMOS IC
Projects £1.80
R. A. Penfold. Following in the
success of the original CMOS
projects book we present the
second volume covering all
aspects of CMOS technology
from multivibrators to trig-
gering devices.

Electronic Security Devices
£1.75

R. A. Penfold. Full of construc-
tional circuits covering the most
basic security systems to the
Ultrasonic and Doppler Shift
systems

How To Build Your Own
Solid State Oscilloscope

£1.80
F. G. Rayer. The book contains

,concise practical instructions so
that even an inexperienced
hobbyist can construct a fairly
sophisticated instrument with
the minimum of difficulty and
expense.

50 FET (Field Effect Transis-
tor) Project £1.55
F. G. Rayer. Contains some-
thing of interest for every class
of enthusiast. Short Wave Lis-
tener, Radio Amateur, Experi-
menter or audio devotee.

Linear IC Equivalents and
Pin Connections .. . £3.10
Adrian Michaels. Gives most
essential data for popular de-
vices.

Essential Theory for the
Electronics Hobbyist £1.55
G. T. Rubaroe gives the hob-
byist a background knowledge
tailored to meet his specific
needs.

Beginners Guide to Building
Electronic Projects . £1.55
R Penfold. Covers com-
ponent identification, tools,
soldering, constructional
methods and examples of
simple projects are given.

50 Projects using IC CA3130
£1.25

R. A. Penfold. Describes audio
projects, RF project, Test
Equipment, Household and
miscellaneous circuits.

50 Circuits Using 7400
Series ICs £1.65
R. N. Soar. The author has
managed to compile no less
than 50 interesting and useful
circuits using this range of de-
vices, covering many different
aspects of electronics.

Capel, V., Improving Your Hi-Fi
£3.65

Capel, V., Creative Tape Record-
ing £4.20
Hellyer, H. W., Tape Recorders

£4.45
Sinclair, I. R., Audio Amplifiers
For Home Construction £2.85

RADIO CONTROL
Drake, J., Radio Controlled
Helicopter Models . . . £4.20
Jeffries, C. R., Radio Control
For Model Yachts . . £3.85
Safford, E. L., Radio Control
Manual £2.60

COOKBOOKS
Tracton, K., BASIC Cookbook

£4.10
Lancaster, D., TTL Cookbook

£7.00
Lancaster, D., RTL Cookbook

£4.65
Lancaster, D., CMOS Cookbook

£8.20
Jong, W., IC Op Amp Cook-
book £10.00
Lancaster, D., T.V. Typewriter
Cookbook £7.75
Lancaster, D., Cheap Video
Cookbook £7.00
Jong, W., IC Timer Cookbook

£7.50
Lancaster, D., Incredible Secret
Money Machine (a how to cook
book for setting up your com-
puter or technical business)

£4.95

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
SIMPLE AND CONCISE
ANSWERS TO MANY QUES-
TIONS WHICH PUZZLE THE
BEGINNER.
Coker, A. J., Q & A On Electric
Motors £1.90
Hellyer, H., Q & A On Radios
and T.V. £1.90
Hibberd, R., Q & A On Inte-
grated Circuits £1.90
Jackson, K., Q & A On Elec-
tricity £1.90
Brown, C., Q & A On Hi-Fi

£1.90
Brown, C., Q & A On Transis-
tors £1.90
Brown, C., Q & A On Elec-
tronics £1.90
Reddihough, J., Q & A On Col-
our T.V. £1.90
Miller, H., Q & A On Electric
Wiring £1.90

CONSTRUCTOR GUIDES
Graham, P., Simple Circuit
Building £2.70
Colwell, M., Electronic Dia-
grams £2.70
Colwell, M., Electronic Com-
ponents £2.70
Colwell, M., Printed Circuit
Assembly £2.70
Ainslee, A., Practical Electronic
Project Building . . . . £2.70
Colwell, M., Project Planning
and Building £2.70

BEGINNER'S GUIDE
Sinclair, I. R., Beginner's Guide
To Tape Recording £3.45

Sinclair, I. R., Beginner's Guide
To Integrated Circuits . £3.45
Sinclair, I. R., Beginner's Guide
To Audio £3.45
King, G. J., Beginner's Guide
To Radio £3.45
King, G. J., Beginner's Guide
To Television £3.45
King, G. J., Beginner's Guide
To Colour T.V. £3.45
Guilou, F., Beginner's Guide To
Electric Wiring . . . £3.45

PROJECT BOOKS
Marston, R.M., 110 Cosmos
Digital IC Projects For The
Home Constructor . . £3.95
Marston, R. M., 110 Wave
Form Projects For The Home
Constructor £3.95
Marston, R. M., 110 Op Amp
Projects For The Home Con-
structor £3.95
Marston, R. M., 110 Semicon-
ductor Projects For The Home
Constructor £3.95
Marston, R. M., 110
Thyristor/SCR Projects For The
Home Constructor . . £3.95
Marston, R. M., 110 Electronic
Alarm Projects For The Home
Constructor £3.95
Marston, R. M., 110 Integrated
Circuits Projects For The Home
Constructor £3.95
Marston, R. M., 20 Solid State
Projects For The Car and
Garage £3.20
Marston, R. M., 20 Solid State
Projects For The Home £3.20

Note that all prices include postage and packing. Please make cheques, etc. payable to Hobby Electronics Book Service (in sterling only
please) and send to.
Hobby Electronics Book Service
Modmags Ltd * Prices may be subject to change without notice
145 Charing Cross Road
London WC2H OEE
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PRIME COMPONENTS
LOW PRICES

Also our micro chips ma en micro prices. Don't be fooled by low prices. We do not offer for
Me, surplus, sub -spec or rebrended devices. All our parts ere guaranteed new, first quality,
factory prime, full spec devices. It is also our policy to offer you the best of new devices that
become available and these are featured regularly. Prices are exclusive of p&p end VAT -
please refer to "Ordering Information" before ordering. Official orders from Schools,
Co ,Unimirsities and Gov. Aut horitias accepted.

DTL 4040
4041

930 55p' 4042
935
937

65P 4043
nP 4044

946
5

944 .t'P 4045

957 :.P
4047

0 4048962 55P 40499099 90p 4050
A 4051

4052
7400 11P 4053
7401 129 4054
7402 12P' 4055
7403 1315' 4056
7404 17p
7409 113p
7410 16p
7412 113p
7513 28p
7420 16p
7430 18p
7432
7440
7442
7448
7473
7474
7475
7476
7490
749 2
7493
7496
74121
74123
74154
74157 55p
74122 45p
74125 50p
74195 100p
74196 100p
74283 140p
74290 120p
'74365 90p
74366 90p

741500 18
741501 12p
741SO4 15p
741808 20p
741510 19p
741511 30p
741S12 30p
741514 60p
741515 38p
741520 19p
741530 19p
741532 25p
741540 26p
741542 56p
741547 78p
741548 85p
741549 99p
741573 30p
741574 30p
741575 39p
741586 39p
741S90 400
7415107 40p
7415123 69p
7415125 50p
74L0132 79p
741S138 69p
7415151 75p
7415153 75p
7415155 65p
7415161 78p
7415163 90p
7415164 90p
7415168 190p
7415174 99p
7415175 99p
7415195 87p
7415221 110p
7415244 175p
7415245 325p!
7415251 120p1
7415257 1109 41-3-1350
7510290 95p A1.3 8910
74LS293 120p 709
7415366 57p 723
74LS373 170p 741
741S374 170p
7416375 1409
7410377 188p
74LS393 135p
74 LS490 140p

CL7106
17107

CL8038
CM7216A
CM721613

7415670 260p CM7555irgarcas 1M301AM
LM311

4010 /9p' LM318
4002 19p LM324
4006 75p 1M339
4007 19p LM380
4008 80p 1M1496
4009 35p 1M1071
4010 45p LM1872
4011 24p 1m3900
4012 24p LM3914
4013 38p
4014 70p
4015 75p
4016 35p
4017 75p
4018 76p
4019 42p
4020 88p
4021 100p
4022 88p
4023 22p
4024 50p
4025 20p
4026 130p
4027 45p
4028 75p pole
4029 80p 6 pole
4030 50p 8 pole
4031 195p 10 pole
4033 145p
4035 104p
4036
4037
4038
4039

290p
105p
110p
290p

LM3915
15413600
NE555
NE556
RC4136
Shl 764775
TBA810DAS
TL071
T1074
TL082
TL084
TL490
XR2206
XR2207

DIL SWITCHES

4059
4060
4063
4066
4067
4068
4069

25p tC/70
16p 1071
68p 4072
75p 4075
32p 4076
32p 4077
40p 4078
40p 4081
35p 4082
50p, 4085
50p 4086
45p 4089
35p 4093
45p I 4094
90p 4095

4096
4098
4099
4501
4502
4503
4507
4508
4510
4511
4512
4514
4515
4516
4518
4520
4521
4526
4527
4528
4529
4531
4532
4538
4543
4556
4560
4569
4572
4584
4585

99p
75p
73p
86p
88p

160p
99p
56p
38p
40p
69p
75p
73p

111p
121p
121p
560p
112p
112p

56p
422p

19p
19p
28p
25p
25p
20pi
88p
23p
29p
23p
25p
86p
68p

130p
68p

225p
99p

325p
110p
180p

25p
112p

68p
52p

288p
76p

125p
75p

250p
290p
109p

99p
99p

230p
105p
130p
99p

1409
150p
125p
150p
160p

70p
225p
240p
46p
79p

125p

MEMORIES
2114 30ONS 275p
4116 20ONS 300p
4116 15ONS 395p
4315 (4Kx II CMOS
45050 995p'
6514 414 (1K44) CMOS'
RAM45ONS 795p

EPROMS

1702A 450p
2708 450 NS 425p
2716 5V 450 NS 995p
2532 32K 450 NS 12995p

UARTS

AY.5-1013A
AY -3-1015D
IM6402191

CHARACTER
GENERATOR

326p
:798p
425p

0-3-2513 UC 450p

CPU'S

6502
6504
6505
6800
6802
8080A
8085A
2130
280A
Z8001
28002
WD9000B

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

7805 /81,'
7905/7912
781-105SC
78HGKC

BIPOLAR HMIS

795p
795p
795p
695p
995p
525p

1095p
795p
995p

12500p
9500p

19900p

55p
65p

575p
625p

93444 512 x I 40 N5 p.o.a.
93453 1114 413 IQ p.oA.
93451 lk a 8 45 NS p.o.e.
93511 2l a 11 50 IS p.oa.

$ SPECIAL OFFER! 4K CMOS RAM (1K x 4) 450 NS
ONLY £7.95! (8 for £50)

The TC 5514P from Toshiba, CMOS equivalent of the 2114!
low Power Diaipatiari - 18 PIN Plastic Package

' 10W/ BIT (TYP) @ 3.0V (STANDBY) Full Static Operation
IOVV / BIT (TYP) @ 5 OV (OPERATING) ' Three State Output

Data Retention Voltage 2V 105 5V ' Input /Output TT1_ Compatible
Single 5V Power Supply ' Fast Access Time 45ONSev -

Toshiba's TC 5514P (industry type 6514) is a full static read write memory organised as 1024 words by 4 bits using CMOS technology.
Ultra low power dissipation means it can be used as battery -operated portable memory system and also as a non-volatile memory with
battery back-up. Operates from a single 5V power supply with static operation, hence no refresh periods and a much simplified power
supply circuit design Three state outputs simplify memory expansion for minimum data retention voltage is 2V. the battery back-up
systems needs only simple circuit Toshiba's original C2MOS technology also means wide operating and noise margins. The TC5514P
is moulded in a dual -in -line 18 pin plastic package 0 3 inch in width.

X-RATED CLOCK, ONLY £19.99
Custom high impact moulded

case with ruby lens. E4.99
P&P 82p + VAT'

X-TRA VALUE. All the components and high quality plated G-10 PC Boards are provided
X.TRA CARE IN DESIGN, No wires between readout board and clock board. Large open layout.
X-CELLENCE IN IDEAS: 5 years of designed products for the amateur radio market.
X-CELLENCE IN INSTRUCTIONS, Clear step-by-step instructions with quality illustrations The

assembly manual is not a read -between -the -lines afterthought!
X-TRA FEATURES: Them has never been a clock kit with so many features - at any price!
 Unit operates on either 12 VAC or 12 VDC.
 On board QUARTZ XTAL TIMEBASE.
 Automatic BATTERY BACKUP'. Never worry about power failures again,
 Reads true 24 HOUR TIME and 31 DAS' CALENDAR.
 UniqueSIOXtm CIRCUIT activates readouts with a handclap or they can be turned on constantly.
 When used mobile readouts blank igin Mon is off.
 Special NOISE SUPPRESSION and battery reversal circuits.
 Bright 1/2" LED's showhoms minute and seconds.

Just clap your hands and the time appears for 5 seconds followed by the date for 4 seconds. A low cost 9V transistor battery provi-de,
stand by power in the event of power failures up to 4 hours. With the addition of a low cost 129 300 MA transforrner, the unit will work
on AC

0'ZULU II CLOCK KIT WITH CALENDAR AND.
NOXtrn CIRCUIT

74C
74C20
74C76
74C85
74C97
74C98
74C107
74C160
74C161
74C162
740163
74C192
740193
74C194
74C195
74C903

30p
60p

145p
125p
125p
100p
110p
145p
145p
145p
175p
175p
175p
175p
45p

KEYBOARD ENCODER

AY 52376

FLOPPY 151(
CONTROLLERS

795p

101111 1-01 5/0 World Ms
2995p

11:11791 901 0/0 Minn Ms
49959

111792 1-01 5/0 PAW Bet
3495p

101793 6-01 0/0 Tree See
54929

F01794 801 S/D Tree See
3495p

1011% S OrD PAPS Na,
erli [Owl 5995p

1011111 I'D Tree Bee.
tiff tient 59959

SUPPORT DEVICES
6520
6522
6532
6551
6810
6820
6821
6850
6852
8212
8214
8216
8224
8228
8251
8253
8255
8257
8259
MC1441261
Z80 PIO
Z80 CTC
ZEIOA PIO
280A CTC
Z80 DMA
280A DMA
Z80 SIO/ 0
280A 010/ 0
Z80 010/ 1
ZOOS 510% 1
Z80 010 / 2
Z8OA SIO 2

495p
795p
895p

1095p
375p
425p
425p
425p
425p
395p
450p
395p
395p
395p
495p

1125p
495p

1050p
1325p

797p
595p
595p
695p
695p

1995p
2495p
2995p
3495p
2995p
3495p
2995p
349Sp

SE 01 Sound E ects
Kit
The 8E-0 IS -a complete kit Viet"-
the parts to -

build a pro-
grammable
sound effects
generator.
Designed
around the
new Texas
inatru
S N 7677/
Sound Chip,
the boardprovides
banks of

,MINI DIP
switches and
pots to pro-
gram the
various com-
binations of
the SIP
Oscillator,
VCO, Noise
One Shot,
and Envelope Ctintr-o1;77-12iTiad Op Amp..
IC is used to implement an Adjustable
Pulse Generator, Level Comparator and.
Multiplex Oscillator for even more ver-
satility. The 3V." x 3" PC Board features a
prototype area to allow for user added
circuitry. Easily programmed to duplicate .

Civil:moon, Phew Guns, Steam Trains,
or almost an infinite number of other
sounds. The unit has a multiple of appli-
cations. The low price includes all parts,'
assembly manual, programming charts,
and detailed 76477 chip specifications. It
runs on a 9V battery (not included). On
board 100MW amp will drive a small
speaker directly, or the unit can be con-
nected to your stereo with incredible
results! (Speaker nit included.)

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £14.99
P&P 67p + VAT

ULTRASONIC SENDER RECEIVER KIT
TOTAL SECURITY! Completely invisible ultrasonic (23KHZ) Sound beam works like a
photoelectric beam but is unaffected by light, heat or noise. Separate Transmitter and Receiver
can be used from 6 inches to 25. feet! A solid object breaking the beam causes an output to go
low that will sink up to 150 MA to Drive a Relay. TRIAC, etc. Complete electronics are
provided. Works on 12VDC (unregulated) and draws less than 100 MA. Use it for burglar
derma, object counters, automatic door openers, automatic door bells, electronic rat
trap(?) and more. ONLY £19.93 P&P 67p + VAT

,aa'WNBLE ALARM KiT
A fun EASY kit to assemble that emits an ear piercing 10
watt dual tone scream. Resembles European siren
sound. Great for alarms or toys. Operates from 5-1 2VDC
at up to 1 amp (using 1 2VDC  8 ohm speaker). Over
five thousand have been sold. All parts including PC
board, less speaker. ONLY E4.99 P&P 67p + VAT

M1871 RC ENCODER/TRANSMITTER
LM1872 RC RECEIVER/DECODER

New from National The LM 1871 is a complete six -channel digital
proportional encoder and RF transmitter intended for use as a low
power. non -voice unlicensed communication device at carrier
frequency of 27 MHz with a field strength of 1 0000 uV meter at 3
metres. hobby toy and
industrial applications, the encoder section can provide a serial
input of six words for hard wired. infra -red or fibre optic
communication links. Channel add logic is provided to control the
number of encoded channels from three to six, allowing increased
design flexibility When used with the LM 1872 RC receiver/
decoder, a low cost R F linked encoder and decoder system provides
two analog and two ON/OFF decoded channels. Super versatile
chip Just out. Just look at the features - low current 9V battery
operation - on -chip RF oscillator /transmitter - one timing
capacitor for six proportional channels - programmable number of
channels - regulated RF output power - external modulator
bandwidth control - on -chip 4 6V regulator - up to 80 MHz
carrier frequency operation.

LM1871 £5.50 LM1872 £5.50 Pier E10.50.
Dna sheets 25p each.

vio
PROGRAMMABLE DUAL OP
TRANSCONDUCTANCE

AMPLIFIER
New from National Semiconductor, the
LM 13600 is a programmable dual operation
transconductance amplifier designed to be
used as a fundamental building block in
current controlled amplifiers, filters and
oscillators. It can also be used in multi-
plexers. timers and even sample and hold
camas It is well suited for use in electronic
organs and music synthesizers, because it
can modulate waveshapes with ease. The 16
pin LM13600 is programmable over six
decade, allowing it to function as a basic
building block in a broad range of electroni-
cally programmable resistors and filters. A
truly remarkable circuit ONLY £1.25
VAT. Data 25p

LINEAR IC's
795p
825p

30p
33p
18p

595p
695p
295p

1875p
1575p

80p
30p
50p
75p
45p
45p
6Sp
65p

550p
550p
50p

225p
225p
125p

18p
50p
85p

175p
85p
55p

130p
75p

110p
175p
325p
375p

99p
115p
140p
175p

INTERFACE
LINEAR

MC1488 90p
MC1489 90p
DM8123 125p
75150 125p
75154 125p
75182 195p
75322 250p
75324 325p
75325 325p
75361 350p
75365 295p
75451 50p
75491/2 75p
8T26 175p
8T28 175p
8795 175p
8T97 175p

LED.
TIL209
T1L211
TIL21 2
01_220
T1L222
111224

DISPLAYS

9p
13p
15p
12p
15p
18p

FND500 80p
FND510 80p
FND567 125p
DL704 85p
DL707 85p
MV57164

225p

ISOLATORS
L074 120p

11074 325p
MCT6 90p
TIL111 75p

UNIVERSAL SCR
C106D 400V/5A Sale 309

$tlell AY -3.8910 JIQ

70400, -sang

'Meet
THE NEW GI

COMPUTER SOUND CHIP
The amazing AY -3-8910 is a fantastically
powerful sound and music generator, perfect
for use with any 8 -bit micro processor. Contains
3 tone channels, noise generator. 3 channels of
amplitude controls, 16 -bit envelope period
control. 2 parallel I/O, 3D/ A converters plus
much more. All in 40 pin DIP. Super easy to
interface to the S-100 or other Busses.
Only £8.50 + VAT, including FREE reprint of
BYTE '79 article! Also. add E2.25 for 60 -page
data manual

Perhaps the next famous composer will not
direct a 150 -piece orchestra but. rather, a trio of
microcomputers controlling a bank of AY -3-
8910s BYTE July '79

ZVI TUNES SYNTHESIZER
Tbe 41113513 Li  MS Hrecameter tveteseller if ereprwenoell Pan ler
pplicellest n tenyinu bean celoot. Du Maxine awls. let  eel if
254111KM peps, led denied Inn. le POP Mrs ere 3 Mon mein a
Mel d 25 inn

FEATURES
NAPA tetanal ontimeni
Armen nrentell ups! d es1 sl Ian ler peen snip
Mono* mine hi Ow rpm sr pm quilt,
Sessedel Int me
4 Mr mallet MN said at Om dies
Media with entree MOM II rtmtml 127011
KIM met (+5r townies
Ems Milk SPA RMS. KETHOMEWS Ell aid 5TH. JINGLE BELLS. YANKEE
000641.. SEM SPANGLED PANES. CLEVEIRNE. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN, 0 SOLE
WO. WESTMINSTER DINES. we DESCENDING OCTAVE CHIME Pill MANY MOPE!
11191Meiled tpcx in iestrectint. £6.95

31/2 -DIGIT LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY
with 'Low bat' Indicator

 High Convest Reno a FLB;B.B
 Wide Viewing Angle
 0.5 in. Digit Height
 ULTRA Low Power Consumption
LCD106 E6.45

LED BAR GRAPH AND
ANALOG METER DRIVER

New from National LM3914 Drives 10 LED
directly for making bar graphs, audio power
meters, analog meters. LED Oscillators, etc.
Units can be stacked for more LEDs. A super
vermble and truly remarkable IC.
Spacial prim Only E2.25
12 page data 25p
Matching red bar display MV 571 64 E2.25
Data 259

THE NEW ULN-2232A INTEGRATED MOTION DETECTOR
The most SOPHISTICATED MOTION DETECTOR available!

Automatic Timed Reset ' 100mW Audio Output
120 Hr Refection ' Visible or Infra -red Response

' Two Sound Patterns 14.pin Dual In -line Clear Plastic Package
' Long Range Operation

Combining 12L and Bipolar circuitry. the ULN-2232A Motion Detector is a complex optolinear IC which includes an
on -chip photodiode. high -gain logarithmic and linear amps, extensive digital circuitry for sound generation and timing,
and high -current output drivers. Add on five small capacitors, a speaker and power source and you turn this
state -of -the -an device into a complete Motion Detector sensitive to small changes in light level as a function of time
DETAILED DEVICE DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATIONS INFORMATION INCLUDED WITH EVERY ULN-2232A
ONLY E7.6011

THE INCREDIBLE NEW MUSK MACHINE KIT!
ONLY E9.95 plus 65p p&p. and VAT

As Intern n BYTE, My 1979
Band w tie Ha GI Tent Syria:der clip 11-3-1350.
wile 25 effiereel peeler ud cletticel Inn PLUS 3

SUM.' dusted lite II ler a musical lair ill lop Is 4
donal1 nebile Mo. Ley cs mum bet Soler my le Leila.

Minimum telephone order
using ACCESS is E 10.
If ordering by post with
Access. include name. ad-
dress and card no. written
clearly.
Ordering information. Unless otherwise
stated, for orders under C50 add 50p p&p.
Add 15% VAT to total. All devices are brand
new. factory prime and full spec and subject
to prior sale and availability. Prices subject to
change without notice.

LOW PROFILE SOCKETS BY TEXAS spx.fi.

8 pin 7p 18 pin 15p 24 pin 22p
14 pin 9p 20 pin 18p 28 pin 25p
16 pin 10p 22 pin 22p 40 pin 28p

The XR2266 Decoder/Sense & Drive Chip for toy
cars that DRIVE LIKE REAL!

ONLY £5.45!
This versatile 18 -pin dual in -line IC combines both the decoder and the sense
and drive functions to cut remote control car circuitry by at least a factor of two!
Steering, lights, indicators, speed control - all from the new XR2266 at only
£5.451

film
Dept. HE1
4 Meeting Street, Appledore, Nr.
Bideford, North Devon EX39 1RY.
Tel: Bideford (02372) 79507. Telex:
8953084.



Micromix

A simple to build, cheap and
versatile mixer which can be
easily adapted into a multi -input
device. A superb project for the
beginner.

WELL, they said it couldn't be done!
It was impossible to make a mixer to
combine music and microphone
signals with only one active
component and costing only £2.50
for the bits. So we did it - and
proved them wrong.

The majority of currently available
cassette recorders and decks do not
incorporate any facilities for mixing.
They are primarily intended for direct
recordings from tuner or record deck
preamplifier. This makes it difficult to
produce a recording on which speech
via a microphone is to be recorded
together with background music
from, say, a second recorder, tuner
or similar, such as when making a
tape to accompany a slide or cine
show.

This simple mixer overcomes the
problem as it can mix the output from
a high impedence (50k) microphone
with a high level signal from a tape
deck, tuner etc. The output of the
mixer is fed to the high level of the
recorder (tuner, aux, etc.).

The circuit revolves around IC1,
an operational amplifier used in what
is known as a summing mode i.e. it
adds together the two input signals.
In order that different microphone
sensitivities can be used with
different levels of music signal, to get
just the mixture of voice with music
which you require, both inputs are
fully adjusted with the use of pots.

Hobby Electronics, September 1980

The circuit really couldn't be simpler,
yet it gives an equivalent
performance to, and the same
versatility as expensive commercial
mixers.

The result is a truly professional
recording. You can combine voices
with recorded music, or guitar solos
with radio broadcasts - you name it,
the Micromix'll do it.

Zonstruction
Our layout for the mixer circuit is
shown in figure 2. As you will see,

we have used our usual sized, 10 x
24 hol, piece of 0.1" matrix vero
board. So the usual techniques
apply.

Remember to break the track
where indicated, in the diagram of
the underside of the board, prior to
insertion of components. Then solder
in the wire links where necessary,
and then the components, leaving
ICI till last. As usual, the IC socket is
not absolutely necessary but it makes
things easier if used.

Now, although we mounted our `-e

Above. The insides of Micromix - neat and tidy as all good projects should be.
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Micromix

JACK 1
MIC

O

RV1
100k
log

R1
47k

Cl
1u0

JACK 2

Co.
MUSIC

R3
4k7

2

R2
4M7

RV2 172
100k 1 22n
log

IC

7

R5
4M7

JACK 3
OUT

C3
10u

SW1 +9V

C4
100u

Figure 1. Micromix's circuit diagram.

Parts List
RESISTORS (All W 5%)

RI
R2, 5
R3, 4

47k
4M7
4k7

POTENTIOMETERS
RV1, 2 100k log

CAPACITORS
C1
C2
C3
C4

luO 10 V electrolytic
10u 10 V electrolytic
100u 10 V electrolytic
22n polyester

SEMICONDUCTORS
ICI LF351

MISCELLANEOUS
SW1 single -pole, double -

throw toggle

3 x '/4" jack sockets
2 x knobs
Battery & clip, case to suit, screened cable

-How it Works=
The circuit diagram of the mixer is shown
in Figure 1, and is a conventional amplifier
based design. ICI is used as a form of
inverting amplifier, but it has two input
signals. The voltage gain of the amplifier is
equal to the value of R5 divided by the
value of the input resistor. The signal
applied to the "music" input is fed to R2 via
level control VR2 and DC blockine caoaci-
tor C4. The value of R2 Hives only unity
voltage gain here (4M7 + 4M7 = 1). The
situation is rather different at the "mic"
input, where the signal is applied to RI via
level control VR1 and DC blocking capaci-
tor Cl. The lower value of RI results in a
voltage gain of some 100 times
(4M7 + 47k =100). This inbalance in the
input sensitivities is necessary merely be-
cause the microphone signal will normally
be about 100 times smaller than the music
signal, and the higher amplification at the
"mic" input is needed to boost this signal to
an acceptable level.

R3 and R4 are used to bias the non -
inverting input of IC1 and C2 provides DC
blocking at the output. SWI is a straight-
forward on/off switch. The current con-
sumption of the circuit is about 3mA so
battery operation is ideal for this project.

-OV
0

whole circuit into a plastic case, you
may find it better to put yours into a
suitable metal one to help screen the
circuit from mains hum and other
electrical interference. Ours works
quite well as it is, but if positioned
too close to other electrical
machinery or mains wiring a level of
mains hum is encountered.

A

0

Buylines

JACK 1
MIC I/P

2 3

For the same reason, interwiring
between the board, the
potentiometer and the input and
output sockets should be screened
cable, the screen taken to OV.

If you are adventurous you may
wish to add further inputs to the
mixer simply by adding more
resistor /capacitor/ potentiometer
arrangements to pin 2 (the input) of
ICI . So if you require another
microphone input, add a 47k
resistor, a 1 uF capacitor and a 100k
log pot. Likewise, if you require
another music input add a 4M7
resistor, a 22nF capacitor and a
100k log pot. The number of inputs
can, in theory at least, be extended
indefinitely but above more than half
a dozen or so, mains hum and noise
may become a serious problem.

Obviously, for a stereo unit two
mixer circuits are required, one for
each channel but the on / off switch
and battery can be common to both
channels. HE

V

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 2 3 24

o o 0 o 0.0
R3

O

0

0
0

C
0 R4

O 0 0 0 0 0 0

JACK 2
MUSIC I P

The builder should have no trouble in
obtaining any component in this project. If
you do then we tentatively suggest that
you are going to the wrong supplier. The
parts are all commonly available!

Component cost (i.e. excluding the case
and hardware) is around £2.50.

0 0 0 0 0 0
1

frp<

C

C

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

R2

C3
C4

O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
0
0

Figure 2. Overlay of the veroboard along
with necessary connections.
Below - the underside of the board
showing track breaks.

A

00000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0  0

ioooo00 oooo o o oo 0
o  000000 00 0000000 0 0000000 0000 00 0 0 0000 000
00 0 0 0 o0   0 0 0 0 0 o  0 0 o
o ( Jo  o o oo 0  o  0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 C) o
o 0 o  0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0. 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0
00500000 00 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0. 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000000050000000000000 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 14 19 20 21 22 23 24
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Swiss watches are the finest
in the world. Nowyou can
seewhy.
Swiss watch manufacturers have always been famous for their
quality, their design and their style.

And their watches are made to last a life -time.
No one would deny the Japanese their rightful place as

the leaders of micro -miniaturisation. The quality of their products
is beyond reproach and few can equal their speed and innovation.

But even the Japanese acknowledge the Swiss, the true
masters of the art of recording the passage of time.

What better then than a famous Swiss watch company
combining its skills and know-how with the electronics wizardry
of the best Japanese silicon chip house, to produce. we believe,
the best digital quartz electronic watch in the world.

BULER MULTI -FUNCTION DUAL TIME
ALARM CHRONO WITH COUNT -DOWN

A sensational watch from the famous Swiss company, Montres
Buler SA of Bienne, a subsidiary of the giant'Societe por
L'Industrie Horlogerie' group which includes other famous names
such as Omega, Tissot and Lanco.

This impressive watch is made from 100% stainless steel
with a hard, mineral crystal lens and is water-resistant to 33ft of
water. Yet, it is only 7mm thick.

There are 34 different functions in 5 separate modes of
operation (Timet Time 2: Stop -watch: Alarm: Count -down) and
amazingly all 5 modes can be operated independently and at
the same time.

The alarm sound is an insistant and effective musical
tone to get you up in the mornings, or to warn you your time has
expired (count -down operation).

The stop -watch counts to12 hours in second stops
and has 1st and 2nd past the post split and lap timing modes.

The second time zone can be set to any part of the world.
There are 7 display indications and 6 digits.
The day of the week can even be in English, French, or

German, whichever you prefer, and the strap is fully adjustable
for all wrists. There is of course a back -light and the battery lasts
for approximately 11/4 years.

GUARANTEE

Like all products sold by Metac this fine Buler watch is guaranteed
for one year. And, we even offer a 10 -day money back offer.

24 -HOUR DESPATCH

This is another unique Metac service.
Unlike other companies we don't believe you really want

to wait 23 days for yoll, watch, so we have opened a special
24 -hour despatch uel are. .

Simply complete and return the coupon and this sen-
sational new watch will be safely and securely on its way to you
within 24 -hours of your order being received.
Calkers inn buy ham our shops in:
LONDON: 327 Edgware Road. W.2.
MOM: 67 Nigh Street.
NORTHAMPTON: I I St. Niles Square.
Coedit Gard Holders may telephone 03272-599314/5 or 01-723 4753.

Seiko alarm chrono. L42.95
Lowest retail shop price.

Time 1 Hours. mins. secs. day and date. V, V,Z./Z
Tune 1 Automatic viewing of time.

day and date.
V

Time 1.12 24 hour AM PM display.

Tune 1 24 hour alarm r -a" -

Time 1 Day of week at English

Tune 1 Day of week in French and German
as well

Hourly chimes.

Time 2 Hours mins secs day and date

Time 2 Autornatre viewing of time,
day and date

Time 2 12 24 hour AM PM display

Time 2 24 hour alarm

Time 2. Day of week in English. French
any German.

Chronograph Measuring up 1012 hours
a / tec V

Chronograph Measuring up to 24 '11-111,
II / sec

Chronograph. Split lap timing modes V
Count down tinier up to too minutes V
Count down timer up to 23 hours 59 mins

NLJ1,1H--. ,,f 1,J,, 10
N. cols 7

8mm

B a art 2 years

Battery a r

Seiko dealer
only

Stainless stem construction V
Quartz mineral crystal lens V
Water resistant to a depth or Yes. but not

specified

Please Complete

Name

Acidt ey,

Meta
ELECTRONICS & TIME CENTRES

47 High Street, Daventry, Northants.
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Buler dual time multi -function alarm chrono
with count -down. £2495Special Metac price.

Time 1 Hours, mins. secs. day and date //./r/V
Time 1 Automatic viewing of time.

day and date. V
Time 1 12 24 hour AM PM display. V
Lone 1 24 hour alarm tc,--

Time 1 Day of week In English ,v
Time 1 Day of week in French and German

as well V V
Hourly chimes.

Time 2 Hours. miss. secs. day and date VVVVV
Tyne 2 Automatic viewing of time,day and date.V
Time 2 12 24 hour AM PM display V
Time 2.24 hour alarm ,--
Time 2 Day of week In English. Frenchand German.VVZ
Chronograph. Measuring up to 12 hours

ii / ,e, V
Chronograph Measuring up to 2 ' ir re -

a / ,el. 1..,..

Chronograph Spirt lap thrsng modes V
Coat down taller tip toga) minutes .../
Count down time: up to 23 hrn,rs 5911'1[15 1.7-'

Number of digit, 6

Number of symbols 8

Slane, 7mm

B,t y life 1% years

Battery availabila
most batteryy

retailers
Stainless steel I- 011,t/ action ,,,'
Quart: 111114,1,1i c y,,t,f1 lens v -

Water resistant to ri depth of 99ft

To: Metac 24 -hour Despatch Centre,
47 High Street, Daventry. Northants.
Please send me Buler watches at £24.95 plus
75p&p. I enclose cheque/ PO for i

Barclaycard/Access No.

Name

racicimcc

HE 9L _J
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0 Level 12 & A
If you're taking the AO -level exams next year you'll be interested to know
that we're starting a new series to cover the syllabus. Nick Walton, head of
Physics at a London school, will be with us for the next few months, hopefully
making those exams a little easier.
OBVIOUSLY you have an interest in
electronics or you would not be
reading this now; but has it occurred
to you that if you have been an avid
reader of HE for the past 18 months -
or any of the many other electronics
magazines that struggle to follow
where we lead (we're pretty broad-
minded at HE and now you have your
hands on the best we won't hold the
others against you!) then you may well
know enough about the subject to be
able to get yourself an exam
qualification in electronics, without a
huge amount of effort or extra knowl-
edge.

Sadly, we live in a world
dominated by a need for qualification,
often gained by sitting an exam. So if
you can't beat 'em why not join 'em?
Most 0 -level and CSE Physics courses
these days contain a little electronics
together with delights like
calorimeters, black bodies (cor!) and
streaking by Archimedes that you
would sooner bury in the past.

Electronic Examinations
Electronics used to be regarded as a
branch of electricity which itself was
(and still is) regarded as a branch of
Physics. But with the arrival of the
micro -electronics revolution (it has
already started with calculators and
digital watches, home computers -
but boy, you ain't seen nothing yet
compared with what's to come) elec-
tronics is now regarded as a subject in
its own right. This is reflected in the
exam scene right across the board
from courses offered at Universities
involving electronics, down to or-
dinary level for ordinary people like
you and me. Did you know you can
take A -level these days in Electronics
Systems (if you can find somewhere
or someone that will teach it to you?)
This is set by the Associated
Examining Board and they have also
just brought out an 0 -level Elec-
tronics, as have the Oxford Board.
One course which is now quite well
established is the London University
Exam Board's Electricity and Elec-
tronics at A -O -level (that's Alternative

Ordinary level with the status of 0 -
level if not a little better).

We've thought for some time now
it would be worth looking at the
course in some detail - and if you
happen to think it is child's play then
why not try to find a school or college
that is a centre for the exam and
would let you sit it as an external
candidate? Or, if you are still at school
and have a friendly science depart-
ment you might be able to persuade
them to take you through the course.
.(Be prepared though to be told details
of cuts and other rather nasty realities,
though I did hear of one school in
North London where a physics
teacher took a group of pupils through
the A -level Electronics Systems
course entirely in break 4imes and
lunch hours).

Incidentally, your approach would
be very much in line with one of the
stated aims of the course which is "to
allow the pupil to see his studies as a
personal expression of his interests

. ." which in plain language can be
taken to mean he can use what he has
picked up on the way to get him an
AO -level pass. Oh, and while we're
talking about him there is absolutely
no reason why that need not embrace
her as well - why on earth shouldn't
girls enjoy it just as much? Electronics
I mean.

The Right Course
So let's have a quick glance at what it
all involves. The scheme is organised
into seven parts with 1-5 being the
syllabus proper, part six a practical
project and part seven a case study in
which you have to find out and write
about a topic of your own choice
revelant to your studies.

If you are still undaunted by all that
and not itching to see what the next
lot of Beasties are up to or whether
that super bird that played Pass The
Loop is featured again, we might look
a little closer at the way the syllabus is
organised into its five parts. Part one
deals with energy since you cannot
really start anything without a bit of
that. You have to know the relative

merits of fossil fuels (coal and oil),
nuclear, solar, geothermal, wave and
tidal, and of course how these convert
to electricity and how the National
Grid helps it on its way to the sockets
in our houses. You can't really make
much progress without some basic
electrical concepts, so the second part
looks at what voltage really is (did you
know that a volt is actually a . . . No?
Well then . . .), it looks at resistors,
capacitors, inductors and finishes up
with the theory of resonance. With
that under your belt, a section
(number three) on transducers fol-
lows. A transducer is a device which
changes one form of energy into an-
other, like a microphone which
receives energy as sound waves and
converts it into little pulses of elec-
trical energy. Other transducers con-
sidered are loudspeakers, record
pickups, the thermocouple and light
sensitive devices.

Active Components

Moving on towards the real stuff,
section four looks at active com-
ponents (though it does seem some-
thing of a matter of opinion what you
think of as active; they include, for
instance, as active a PN ju.nction
diode). Also considered are the Zener
diode, the light emitting diode (LED),
the NPN transistor and the transistor
as a switch. There is simple logic and
you have to know about various gates
like the NOT gate and its friends the
AND, OR, NOR and NAND gates. The
section finishes with the old chestnuts
the multivibrators (both bistable and
astable). So many projects involve
these that it would be a good invest-
ment to understand them properly.
The fifth and last section is the real
nitty-grotty and is entitled 'Electronic
Systems.' You have to know about
meters (who doesn't?), the
oscilloscope (principles, not circuit
details), the amplifier likewise and its
close relation the operational
amplifier (Op Amp). The principles of
feedback are encountered here, a
theory by no means confined to elec-
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tronics. By this time you should be
able to devise simple circuits to per-
form useful functions and to round it
all off you have to know how infor-
mation can be stored on tape and
disc.

The practical project is something
you have to understand properly and
could well be the sort of gadgets you
see in HE. By the time you have built
the little beast you will almost cer-
tainly know what every component
does. On the other hand you may be
able to get it going without having a
clue what anything does but that
would not really be good enough.

Close Study
Your final task would be a case study
extending to about a thousand words
- somewhat less than the length of
this article - on any electronic or
electrical topic you choose. A list can
be supplied and titles can range from
Citizen Band Radio, Digital Techni-
ques, or even for sheer jargon
generation "The Use of Myoelec-
tricity as a proportional control signal
for upper limb prostheses- which out
jargons Rick Maybury's jargon

generator for its total transitional
capability (I!) The exam board does
expect much of the material of the
course to be developed through in-
dividual practical work and it also
suggests that for each group of four
students there should be available a
cathode ray oscilloscope, a signal
generator, a power pack, a multimeter
and electronic logic components
(either discrete components, inte-
grated circuits or commercial
modules). Additionally they say that it
would be desirable to have access to a
double beam oscilloscope, an elec-
tronic voltmeter and and RF signal
generator - all of which may suggest
that the enthusiast who does it all in
his bedroom might need to find ways
of moving his bed elsewhere.

Further Reading
Even in a series of articles you cannot
expect everything you need to be
covered in the fullest necessary de-
tails. The board itself recommends a
couple of books: Using Semiconduc-
tors by J. Hughes and T. M. Johnston
and published by Heinemann, and
Basic Electronics Books 1-5 published

by Hodder and Stoughton. To these
two I would add a recent and excellent
addition to Ian Sinclair's collection,
called Electronics for the Service En-
gineer (Technical Press); or indeed
any relevant title you can find by Ian
Sinclair in the HE Book Service, e.g.
Introducing Amateur Electronics.
Other good books recently published
that I would recommend are Elec-
tronics for Technicians 2 by S. A.
Knight (slightly mathematical but
beautifully explained) published by
Newnes Butterworth, also Practical
Electronics by Barry Woollard
(McGraw Hill) again clearly written
and with emphasis on a practical
approach, and finally Basic Elec-
tronics Circuits by P. M. Buckley and
A. H. Hoskyns which teaches you by
getting you to build up circuits and
which also has a useful section on
exam questions. Having said all that,
you have to realise that books are
pretty personal things, and an author I
think is great might be the biggest
pain of all time for you - and vice
versa. Like HE constructional projects,
exam courses or anything else, I

guess you just have to suck it and see. HE

VERO ELECTRONICS LTD RETAIL DEPT.
Industrial Estate, Chandler's Ford,

Hampshire S05 3ZR
Tel: (04215) 62829

Hobby Electronics, September 1980

Our catalogue contains a whole range
of plastic boxes to suit every project.

There are case -boxes, sloping front and
flip -top boxes, general purpose and potting boxes -
there's even some with integral battery compartments.
We've also got circuit boards, accessories, module
frames and metal cases - all to the highest standard to
give your equipment the quality you demand. Send
40p to cover post and packing and the catalogue's yours.
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t CONFUTER WAREHOUSE.
THE CHIPS ARE DOWN

MOSTEK, INTEL, NEC, MOTOROLA

I.C. PRICES SLASHED!

A massive purchase of brand new
'state of the art" data processing
equipment enables us to offer the
following chips at never, and we mean

never to be repeated prices.
8085A-2 Central Processor f11.99
81550 256x8 Static Ram E8.95
8253C Programmable Interval Timer f8.95
8255A Ptogrammable Peripheral Interface f9.95
8259A-8 Programmable Interrupt Control E4.75
8755A 2Kx8 Eprom 16 1/0 Lines
MC6850P ALAI
2652 MPCC Comms Controller
2102 1K Static 650ns Rams 8 for
1702 256x8 Eprom
5101L 1 256x4 Static Ram 450es

E34.50
E3.75

£24.00
f5.25
£3.75
£4.95

And Remember All Chip Prices Include V.A.T.

AN above I Cs are brand new or removed horn new unused socketed

PCB s Eproms supplied washed

All full spec. and guaranteed

DATA DYNAMICS 390
ASCII PRINTERS

ONLY
E.pc CAR

1iNsP s- VAT
An advantageous purchase enables us to offer you
these superb condition quality printers at a fraction
of their original cost. The 390 is a standard
Teletype printer housed in a soundproof case.
Standard features such as 80 columns, 20ma
RS232 interface and 110 Baud enable direct
connection to your M.P.U. Supplied in excellent
condition and guaranteed re working order.

SEMICONDUCTOR
'GRAB BAGS'

Amazing value mixed semiconductors, include
transistors. digital, linear I C .s, terms, diodes, bodge
rats etc etc All devices guaranteed brand new, full
spec with manufacturers markings, fully guaranteed

50  BAG (2.95 100  BAGS E5 15

Keep your equipment Cool and Reliable with our tested ex equipment
MuRrn Fans almost silent running and easily mounted Available in

rwo voltages 110e V.A.C. E5.05 pp 65p OR Mr A C 16.15 pp

65p DIMENSIONS 41 a 43 ,

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
8, EQUIPMENT 66%

DISCOUNT
Due to our massive bulk purchasing programme
which enables us to bring you thp best possible
bargains, we have thousands of I.C.'s, Transistors,
Relays, Cap's., P.C.B.'s, Sub -assemblies, Switches,
etc. etc. surplus to our requirements. Because we
don't have sufficient stocks of any one item to
include in our ads., we are packing all these items
into the "BARGAIN PARCEL OF A LIFETIME"
Thousands of components at giveaway prices!
Guaranteed to be worth at least 3 times what you
pay plus we always include something from our ads.
for unbeatable value Sold by weight

2.5kIs £ 4.75+pp f1.25 SkIs f 6.75+pp f1.80
10kIs £11.75 +pp £2.25 20 kls f19.99+ pp 04.75

ROM 6 RAM
STAR OFFERS

4116 16K DYNAMIC RAMS 200ns
8 for £28.50

2716 2K x8 SINGLE RAIL EPROMS
E10.25 each

2716 2Kx8 3 RAIL EPROMS
£8.50 each

SUPERVALUE P.C.B. SPECIAL
Another great buy. Board contents include 62
Digital I.C.'s all located in 14 pin D.I.L. sockets.
Original cost over £90, our price only f4.95+ PP 65p.

OPTO SMA H!
Ill 302/MAN 7 7 segment LED readout
common anode direct drive (via
resistors) from 7447 It 10 each
III 119/0072 Darlington opts
isoiator 3 for f1 00

TIL305 0 3 7 a 5 matrix LED
alphanumeric readouts f3 75 each
PHOTO TRANSISTOR
Fairchild FPT 100 NPN silicon 30v
25ma 4 for 11.0

DISPLAY P."'

TNRENIANESAISCTH°ERAPBE4RPG AIMSAll I C s and Transistors by
well known manufacturers and fully
guaranteed No fall outs. Comprehensive
data on I. C s 15p per type
2N4351 N channel MOS FET
2194352 P channel MOS FET
60p each f 1 00 per pair
HIGH VOLTAGE NPN POWER
SWITCHING transistors BVcbo 600v
BVceo 500v BVebo 15v 1c 5 amps
Pc 125 watts HFE 60 typ ft 2 5 mhz
ideal invertors, etc T03 f 1 60 each
4 for E5 40
BF258 NPN 250v @ 200ma 45p each
3 for f1 08
I R BSB01 2 5 amp 100v bridge rec
P C mount long leads 35p each 4 for
II 08
IN4998 4 amp 100v P C mount diodes
long leads 14p each 10 for f 1 10
LM3091(  5v 1 2 amp regulator E1 10
each 6 for 15 35
AGFAC1 0 computer gradecassenescon,
pletewith librarycases68peach, 10Iorf5 50
IN4004 SD4 1 amp 400v diodes /p
each 18 for f 1 00
I R 12 amp BRIDGE RECS 400 volt
I 1 25 each

POWER DARLINGTON SCOOP.
MJ1000 RPM 60v 90w B amps 103 95p each
20163115 NPN 80v 100w 10 amps 103 01 25 each

MJ4030 NPN 60v 150w 16 amps 103 02 25 each

NOW OPEN
MONDAY -SATURDAY

9.30-5.30
In stock now test equipment, microprocessors, teletypes,

transformers, power
supplies, scopes, sig gen's, motors, peripheral

equipment, I C 's, tools, components, variacs, keyboards,

transistors, microswitches,
V D U's sub assemblies r. thousands of

other stock lines. Just a mere fraction of our vast range, is

displayed below 100's of bargains for callers

64Kx8 DYNAMIC/STATIC RAM CARDS
A masterpiece of electronic engineering and our own advantageous
buying enables us to bring you a complete memory system at a giveaway
price. Originally made for a large processor the RAM card has many
features, including on board refresh, internal parity generation and
checking. Standard TTL inputs/outputs, + 5, + 12, -15v supply rails
and its effective STATIC capability make it useable with many CPU's. A
fast cycle time of approximately 400ns make this a snip at only E125.00
+ E3pp. Supplied complete with circuits.

HOW TO
GET HERE

Victoria, London
Bridge or Holborn

Viaduct to
Thornton Heath.

1 minute from
Thornton Heath

Station

S,C.R
2143001 30v 350 ma TO1921p each 6 for CI 00
2115061 60, 8013rna 1018 27p each 4 for It 00

2814441 50a 8 amps 10220 45p each 10 for f4 00
C106D1 400v 5 amps T0202 55p each 10 for P5 00

TRIACS
G.E. 12 amp 500v 1022058 95p each 10 for [13 /5

A.E.I. 10 amp 400, ready mounted on 23 r 23

heatsina f t 00 each 1101(3 75
LOW PROFILE I.C. SOCKETS

BOIL 10p each 12 for fl 00
14 0 1 L 14p each 8 for f 1 00
16 0 I L Gold Plated mil grade 22D each 6
22 0 I I 21p each 5 for 1100
24011 35p each 1 lot (I 00
40 011.* each 2 for f1.00

OTHER GOODIES
2N3055 iR C A 165p each
216943 R F output 40 volts, I wan up to 'WNW
10.555p each 10 For 05.00

2014304 WN77of f I transistor 37p each 3 for 1100

L163111WSL6051 14 0 1 I. 2 watt A f amp no
each B for 16 00
CA302611 DC 120 MHZ chltetential cascode amp
PI CIO each] lot 1250
CA3011 20 MN/ wideband amp 1099 case 65o
each 2 for f 100
TMS3114 DUAL MOS 128 bit static shill teg 01.
15 MHZ C150 each 4 for 1425
NE555 10 for 1255
6(424 few voltage switch mac SCR relay direr -
MS can II 10 each 7 f or P5 50

FSA2719 8 independent diodes 1194103 114914
type in 16 0 1 1. pack 361, each 3 lor El 00
FP03725 4 NPN 50v 500ma itansistots in 14
0 ;1 pack 70p each? for CI 00

POWER SUPPLY UNITS
5 VOLT 2.5/8 AMP TTL Made for TTL this compact ex
computer systems unit features a 10 amp transformer. DC
outputs of 5 volts @ 2.5 amps and 7.5 volts @ 5 amps are
available. The 5v output is fully regulated and smoothed
with electronic current limiting. May be easily moded for
5 volts @ 7-8 amps. Sold complete with circuit, believed
working but untested. E8.25 + £1.60pp.

5 VOLT 3 AMP Ex computer systems, com-
plete on one small chassis, features full
regulation and crowbar over voltage protection.

f8.50 + pp 80p

PRINTERS
CENTRONICS 101A 132 column

Matrix printer, senalparallel input E525. VAT
DATA PRODUCTS 300-1100 LP M. 80 column
Barrel pnnter, standard T T.L. parallel interface £650- VAT
Many other printers available from 145.00

* SHUGART SA800 *

DECADE 0-9 THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES. Stackable, gold plated contacts,
dim 33 x 43 x 8 rem 90p each, 10 for 15 50
Miniature Continental Series 12VDC 4c o plug in relays f1 30 each
Greenpar 50/i BNC Chass socket single hole frying 65p
C90 Audio Cassettes screw type construction 45p each 3 for l 1 00
Bulbs 24v 14 watt white frosted S B C 81 or 11 00
Bulbs 12v 100 watt clear. base similar S B C 45p each
S.B.C. Bulb Holders All steel cad plated panel mount easily lilted via nut and
round hole, ideal disco displays, scoreboards etc 4 for f 1 10

VMOS VMPI Slllconix 103 power PET 0,60v, DC 200 mhz will drive direct
from CMOS etc. f 1 50 each, full date 30p
Heavy Duty Flat Insulated Earth Braid 100 200 amp braided tinned copper
in heavy clear PVC sheath 50p per metre f6 for 15 metres PP f 1 per 15 metres
BULGIN miniature 6 way male chassis mount socket and matching free plug
60p each, 2 for f 1 10

Red L E 0 's full spec 02 14p each 10 for f 1 25
Red L E 13.'03 125 10p each 10 for 80pi
Dynamic Stick Mies 60012 with built in on off switch complete with lead and
min tack plug f 1 15 each 10 for 110 00
T05 HEATSINKS 'Thermaloy- black anodised press on aluminium finned
type 18p each 8 for El 00

KEYBOARDS
* 76 KEY ASCII CASED *

At last a coded 76 key cased ASCII keyboard at the
right price. Housed in an attractive light grey case,
this unit was originally made for ICL for use in air-
port reservation systems so only the BEST parts
were used. It has everything, we think, to meet
your most exacting requirements, numeric
keypad, upper and lower case, cursor controls,
single 5 volt rail, serial and parallel data outputs,
plus eight LEDs mounted on the case. Supplied
with circuits, believed brand new, but may have
minor scratches on cases.

Only £43.50 + 11.60pp

STOP PRESS
Just arrived. Teletype

ASR33, ASC11,80 Column printers
complete with keyboard and
8 bit paper tape punch and

reader. New low price
£235.00 + carr Et VAT
PHONE FOR MORE DETAILS.

r 0i

BARGAINS GALORE!
In our walk round Warehouse
NOW open Monday to Saturday 9.30 5 30

CIVSICW

00 MHZ HC6 U
10 vANZ

VCCVu

75 To ''',AMZZ MCC.

to 0rs '0°

\'UCQ Pik5;,?, :(a' Pl       
     

    
ELECTRONICS

I- Dept. H.E. 64-66 Melton Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey. MAIL ORDER
Telephone 01-689 7702 or 01-689 6800 INFORMATION
Unless otherwise stated all prices inclusive of VAT Cash with order Minimum
order value 12 00 Prices and Postage quoted for UK only Where post and

8" Floppy Disk Drives packing not indicated please add 40p per order Bona Fide account orders
minimum 010.00 Export and trade enquiries welcome Orders despatchedas new £225.00 + VAT same day where possible Access and Barclaycard Visa welcome

* LOW PRICE CHASSIS *

A special bulk purchase enables us to otter the above Keyboard at a

lowest ever price 49 coded keys encoded into a dyed Tit compatible
/ bit output features such as delayed strobe 5 volt D C single rail
operation and rollover protection make this an absolute must for the
MPU constructor, Supplied complete with connection diagram and edge
connector at a secondhand

 no lime to test' E20.00 + P.P. £1.60
price of only

SUPER CASED VERSION Same as above spec but housed
in attractive two tone moulded tree standing case lino also
includes an all Tit parallel to serial convenor Inc detallsi

etc

1 05

bii2:22335;

5

fc:2,22325:50

V2 1:0

£27.50 + P.P. fl .85

TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS

 HP 140, pr, sec 2 1300 @ 4 amps 2 r 18v @ I amp CH 00. pp ft 951
 danenslons t 21

PR 240v pn sec 15015 @ 2 amps dimensions 3 t Pi CI 95.0 p 990
TM 740v 110v pr. sec IS 0 15 13t4 dimensions 2; r I II 95.p p 30p
All voltages measured on load

Plugs, Sockets Et Connectors Cannon '13" Range
Ways Plug Socket

9 £1.03 [1.26
15 £t.17 £2.01
25 11.72 [2,58
37 £2.35 04.14
50 £2.90 f5,46

25 way ex -equip plug or socket f1.25
Edge connectors, gold plated

0.1 DS 85 way 13.99
0.1 DS 45 way £2.45
0.15 DS 5'6, way E3.25
0.1560S 36 way £2.00

All connectors easily cut to size
1000's of other connectors ex stock



Reaction Timer
At long last, the ultimate reaction testing machine - get
your finger on the button and check out just exactly how
fast you really are.

YES, we've all seen them, those silly
little games with a line of LEDs, and
the player has to stop them before
the light reaches the end of the line.
Well, as usual we thought we'd go
one step better to produce a device to
give a digital readout of reaction time
- much, much more accurate and
much, much more entertaining. So
here it is - our superb, hand-held
reaction timer, complete with
four -digit accuracy, battery operation
and push button controls.

To keep things easy we've done
away with the rather more
conventional seven segment displays
and their associated counter and
driver ICs and used one, four -digit
multiplexed display (see How it
Works for a detailed discussion of the
term multiplex) along with a single

Parts List
RESISTORS (All %W, 5%)

RI 4k7
R2,5,6 100k
R3,4 10M
R7 10k
88,9,10,11,
12,13,14,15 330R

CAPACITORS

Cl 100n polyester
C2 luO polycarbonate
C3 100n ceramic

SEMICONDUCTORS

ICI

IC2,3

IC4
Q1-5
D1,2
DISPLAY

AY -5-4007D tour digit
counter/display driver
4001 quad 2 -input NOR
gate
7905 -5 V regulator
BC212L PNP transistor
IN4148 diode
NSB 5881 multiplexed, 4 -
digit, 7 -segment display

MISCELLANEOUS

PB1,2 push -to -make switches
SW1 single -pole, single -throw,

miniature toggle switch
Case (see Buylines)
2 x PP3 battery connectors

Hobby Electronics, September 1980

four -digit counter and driver IC from
GI Microelectronics.

The four -digit display comes ready
mounted onto its own PCB with all
connections on one edge. This of
course makes it ridiculously simple to
use and easy to mount, as either on a
front panel or on to a PCB (as we
have done in this project).

IC1, the General Instruments
Microelectronics chip AY -5-4007D is
a remarkable device and must have
many more uses, such as frequency
counters, voltmeters etc. In fact, its
use in the Reaction Timer must merit
as one of its simplest applications.
However, it does the job well end we
have no grumbles.

A simple voltage regulator, two
common chips and a handful of
transistors, resistors and capacitors
make up the rest of the circuit which
keeps the display and its
counter/driver chip running. It
includes a pseudo -random time delay
before the display lights up to

r

DISPLAY

L

R15

R13

R14
870

R11
R12

R9

indicate the start condition. This
means that the individual whose
reactions are under test does not
know when the device is to
commence timing and he is therefore
always taken unawares.

R8 th

111114141
05 Q403 Q2

IC4

IC2
R6 D1 R4

RV1 C12

I
Figure 1. PCB overlay of the project. Make sure that all ICs are inserted correctly.
The 4 -digit display board is mounted onto the main PCB - Fig. 4 overleaf gives
greater detail.
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R1
4k7

RV1
2k2

R2
100k

--MAAAAAr-04-4
R3 R4 D2
10M 10M

8

IC2c

PB1
STOP

PB2
RESET

R6
100k

-How it Works
The block diagram of figure 3 shows the
main function of the various sections of the
circuit. We shall first assume that the
display section ie the counter/driver and
multi-plexed display board needs only two
inputs for correct function - a clock or
pulse input to be counted and a RESET
input to zero the four digits as well as
blanking them (ie turn them off).

The action of the reset button is as
follows. Pressing the switch sets bistable 2,
consisting of IC2a and b, which holds the
display in its reset position. A bistable is
simply a switch with two inputs, whose
output remains on when a pulse is received
on the set input. It will not turn off until a
second pulse is received by its clear input.
After a length of time determined by the
pseudo -random timer (IC2c and d and
associated components R2, 3, 4, DI and 2.
and C2), bistable 2 is cleared enabling the
display section to start counting. As well
as clearing bistable 2, the timer sets bistable
I (IC3c and d) which enables the clock
generator, thereby sending pulses to the
counter. The clock generator consists of
RI, RV1, Cl, IC3a and b., RV1 allows the
clock frequency to be fine tuned.

When the player presses the "stop" but-
ton, bistable 1 is cleared which disables the
clock generator. There are no more pulses
to be counted by the counter so it appears
stationary. Pressing the "reset" button
clears the display ready for the next cycle.

Transistors Q2-5 switch each digit on in
turn as IC1 transmits along the "seven -
segment data bus" the information to that
corresponding digit. This reduces the
number of interconnections necessary be-
tween the counter/driver and the display.
The standard term for this method of in-
terfacing is "multiplexing" - quite a com-
mon idea in the field of computing.
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11- 1
B1

9V
F -AB2

9V

24

IC4

SVV1

COM

1 IIT

13

IC1

1 i11 8 3

16

19

7 10 12
R15

13 12 16

R9-15
ALL 33OR

MULTIPLEXED'COMMON
CATHODE 4 -DIGIT, 7 -SEGMENT
DISPLAY

NOTES
IC1 IS AY -5--4007D
IC2,3 ARE 4001
IC4 IS 7905
01 -5 ARE BC212L
01.2 ARE 1N4148
DISPLAY IS NSB5881

Figure 2. The circuit diagram. From this you can see how IC1 is basically the heart
of the project.

Figure 3. The Reaction Timer in block form showing the display board as a
separate entity within the circuit.

CLOCK
GENERATOR

OC

ENABLE

CLEA

"STOP

BISTABL L 1

SET

CLEAR

Er

RANDOM
TIMER

CONSTRUCTION

BISTABLE 2

SET

I

I
-RESET"

The PCB layout is neat, uncluttered
and makes construction fairly easy so
we do advise that you use our
design. Make all links first, using
short lengths of stiff wire or old
resistor/capacitor leads that you
have cut from previous projects. It is
most convenient to solder in the links
first as this way you can make sure
they are flush to the board and
perfectly straight, reducing the risk of
short circuits. Use a fine pair of long
nosed pliers (if you have them) to

COUNTER/DRIVER

DIGIT
SELECT
OUTPUTS

MULTIPLEXED
7 SEGMENT

DATA BUS

LA,' BOA Eleffeigeg*T

I I I

I

maroomm,

bend the leads at right angles, to
make the links fit perfectly.

Next, all resistors should be fitted,
followed by capacitors, diodes and
transistors. Mount IC4 flush to the
board with its pins at right angles
through the correct holes. Make sure
that all semiconductors are the
correct way round! We advise the use
of IC sockets for IC1, 2 and 3.

The four -digit display board
mounts flat on the PCB and is
connected to the underside of the
PCB via short wire links as in figure
4.
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Solder the links to the underside
of the main PCB and the topside of
the display board.

Connect SW1, PB1 and 2, and
the two batteries, then switch on and
try it. It should work with no

1/ 7/
1r-1111111 1=1

//////////

Reaction Timer

FOUR DIGIT DISPLAY

DISPLAY
PCB

/7/77/ /7/(777/7/1
WIRE LINK -4.- MAIN PCB

Figure 4 (above), showing details of the method of
mounting the display board to the main circuit board. By
soldering the wire links in the appropriate places, under
the main and above the display board, adequate connec-
tions are made.

One of the lovely girls on the HE staff, Sue, timing her
reactions with the completed prototype.

problems, although nothing may
seem to happen for 10-15 seconds if
the display is blanked. When the
display lights up it should start from
zero and continue until you press the
stop button. HE

Buylines
The multiplexed display type NSB 5881 and
ICI, the AY -5-4007D will be the only two
devices which may cause you trouble but
any of the mail order companies, eg Mar-
shall's, Technomatic, who advertise in HE
should be able to help you. All other com-
ponents are common and should cause no
problems.

We have used our adding machines and
abaci (plural of abacus?) to work out an
approximate price (for components only) at
£18 for this project. Obviously the cost of
the PCB and case will depend on where and
what you buy. The case is type BOC 708
from West Hyde.

*40
(fr:- 110> RUN YOUR HOME BY

REMOTE CONTROL

0 How many times have you considered building a remote control project for the
home but were put off by the dozens of ICs. special coils. lenses and other hard
to get components, not to mention the need for a well equipped lab to set the

0 unit up T K ELECTRONICS have changed all that Three ICs can build a
sophisticated system that requires only a capacitor and resistor to set the clock
frequency (which can drift by up to 20% without affecting performance)
Control radios. hl -f! (including base treble and volume). lighting, toys. garage

0
doors, etc. Still not convinced, then look at the paces,

LD271 IR Emitting Diode
SFR 205 Photodiode Detector
SLAW IC Pulse Amplifier
SL490 Keyboard Controller Encoder, Transmitter
ML922 10 -channel Receiver & 3 Analogue Outputs
ML926 16 -channel Receiver (4 Momentary binary outputs)
M1928 16 -channel Receiver (4 latched binary outputs(

Data sheets (per device)

36p
95p

El .40
E 2.40
£4.20
E1.40
E1.40

sp

These ICs can also be used with ultrasonic and radio links, depending on range, cost and speed of operation For

,more details, why not give us a ring - or sends.a We will be pleased to advise you.

NEW KIT +++ NEW KIT +++ NEW
If you do tut rettutre a sophisticated multi -channel remote con,- kimple
single -channel ON,'OFF infra red transmitter and receiver The transmt ti - , , toe with
a hand held b.. end requires a PP3 19V1 batten?. The receiver includes a teat t rtunt/t. ol switching
up to 500W at 240V a 0, and comprises a preamplifier. bistable latch and a mains power supply.
making the tout completely self-contained The small size of the receiver ...nobles the unit to be
-built into kinds of equipment from lamps to tape recorders The dun.% tin ram, is 20 feet A
suttable ims fur the receiver is available if required

ONLY £12.00

MINI TRANSFORMERS
Standard mains
primaries 240V a
100mA secondaries
6 0 6V SOp
9.0.9v 06p

120.12V SOP

El Pin
14 pin
16 pin

I.C. SOCKETS
SP

12p
14p

'8 ern
.28 pm
40 pin

17p
24p
36p

All components bran% new and to BARCLAYCARD
specification Add V A T/ AT CURRENT
RATE TO ABOVE PRICES PLUS 35p
P &P Mail Order Callers welcome by ap-
pointment

DISPLAY LIGHTING KITS
Each unit has 4 channels (rated at 1 KW at 240V per
channel) which switch lamps to provide sequencing
effects, controlled manually or by an optional
optoiisolated audio !nut
1711000K
This kit features a bi-directional sequence, speed of
sequence and frequency of direction change being
variable by means of potentiometers Incorporates
master dimming control £14.60

01210001.
A lower cost version of the above. featuring unidirec-
tional channel sequence with speed variable by
means of a preset pot Outputs switched only at
mains zero crossing points to reduce radio inter-
ference to Minimum MOO
Optional Opto Input
DLA1 60p

III. INK

TKs SPECIAL OFFERS
OF THE MONTH

Orders must be receoved by 30/9 /80
5X TIC 106D 5A/400 V SCR £1.75
5X TIC 206D 3A/400 V TRIAC £2.00
5X TIC 226D 8A/400 V TRIAC £2.50
10X RECTANGULAR Green LED

£1.75
10x Rectangular Yellow LED E1.75
5X 78 Ll S 12V 100m A regulator

£1.10
5X 7805 5V 1A regulator £2.25

11 -

LK_ ELECTRONICS (ME) 106 Studley Grano, Road, London W/ 210 Tel 01 579 5794
. _ . .

VISA
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4000 Plastic Case t Texas,
3A 49p 16A 90s
84 58p 20A 165r.

12A 70p 25A 190p -
6A with toggei 80p
BA isolated tat, 82p
Diac 18p

MINI KITS
These KITS form useful subsystems which may
be incorporated into larger designs or used
alone. Kits include PCB short instructions and
all components

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER,THERMOSTAT
Uses LM391 1 IC to sense temperature 180°C
ma. / and triac to switch heater PCB 14 cm so 1

I potentiometer plus all other components in-
cluded with instructions
500W f3.20 1 K VV £3.50

SOLID STATE RELAY
Ideal for switching rribtors lights heaters etc
from logic Opto isolated with zero voltage
switching. Supplied without triac Select the
required triac from our range £2.60

BAR/DOT DISPLAY
Displays an analogue voltage on a linear 10 -
element LED display 3S a bar or single dot Ideal
!or thermometers level indictors etc May be
`racked to obtain 20 to 100 elernenl CI.Splays
-equires 5 20V supply C4.75

BURST FIRE/PROPORTIONAL TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

Planed on the 1041024 Zero Voltage Switch
the kit contains all the components required to
make a -burst fire power controller or a
proportional temperature COntroller enabling

the temperature of en enctosure to be main-
tained to wythrn 0 5°C
I FEW £5.26 3KW f5.55

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

555 LTV
741 Op Amp
AY 5 1224 Dock

AY 5 11307 Ctocklimoi
AY 3 1210 Thermometer
IC11106 DVM ILCO drivel
191317 Dual 11,V Amp
L113795 Oust 619 Amp
/M380 2W Audio Amp
LM382 Dual low noise promo
1.14386 250mW low voltage amp
SPA1830 Fluid Leal [Marto,
1M2907 IK Conwner
LM3903 LEO Flasher/Oscillator
I.M39 I I Thernorrwlet
LM3014 Defter Driver
MM57160 IMO Tenor
1411/ 4C91 1 4,dipd display tailbone,
Mtd)4C915 1 saiiment-BCD converter
MM74C926 4 digit vaunter with 7 soy outputs
55666 Toushdonmor
57263 Touchswitch le way
TBA801, 5W Audio Amp
TBA8 I OAS IW Audio Amp
7041 024 Zorn Voltage Swath
100:070 20W Audio Arno
761030 limp

Ilp
19p

f 2 60
(4.20
(11_20

f700
f 1 45
£3 .60

110p

MOO

7T1:1

0

0

0

All 'Cs supplier, with data & [HOPIS Data shorts only loo 0

LIGHTING CONTROL KITS

f 1 40

(It
(210
(5 10
(8 50

90p
Ea 50
(250
Ka 15

51p
115a

ft 00
(2 65
£1 SO

Direr:de 'apiece cOnvent one ligni switch and control
41,J 10 3C/OW of lighting No moms rewiring Insulated
Mon KOlales Easy to follow instructions
103000 TOUCH DIMMER Single touchplete wiry
alternate ocnon Tine much itches lamp on and
di longer touch dims or bright tamps Neon lamp
helps find tee switch n thedrY t11.50
rod E .tension lot for TD300K for 2 -way swooning
eto [1 .50
TSD300K TOUCHSWITCH A DIMMER Single
tuocholate small koub controls brightness £6.150
TSA300K AUTOMATIC Single toucholble Time
debt variable 2 sec. re 3) mins [4.30
,D3110.. 1.61-1TO,MMElo kin [2.90

24HR. CLOCK/APP. TIMER KIT

Switches any appliance up to
I KW on and off at preset
tines once per day Kit con
rains- AY 5- 1230 IC, 0.5"
LED display mains supply.
display drivers. switches,
LEDs. Mac PCBs & toll In
smictiJns

CT 1000K Basic Kit £14.90
CT 1 000KB with white box 156/131 s 7 Imm0

C17.40
Ready Built £22.60
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Our condolences to purchasers of ZEON Hong Kong watches - ZEON have gone into voluntary
liquidation

Yet another reason for paying a little more for QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND CONTINUING SERVICE

Our best selling alarm chronograph is
now available from stock again

CASIO
81QS-35B
ALARM
CHRONO

RRP £34.95

ONLY
£29.95

Solid stainless steel, mineral glass. Water resistant. 5 -YEAR
BATTERY. Flours, minutes, seconds day and day, date, month and
year. 12 or 24 -hour display. 24 -hour alarm, hourly chimes.
Stopwatch from 1/100 second to 7 hours; net, nap and 1st and 2nd
place times.

NEW CASIO CHRONOGRAPHS

110QS-37B

£12.95 £17.95

Hours, minutes, seconds, am/ pm. day and date. Automatic four
year calendar. 1/100 second chronograph to 12 hours, measuring
net, lap and first and second place times. Backlight, 2 -year lithium
battery. Water resistant case. Mineral glass.

F-300 Rugged, lightweight resin case
11011S-378 Chrome plated. S/ S bracelet

100m WATER RESISTANT
SUITABLE FOR SWIMMING ETC

DFT 030/038
IMP Q.1, ALARM

CHRONOGRAPH

100m WATER
RESISTANT

£49.95
2.

Hours, minutes, secoyds with alpha day and date on upper display;
and day, date, month calendar. Alarm and hourly chimes. COUNT-
DOWN ALARM. Stopwatch from 1/100 second to 12 hours; net,
lap and 1st and 2nd place times on double display.

DER 028 SOLAR ALARM CHRONOGRAPH
With weekly alarm, interval timer, 7 -year battery.
100m water resistant £69.95

Something to sing about with twelve program-
med melodies/

CASIO
M L90

MELODY
MAKER

RRP E21 95

10;58 35

1112=11101111111111111111118161016

821

Clock, hourly chimes, calendar to 1999. Alarm 1; 7
different melodies, changing daily, a fixed melody
or buzzer. Alarm 2. a fixed melody or buzzer. Date
memory 1' "Happy Birthday". Date memory 2:
'Wedding March'' or "Drinking song-. On De-

cember 24/25 plays "Jingle Bells-. Calculator
with 11 -note keyboard, full access memory, square
roots, %, 7/32 X21/2 x41/2 inches. Wallet. 1 year
batteries.

You asked for a metal version of the best selling
C-80. Here it is!

CASIO
C-801
Watch
Calculator
Stopwatch
Dual time
RRP £34.95

ONLY
£29.95

Finger touch keyboard. Hours, minutes, seconds.
am/pm and day Day, date, month calendar
pre-programmed to 2009. Professional 24 -hour
stopwatch, measuring net, lap and first and second
place times to 1/100 second. Dual time (24 hour)
8 digit calculator. Backlight. Water resistant
chrome plated case with stainless steel bracelet.

C-80 Black resin cased version £24.95

We PROMISE TO BEAT any sensible lower advertised
prices ON THE SPOT if the advertiser has stocks AND you
get Casio's guarantee from us!

OTHER STAR BUYS
Watches
F -8C 8 digits. Resin. Now only E8.95
F-200 Sports chrono. Resin £10.95
950S -36B 1/100 sec 12/24 hr. Solid s/s

£19.95
Alarm chronographs
F-80 1 / 10 sec. Resin. S /s trim £19.95
83QS-41B 1/10 sec. S /s jacket £22.95
83EIGS418 Gold plated version ..
81QS-40B As 81 QS -358 but chrome £22.95
810GS-358 Gold plated version ... . E34.95
Casio ladies watches. 11 models, many with
stopwatch and dual time. From E12.95

Calculators
MC -34
HR -10
Scientifics
FX-81 £12.95. FX-100 E15.95. FX-330 E15.95
FX-8100
EX -7100
FX-501P
FX-502P
FA -1
Master pack software kit (RRP El 7.95)
Free of charge with FX-501 P or FX-502P

SUMMERTIME SPECIAL OFFERS

FREE on request with order

With any purchase made from this section before
September 30th 1980 GENTLEMAN'S
DIGITAL WATCH with comprehensive display
and long life battery from world famous manufac-
turer. Value around £12. An ideal working watch
for you or a present for someone else.

With any purchase made from this section before
September 30th, ; 980
From world famous manufacturer.
GENT'S DIGITAL WATCH, around E17
or LADY'S DIGITAL WATCH, around E15
or CALCULATOR /CLOCK, around £17

RETURN OF POST SERVICE

Offers subject to availability

Postal and telephone orders received before 4.00 p.m. will normally be despatched the same day by FIRST CLASS POST.

Send your order by FREEPOST (2nd class post - no stamp required). Please phone urgent orders or use first class

PRICE includes VAT, P&P. Send your
Company Order, Cheque or P.O. or phone
your ACCESS or B'CARD number to: TEMPUS

WATCHES with chronograph (stopwatch)
950S -42B 12 / 24 hr Dual time. S / S Jacket

£17.95
5611S-3811 Digi/ana. Timer. chrome £24.95
C-80 Calculator. Dual time E24.95
Alarm chronographs with hourly chimes
810S-4013 As 8105-35B but chrome E24.95
830S-4113 1 / 10 sec. S/S jacket . £24.95
790S -39B 1/10 sec. full calendar. Chrome

E29.95
CALCULATORS
AQ-2200 £19.95. MQ-12 £19.95

Musical, ML -82 £19.95. ML -71, ML -81 02_95.
Ultra slim scientific. FX-3200 £21.95.

WATCHES
560S-508 Digital/analogue. Chronograph
Timer Solid stainless steel E34.95
79CS-518 Universal calendar alarm chrono with
chimes, tone control. Solid s/s E39.95'
59CS-3311 Ultra slim dress watch with alarm

E44.95
Scientific calculator: FX-8000 Stopwatch 2
alarm timers

. E31.95

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Casio and Seiko products. Send 25p to: TEMPUS
(Information and Service Centre), 19-21 Fitzroy Street.
Cambridge CBI lEH. -

Tempus (Dept HE)
FREEPOST, 164-167 East Road
Cambridge CB1 1BR. Tel. 0223 312866
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Intellivision
All work in the HE office stopped for a couple of days, nothing unusual you might say,
but wait until you hear the reason. Rick Maybury, playful as ever, explains.

THE TV GAMES SCENE has been
pretty quiet over the past year or so,
Atari have introduced new game car-
tridges with admirable regularity but
there has been an almost complete
lack of new machines. Now all this has
changed with this exclusive review of
the long-awaited machine from
Mattel. We're actually feeling quite
smug. This will be the first review of
the Intellivision you'll see, simply
because we've managed to get hold
of one of only a handful of machines
in the country, so remember, you saw
it here first.

Pricey??

The Intellivision is due to be launched
around September, the selling price is
expected to be around £200. Before
you get too incensed, we can fairly say
that it's worth it. Anyway, given a few
months it'll certainly come down to a
more respectable level. If that sort of
money still daunts you then we can
reveal that the Intellivision is going to
be the first games machine offered on
a rental basis and extensive credit
facilities will be available too.

So let's take a look at where your
£200 (or around £6 monthly if you
rent) will go. The games console or
'Master Component' as Mattel prefer
to call it contains a 16 bit micro-
processor, most games have only a
four bit device, one or two have an 8
bit micro.ln simple terms this means
that the graphics will be as good, if
not better, than some of the 'Pub and
Arcade' games.

Play The Game

The controllers are a good example of
ergonomic design, comfortable to use
for prolonged periods, provided you
remember that button pushing is not a
matter of applied pressure but timing.
People were walking around for a
couple of days complaining of sore
fingers. Rather than provide a selec-
tion of controllers for different games,
Mattel have designed an all -in -one
controller that has a joystick type
action, numeric keypad and side but-
tons for 'rapid fire'. The main direc-
tional control consists of a small disc,
pivoted in the centre, so just by pres-
sing it on one edge any one of 16
positions can be selected. This type of
action is much smoother than a con -
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ventional joystick, especially notice-
able on fast games like Space War
and Football. The side buttons came
in for some criticism, doubts were
expressed as to their life -span. I'm
happy to report that over a dozen
butch and burly Modmags employees
did their utmost to destroy the con-
trollers, particulalry during tense mo-
ments in the Armour Battle game, the
controllers survived intact save for
some rather deep scratches on the fire
buttons. We still can't explain these.
Amazing Space
Initially, only a dozen or so game
'Carts' will be available; the soccer
game comes with the Master Com-
ponent. The most popular game in the
office was undoubtedly the 'Armour
Battle', similar in many respects to a
conventional Tanks game but with the
added advantage of around 240
'battlefields' and a 3D perspective
view. This game lent itself to rather
good tactical play, invisible mines
could be dropped for the unwary to
run onto. Not a game to tire of.

The football game came a close
second. At the start of play the players
emerge from the tunnel to the cheers,
hoots and whistles of the crowd. You
can only control one man at a time but
the other men in the team are under
computer control and will always be in
the best positions for passing and
tackling. Best feature of the soccer
game comes with throw-ins. If a ball
should be kicked off the pitch a little
man from the appropriate team
automatically crosses the pitch and
throws the ball back into play -

amazing stuff. The pitch is actually
only ever seen in part. The area where
the action is 'pans up and down the
pitch. Its rather like watching Match
of the Day!

Keyboard Add -On
The story isn't over yet, the Mattel
Intellivision has one more trick up its
microprocessor sleeve and that's an
add-on keyboard unit just bristling
with microprocessors and various
other multi -legged ICs. Having spent
in the region of £300 for the keyboard
and plugged in your Master Com-
ponent you'll now have a microcom-
puter with 16k of memory capable of
decoding and supplying information
in the Teletext / Prestel format, run-
ning software in Microsoft Basic and
of course playing some pretty mean
games that you can now write your-
self. The computer comes with a four
track cassette deck built in, using an
audio track in conjunction with the
programme data.

The Intellivision is without doubt
the best TV game yet. It is destined to
become the market standard for a few
years to come. The keyboard option
makes it a serious contender for the
microprocessor market, so start
saving now!

The author would like to thank Bob
Denton at Advance Consumer Elec-
tronics, Unit 3, Fulton Road, Wem-
bley, Middlesex for the loan of his
Intellivision. Maybe he'll get it back
one day. Thanks too, to Tony Dean at
Silica Shop for helping us track one
down. HE
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Into Digital
Electronics
BY IAN SINCLAIR
Ian Sinclair returns with a new series aimed exclusively at the newcomer to Digital
Electronics. In part one we look at some of the ways electronics are helping us to
count. In the coming months Ian Sinclair will deal
with all of the most important aspects of this most
important branch of electronics.
WHAT IS IT THAT frightens so many
people away from digital electronics?
Does the word digital conjure up pic-
tures of advanced mathematics, or do
you just wonder what possible use
you could make of these circuits?
Perhaps you've browsed through des-
criptions, and wondered if you were
reading the same language as they
were written in. Your worries are at an
end, for the usual HE service is here,
to provide you with a clear and right -
from -the -beginning guide to the new
electronics where everything is hap-
pening so quickly.

Finger Trouble?
The word digital sounds as if it might
have something to do with fingers and
there is indeed a connection. When
we're very young (and sometimes
when we're a bit older, too) we count
on our fingers. Later on, we usually
get out of that habit, but it's not a bad.
description of how computers do their
counting. The difference is the
number of fingers and how fast they
can be used. Our standard allocation
of fingers and thumbs totals ten, so
it's not very surprising that we count
in tens, and place figures in columns
to show how many units, tens, tens of
tens (hundreds) and so on, each figure
represents.

When we come to try to do some-
thing similar in electronics, though,
there's no obvious way of using ten of
anything. We could, of course,
imagine a transistor working from a
10 V supply, with its bias adjustable
(Fig. 1.1) so that the collector voltage
could be changed in 1 V steps from
zero to ten. Now from what you know

VOLTS

+10
9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

SWITCH SETTINGS

Fig. 1.1 Yes, you could use a tran-
sistor to count in a scale of ten -
but it's a fearsome method, and the
reliability would be poor. The step
diagram above shows how we can
use a voltage gradient to count
from 1 to 10 in one volt steps. This
method is not, however, very prac-
tical.

O

O

0
+ 10 v

0
OUT

(don't you?) about transistor bias,
what do you think would be the
chances of things staying that way?
Quite right, pretty low! As the transis-
tor warmed up, the bias would
change, and the collector voltage
would alter. Not a promising start.

0

Two's Company
No, the really natural counting system
for electronics is a scale of two. Its
pretty easy to set an electronics sys-
tem to be either fully on or cut-off, two
states, as they're called, which can be
set quite definitely. A transistor which
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is fully on, or bottomed, has a collec-
tor voltage of nearly zero (Fig. 1.2),
and it's not difficult to make this state
stable, meaning that it's not easily
upset by changes of temperature or
anything else. For example, the tran-
sistor in Fig. 1.2 is bottomed, and will
stay that way because of the resistor
which connects the base to the supply
voltage. Provided that the resistor is
not of too high a value, there will be
more than enough current flowing
into the base to keep the transistor
collector voltage bottomed no matter
what happens in the way of tempera-
ture changes, ageing of components
and all the other things that can beset
transistor circuits.

Fig. 1.2 Saturating or bottoming the collec-
tor voltage of a transistor. Connecting the
base to the positive supply voltage makes
sure that the transistor is passing as much
current as the resistors permit.

The cut-off state is equally stable.
As long as you keep the base voltage
of a transistor below 0.5 V, there will
be no collector current flowing unless
the transistor is quite hopelessly
leaky. These two conditions can be
used in several ways. Two of the most
important of these uses are in digital
logic circuits and in digital counting
circuits. We're going to start with
digital logic circuits for the very good
reason that they're simpler, and we'll
move on to look at the counting
circuits later.

Easy as Falling off a Log (ic)
Now you've probably come across the
word logic many times before in
articles dealing with digital circuits,
but you've probably never seen it
explained. Logic means a system for
arriving at a conclusion starting from
facts. If a cricket ball suddenly
thumps through your window (fact),
you start looking for someone with a
cricket bat (logical conclusion). If you
thump the first guy you meet who's
carrying a tennis racquet, you've been
illogical! Logic is about thinking
clearly, as mathematics is, but the
language of logic is ordinary English
(or close to it), and it doesn't have to
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be expressed in symbols. Like mathe-
matics, though, logic is a lot tidier and
shorter if we do use symbols to ex-
press what we mean.

No, No, Yes, Yes, No
Now logic has been studied for a long,
long time, several thousand years,
and yet it took centuries for people to
realise that each step in a logical
argument could be simplified so that it
consisted of a question which could
have only two possible answers - yes
or no. Logic, remember, is about get-
ting conclusions from facts, and
'maybe' answers aren't much use for
that purpose. Fig. 1.3 shows a simple
logic process (is the kettle heating?)
broken down into a set of these YES/
NO steps just to illustrate what is
needed. What's that? You don't need
to use transistors to put the kettle on?
Of course you don't, but the fact that
any logical process can be broken
down into a set of questions, each of
which must have a YES or NO answer,
does have a lot of uses. YES and NO
are two states, and we can use the
two stable states of a transistor to
represent them. We can, for example,
decide that a cut-off transistor, collec-
tor at supply, represents YES and a
bottomed transistor, collecter at 0 V,
represents NO; which opens the way
to using transistors for any sort of
logic operation.

Now this way of looking at logic
problems was invented a long time
ago by a self-taught genius called
George Boole, and he worked out a
system for writing down logic prob-
lems in a kind of mathematical short-
hand, and of solving the problems
using what is now called Boolean
Algebra. Boolean Algebra was at that
time just a curiosity, a fascinating
sideline for people with nothing more
urgent to do, until much later it
gradually dawned on engineers that

telephone switching circuit problems
could be solved by using Boolean
Algebra. It didn't take engineers very
long after that to find that Boolean
Algebra was almost indispensible in
computer design - and it's been a
top -priority topic ever since. Moral is
that no piece of truly scientific
research (as distinct from a lot of
so-called 'social science') is ever really
wasted.

Do IC Digits?
We're not here to do a course on the
theory of Boolean Algebra, though,
our task is to show how digital ICs can
be used. Digital ICs, like any digital
circuits, use signals which are either
zero volts (transistor bottomed) or
supply volts (transistor cut-off). We
could, of course, call these NO and
YES signals, but we usually shorten
the description a bit more by referring
to zero volts as 0 and supply volts as
1. The input or output of any digital
circuit will consist of just these vol-
tages, perhaps a signal which
changes between 0 and 1 at intervals.
We can forget about waveshapes,
amplitudes, phase shifts and all these
problems of linear circuits; all we're
interested in is the two levels 0 and 1.
That, incidentally, can make digital
circuits a lot simpler than most linear
circuits.

Long before digital transistor
circuits were invented, logic circuits
were built using switches. A switch is
another device which is either off or
on, and that's why the first use of
Boolean Algebra was in switching
circuits. The great advantage of the
transistor is that its switching action
doesn't rely on any mechanical con-
tacts making or breaking. The switch-
ing of a transistor can therefore be
much faster, with none of the boun-
cing, sparking and contact -wear pro-
blems which plague mechanical
switches.

IS THERE WATER IN THE KETTLE?

YES

IS THE CONNECTOR PLUGGED INTO THE KETTLE?

YES

IS THE PLUG IN THE WALL SOCKET?

YES

IS THE SWITCH ON?

YES

TEA UP IN 5 MINUTES!

Fig. 1.3 YES/NO decisions for the kettle
problem.

NO

NO

NO

NO

FANCY A COLD
DRINK INSTEAD?
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How are we going to learn about all
this, then? The easiest way, of course,
which is the HE practical way. We'll
knock up circuits which make use of
digital ICs, show what they do, and
what they could do. We're not going
to build our own computer, nor
gadgets for playing the National An-
them every time a tap is turned on,
but we are going to understand how
these things can be done. What we
will do is to put signals into digital ICs,
using switches (mainly), and see what
comes out (using LEDs). Once you
understand what each of these
circuits does, the way is clear to
understand more complicated
circuits, and that's what it's all about.

If Euronovice .

Now if you've followed the Linear ICs
articles, you'll have met the Euro-
breadboard before. If you're new to
this style of circuit construction, then
the Eurobreadboard is a system for
building circuits without the use of
soldering. The Eurobreadboard (Fig.
1.4) is a plastic block which is per-
forated with holes at 0.1" spacings.
Under the holes are metal clips, so
that a component leadout wire which
is pushed through a hole is held by the
clip underneath, and makes electrical
contact to the clip. The clips aren't
separate, but are grouped in fives, so
that any one of a line of five can be
used. These lines are indicated by
letters A -D and numbers 1-25, so that
22A is a group of five contact points
and 16B is another group. The lines
are spaced so that normal sized ICs,

such as the ones we're going to use
will fit with one lot of pins on column
A and another on B or one lot on C and
the other on D. Big ICs like micro-
processors can be fitted on these
same columns or on the larger space
between columns B and C.

Using these lettered and numb-
ered lines, we can connect up circuits
very quickly, test them, take them
apart and then move on to the next bit
of work without needing to wait for a
soldering -iron to heat up. How do you
build the circuits? Simple, when we
make use of the letters and numbers.
For each bit of work on digital ICs,
we'll plug in one or more ICs into the
board. They don't go in just any -old -
where - they have to be plugged into
lines which are indicated in the text.
Connections can then be shown by
printing the line number and letter for
each connection. If it sounds compli-
cated, that's just because we haven't
started yet - it's a lot easier to do
when you have a Eurobreadboard,
with the IC, all ready in front of you.
Having said that - let's start.

Preparing the Board
Before we can start, we need to pre-
pare the board with the switches for
putting in voltage signals and the
LEDs for reading them off. The switch
is a quad changeover, meaning that
there are four sections of switch and
the output of each section can be
switched between two contacts.
These switches are available from IRS
Components, Watford, or Maplin,
and work out a lot more convenient

X1 X111111111111111111111111
A B D Y2

MENEM MENEM 1

MEMO .....
IMBEINE ESIMEN
MEMO ..

5 .... .... 5
NOME U....... ....

MUNE
NEESE U....

10 ... EMMEN 10
MENNE 111EMENMIMEMTh EMMEN

15
.... EMMEN

15M. NEENIESEW EMMEN
EMMEN WEN
IMONNE MIMEU... MUM

2 U... MEMO 2
NENIMEI ....U.'.. NEMO
MIMES ..
MENU OMEN

25 ONMEN ... 2
Y1 Y2

X2 11111111111111111111111 X2

Fig. 1.4 The EUROBREADBOARD, on
which all the circuits are constructed.
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than any other switch arrangement.
The switch unit has 16 pins, four for
each block, and is plugged into the
Eurobreadboard in the position shown
in Fig. 1.5. To make the connections
to the switch, wire links then have to
be added. These links should use
insulated 0.5mm single -core wire,
because stranded wire is useless for
breadboards, and Maplin sell a suit-
able wire as Bell wire. So long as it's
about 0.5mm diameter, insulated and
single strand, it'll do fine. Each link
will need about 8 mm of insulation
stripped off - I use a little Bib stripper
and cutter which has served me well
for more years than I care to
remember. Measure out the length of
wire you need for each link (roughly -
there's no need to do a Rolls-Royce
job on it) and just plug the ends of the
wires into the lines on the board which
are indicated by the numbers and
letters. For example, if you have to
connect 8D with Y2, then one end of
the wire goes into any hole in line 8D
and the other end goes into any hole
along the edge line which is marked
Y2. The two long links connect the X1
lines to the X2 line and the Y1 line to
the Y2 line. These four lines are going
to be used for battery (or power sup-
ply) connections, with the + connec-
tions to X1 and X2 and - connections
to Y1 and Y2.

Now add the LEDs and their 1 kO

resistors as shown in Fig. 1.7. When
we use the board, the LEDs will glow
to indicate a voltage across them, so
that a glowing LED indicates a logic 1
(+5 Vin this case) and a LED which is

--)read board

CD
01

Fig. 1.5 Position of the Quad DI L switch on
the Eurobreadboard.
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Into Digital Electronics

SWITCH LAMP
1C TO 2C 1D TO Y2
3C TO 4C 2D TO X1
5C TO 6C 3D TO Y2
7C TO 8C 4D TO X1

5D TO Y2
6D TO X1
7D TO Y2
8D TO X1

`11 TO Y2 (NEGATIVE)
X1 TO X2 (POSITIVE)

Fig. 1.6 Wire links for the switches. These
ensure that the switches operate correctly
(UP for 1, DOWN for 0). Leave these con-
nections in place.

Fig. 1.7 The LED connections. No wire
links are needed, because the components
themselves bridge the gaps. Note which
end of the LED is the cathode.

not glowing indicates a logic 0. We
don't use all of them each time, but
it's handy to have four of them ready
on the board. The resistors prevent
too much current from flowing
through each LED, and our connec-
tions from the ICs are made to the
resistors each time.

LED, Kindly Light
LEDs have to be connected the right
way round if they are to be of any use
and the Maplin LEDs have a particu-
larly simple identification. There's a
small flat segment on the plastic case
of the LED, and the nearest metal lead
to that end is the cathode lead, the
one which plugs into line Y1. The
anode wires plug into the lines A7 to
Al as shown - the spacing is be-
cause of the width of each LED. The
resistors then connect across to the
lines in column B, and our connec-
tions are made there. The switches are
numbered already, and the LEDs
follow the same pattern, with LED 1
on the left when the Eurobreadboard
label is right way up.

Now at this point it's advisable to
test the switches and LEDs to make
sure that everything's working as it
ought to - that way, you don't get
any silly holdups later when you're
using the ICs. The simplest way of
testing is to use each switch to control
one LED by linking B1 to Cl, B3 to
C3, D5 to C5 and B7 to C7. Now
connect up a 41/2 V battery to provide
some power.

The type 1289 is useful - it has a
fairly long life when used with the
type of ICs we shall be investigating,
and its + and - are clearly marked.
For making the battery connections, I
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LED'S:
LED1 ANODE ON A7
LED2 ANODE ON A5
LED3 ANODE ON A3
LED4 ANODE ON Al

CATHODE ON Y1
CATHODE ON Y1
CATHODE ON Y1
CATHODE ON Y1

4 x 1k0 RESISTORS:
A7 TO B7
A5 TO B5
A3 TO B3
Al TO B1

LED

FLAT PORTION/
ON RIM

/
CATHODE ANODE

bought a pack of car -type LUCAR
connections in Halford's. These are a
tight slide -fit on to the battery tags,
and they can also be clamped onto
single -strand wire. Use a red insu-
lated wire for + and black for -ve -
it saves a lot of time when you are
trying to get things going. The + (red)
wire plugs into any hole along X1 or
X2 and the - (black) wire plugs into
any hole along Y1 or Y2. With the
battery in place, and the board right
way up, so that the Eurobreadboard
label reads right way up, try each
switch. Moving the slider of a switch
up should cause its LED above it to
light, moving the slider down should
extinguish the LED. Try each switch in
turn, making sure that it switches on
and off correctly. If there's a rogue,
check that the LED is the right way
round and that the switch pins are
connected into the correct places.

LEDs don't take kindly to being
connected wrong way round, and
there's a chance (not inevitable) that
one which has been A for T will not
work when you put it the right way
round. If that happens, you're out of

C-E3easi;es
(

Gkilf4c1

(VIAtlitJt, -it 114c

"uuE IRAIJSrO6SI0NI

luck and you'll need another LED
some time - no hurry because we
don't use all four right away. With the
1 k0 resistors specified here, though,
there should be no damage to LEDs
even if they are wrongly connected.

Next month then, it's down to work
on the first IC, a 74LS132. The ICs
we're using are all of the type called
TTL Low Power Shottky. That's rather
a mouthful, so we'll just refer to them
as the 74LS types, because each type
number starts with 74LS. They have
several advantages over other types,
one of which is that you can't damage
them by handling the pins. Unlike
CMOS ICs, TTL ICs can't be ruined by
the electrostatic voltages you get from
sitting on nylon seat -covers or walking
along woollen carpets. The main
drawback of the 74 family was that
they needed a lot of current and a 5 V
supply, but the 74LS types need very
little current, and are quite happy at
41/2 V, so we can use a battery supply.

If you do make use of a mains
supply, make sure that it's set at 5 V,
no higher. Don't trust any switch or
dial readings for this, take a voltmeter
reading, because higher voltages can
damage these ICs.

Meanwhile, if you want to get your
orders in ready for next month, here's
a buying list for this month, next
month and for the rest of the series (if
you're rich!) HE

Parts List=
Starter Pack:
1 Eurobreadboard
4 x LED, standard size (5 mm diameter)
4 x 1k0 1/4W resistors. All obtainable from
Watford Electronics
1 x Quad DIL switch
Single -strand wire
Power supply (5V) or No. 1289 battery and
Lucar Connectors.

Remaining Items:
ICs -

1 x 74LS132
1 x 74LS75
2 x 74LS76
1 x 74LS90
1 x 74LS47 (may be difficult - substitute
7447 if necessary)
1 x 74LS82
1 x 7 -segment display such as DL707

Other components -
1 x 560R 1/4W resistors
1 x 470 NF (1000 NF also useful to in-
terchange) capacitors
7 x 47R V4W resistors
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A. Marshall (London) Ltd., Kingsgate House,
Kingsgate Place, London NW6 4TA
Industrial Sales: 01-328 1009
Mail Order: 01-624 8582
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£
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Large range of Mullard/Siemens
Electrolytic Axial/Radial

Vero Board: Superstrips:
Vero Breadboard.
Vero boxes (see catalogue for

5574455 C066 $5741645 00 .80
S57446AN C048 55741655 C080
55744765 CO 48 S5141615 f 1 20
5574485 00 45 55741745 CO 80
55M505 00 15 5514175N C063
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Low Power Oscilloscope

SC110 £139.00
Capacitance values 1.0mF to
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The 2001 sweeps the board
at only £75*
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What's In a Name
This month's What's In A Name has absolutely nothing to do with part-time bus
conductors. Our word this month is Semiconductor, the keystone of modern electronic
technology as Rick Maybury explains.

IT'S NO ACCIDENT THAT ENGLISH
has become the language of science.
English is the only language that has
the capacity to form compound words
with such precision. This makes life
relatively easy for us, almost without
exception the words and phrases we'll
be looking at in this series are made
up from two or more familiar words.
Our word this month falls neatly into
this category, it's 'Semiconductor',
the word most readily associated with
modern electronic technology.

One hundred years ago you could
say with some degree of authority that
a material was either a conductor (it
would conduct electricity) or an insu-
lator (it wouldn't conduct electricity).
Today, as we have come to expect,
things aren't so clear-cut. The word
Semiconductor implies that the
material so named is neither one nor
the other, yet for reasons that should
become obvious later we cannot use
the term resistor.

Two substances have become
synonymous with the word semicon-
ductor, both are elements, the first is
called Germanium, a greyish metal,
not really used much outside elec-
tronics, the second is Silicon, famous
for chips and sand, not to be confused
(as it often is) with Silicone.

Germanium was the first material
to be used in any quantity for
semiconductor manufacture, today it
has been largely superseded by
silicon although the basic manufac-
turing process is the same.

Current Affairs
The difference between conduc-.
tors and insulators is actually quite
subtle, it's all down to the presence
(or absence) of free electrons. These
are loose electrons that run around
inside conductors; by adding certain
impurities to silicon or germanium in a
process known as 'doping' you can
either cause an excess of free elec-
trons (this we call 'N' type) or conver-
sely deprive the material of free elec-
trons, leaving 'holes' which are effec-
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tively positively charged particles (this
is known as 'P' type). In either case
the material is now known as a
semiconductor.

Up the Junction
Now the story really gets interes-
ting, by fusing two pieces of
semiconductor material (P and N type)
together we get what is known as a
junction at the point where they meet.
It's to be expected that we should now
have a PN junction. This is the basic
.unit in semiconductor electronics. At
the junction strange things happen,
the free electrons and the hole tend to
'migrate' across the junction forming
an area called the depletion layer.

Now try to imagine a battery con-
nected across this junction, the
positive side connected to the N type
and the negative side of the battery to
the P type, under these conditions no
current will flow, this we call 'reverse
bias'. In simple terms the positive side
of the battery has drawn all the elec-

trons from the depletion layer and the
negative side has removed all the
holes, the movement is caused by
simple electrostatic attraction - un-
like polarities attract. If we now con-
nect the battery the other way round
the opposite happens, the positive
fide now pulls the electrons through
the P layer, the negative side of the
battery attracts the holes, current now
flowsrquite happily. We have here the
semiconductor diode, the electronic
one way street, clever isn't it?

As you might expect the story
doesn't end here. By varying the pro-
portions of the impurities you can
make the basic semiconductor diode
do quite strange things. Adding suc-
cessive layers of semiconductor
material to our basic PN junction will
produce transistors (three layers, two
junctions), thyristors (four layers,
three junctions) and ultimately Inte-
grated Circuits which incidentally is
the subject of next month's 'What's In
A Name'. See you then. HE

JUNCTION
FULL OF
HOLES

_
P N -

k _

+ I
P TYPE I -

FULL OF
ELECTRONS

 e
+ N TYPE+ ,e e
+ :+iee
+ , e
FI

DEPLETION LAYER

FORWARD
BIASED
CURRENT
F LOWS

DEPLETION LAYER
WIDE, NO CURRENT
FLOWSTh

REVERSE
BIASED

Figure 1. A typical PN Junction in each of its three possible states. Top: The Junction in its
dormant state. Bottom left: In the forward biased condition. Botom right: A PN Junction
reverse biased.
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7415283 90974167 200P 7415298 249p CO22100 350974170 24°P__ 7415324 20013 CD22101 700P74172 4."P 7418348 200p74173 1213p0022102 700p7

74174 7415365 40p INTERFACE I.C.
74175

'7 7415367 70p DM8123 175p
74176 85p 7415368 1009 DP8304 4509
74177

ro
7415373 1509 058835 2509

74178 ,_;
7415374 150p 058836 150p

74180 7415378 1409 M01488 750
74181 1609 7415390 1609 101489 764
74182 7415393 160974184A 1509641037415445 1409 75107 160p647415668 100P 75150 175074185

...,,,15°P 7415669 100P 75154 175P74186 .'"YF 7415670 40013
74188 325p 4000 SERIES 75322 300974190 120p

75182 230p

15p 75324 3759
2017 75325 375p
20P 75361 300p
95p 75363 400p
25p T5365 350p7 75451 72940p 75491'2 969
50p 8126 200p
25, 8728 250p
25p 8T95 200p
50p 8797 16017
849 811595 120p
84p 911596 140p
45p 811597 1209
80p 811598 140P
89p 9601 110p
45p 9602 220p

100p
110p
1013p
27p
50p
20p

130p
50p
849

1013p
55p

200p
18013
200p
11013
295p
115p
120p
340p
100p

80p
80p
90p
90p

110p
100p

55p
50p
49p
80p
80p
80p

160p
125p
135p
600p
140p
12013
55p

450p
271,
20p
30p
25p
25p
25,3
25p

107p
27p
27p
72p

138p
8013:

25013
95p
95p

340p
120p
200p
220p
132p
180p
180p
99p
99p

4670p0p

100p
304
254
120p
70p
559

290p
99p

1517137
285p
3134
110p
100p
100p
250p
108p
150p
120p
144
550p
120p
1809
4500

72p
250p
250p

40p
9119

1500
90p

2600
90p

11000
11000
1100p'

93 SERIES 74S SERIES
9301 1609 74500 600
9302 1759 74504 6013
9308 316p 74505 759
9310 2759 74808 759
9311 275p 74510 6013
9312 1609 74520 60p
9314 1659 74530 60p
9316 225p 74532 90p
9321 225p 74537 90p
9322 150p 74564 60p
9334 360p 74574 90p
9368 250p 74S85 300p
9370 300p 74586 180p
9374 200p 745112 120p

748114
745124
745132
745133
745138
745139
745157
745174
745175
745194
745241
745260
745373
745374

-'ITRANSISTORS
AC126 25p

3009 AC127/8 213p
AC176 25p
AC187/8 25p
AF116 50p

2259 AD149 70p
40161/2 4513

2509 AU107 200p
BC10778 llp

3509 BC109 llp
BC117 209
80147/ 8 90

120,3

160p
75p

2259

2500

32013

4509
70p

500p
500p

LINEAR IC.
A11-0212
AY1:1313
4,71-1320
651-5050
AY3-1270
A15-12245
AY5-1315

' AY5-13174
A15 -4007D
CA3019
CA3046
CA3048
CA3080E
CA3086
CA3089E
CA309-40
043130E
043140E
043160E
043161E
043162E
043189E
CA3280
DACI408-8
FX209
ICL7106
ICL8038
ICM7555
LF356P
LM100
LM3014
LM311
1M318
1M319
LM324
LM339
1M348
L114377
LM380
LM38144
1M393
LM709
LM710
1M725
LM733
LM741
LM747
LM 748
LM291 7
1M3900
LM3909
1M3911
LM39I4
LM3915
LM4136
MC1310P
MC1458
MC14951
MC1496
MC3340P

600p
668p
32013
140p
8400
240p
600p
775p
52013

80p
70p

225p
72p
441p

2259
375p

90p
SOp

100p
1409
45013
300p
10143
2009
7513p

850p
340p

8013
95p

425p
30p
70p

200p
225p

45p
75p
95p

175p
75p

18013
10143

36p
50p

350p
100p

18p
70p
359

250p
70p
70p

130p
250p
250p
120p
15013

48p
350p
100p
120p
1209r

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
Ford Mink TO -220

14 Eve
5V 7805 60p

12V 7812 60p
115V 7815 60p
18V 7818 6143
24V 7824 p
100mA T09602

5V 78105 30p
12V 78112 30p
15V 78115 30p
OTHER REGULATORS
16,1309K 135p
LM317T 200p
LM323K 650p
1M723 37p

MK50398
ML920

!MM57160
NE531
NE555
NE556
NE56IB
NE5628
NE564
NE565
NE566
NE567
NE571
NE5534A
RC4151
55666
SAB3209
54010246
SEF96364
SL490
S4760034
5476013N
5476013ND
5476477
5P8515
TAA621
T84641811
TBA651
T134800
755810
784820
TBA950
TCA210
TCA220
TC4940
TDA1004
TDA1008
TDA1010
TDA1022
7041024
70410348
7041170
TDA2002V
TDA2020
TL071
TL072
TL074
71081
T1082
TL084

'TLI 70
054170
UDN6118
U046184
ULN2003
XR2206
XF12207
XR2240
ZN414
25419C
ZN424E
ZN425E

78HGKC
7860560
78MGT2C
78905
79110KC

7905
7912
7915
7918
7924

750p
775p
620p
150p

22p
70p

425p
425p
52143
130p
155p
175p
425p
250p
400p

270
POA

1250p
11009
000p
250p
144
120p
200p
750p
275,3
225p
200p

900
100p
90p

300p
2509
350p
175p
300p
32013
2259
570p
12143
2500
250p
3259
320p

45p
850

130p
45p
70p

110p
50p

200p
32013
320,3
100p
350p
40013
400p

90p
2259
135p
400p

65p
65p
70p
70p
70p

791_05 70p
79112 70p
79115 70p

600p
600p
135,3
9009
7017p

OPTO-ELECTRONICS
2N5777 459
OCP71 130p.
ORP12 120p
OPTO-ISOLATORS
11074 130p
MCT26 100p
MCS2400 190p
LEDS
0.125"
TIL32
T11209 Red
TIL211 Gr
T1L212 Ye
111216 Red
DISPLAYS
3015F
01704
O 1707 Red

707 Gr
DL747 Red

747 Gr
F40357
END500
F4D507
MAN3640
MAN4640

55p
13p
209
25p
18p

200p
1409
140p
140p
2259
225p
120p
120p
120p
1759
204

0131160
ORP61
11178

TIL111
TIL112
TIL116

111220 Red
1-11222Gr
TIL22B Red
Rectangular
LEDs (R. G. Y)

NSB5881
11311
111312/3
51321/2
111330
7750/60
DRIVERS
9638
9370
UD46118
UDN6184

12013
120p

55/3

90p
909
90p

169
18p
22p

30p

570p
600p
110p
130p
140p
200p

2513p
300p
320p
320p

BC149 100
80157/8 10p
BC159 11p
BC169C 12p
BC172 12p
BC177r8 17p
BC179 14
80182/3 10p
BC184 llp
BC187 30p
8021273 llp
8C214 12p
BC237 150
BC327 160
BC337 180
80338 160
5C461
BC477/8 30p
80516/7 509
EIC5478 lip
BC548C fp
BC549C ISp
BC5576 16p
BC559C 14
BCY70 14
8CY71/2 22p
80131:2 500
80135/6 54p
130'48181 %'/,P
BD140 609
BD189 600
BD232 950
BD233 7Sp
BD235 850
6D241 70p
80242 700
BDY56 2000
8F200 32p
BF244B 35p
802565 70p
8E257/8 32p
8E259 36p;
BFR39 25p

BER40 25p
BFR41 25p
13E1379 259
13E1380 25p
BER81 259
BFX29 30p
BFX30 34p
BFX84 5 40p
BFX86 7 30p
BFX88 30p
BFVV10 90p
BFY50 30p,
BEY51/ 2 309
BFY56 339
BEY90 110p
88839 460
8SX19/20 20p
130104 225p
BU105 190p
BU 108 250p
BU109 225p
BU205 200p
BU208 200p
BU406 145p
E300 50p
E308 50p
E310 50p
MJ2501 2259
MJ2955 90p
MJ3001 224
MJE340 60p
MJE2955 100p
MJE3055 70p
MPF102 46p
MPF103 '4 40p
MPF105/6 40p
MPS6531 50p
MPS6534 50p
MPS406 30p
MPS412 Sop
MRSA13 SOp
MP5420 SOp
MPSA42 50p
MPS443 SOp
MPS/66 32p
MPS470 50p
MPSUO6 63p
MPSUO7 90p
MPSU45 90p
MPSU65 7Ip
0028 130p
0035 1309
TIP29A 40p
TIP29C 55p
TIP304 48p
TIP300 60p

800p
450p

1000p
500p
37543

2500p
300p
320,3
225p
225,3
275p
525p
550p

1000p
550p
950p

1200p
Z8OP1O 650p
Z80AP10 800p
ZBOCTC 650p
MC14411 1100p
MC14412 1100p

MEMORIES
2102,21 1213p
21078 500p
2111.2 250p
2112-2 3009
2114 300p
2114-21 50011
4027-3 3759
4044 900p
4116 400p
5101 510p
6810 325p
745201 350p
82516 325p
ROM /PROM*
71301 700p
745188 225p
748287 350p
745387 350,3
745470 650p
745471 650p
74S571 650p
828137 750p
93427 400p
93436 650p
93446 650p
93448 9009
CPU.
1600 1200p
1802CE 65057
26504 2000p
6502 1000p
6800 650p
6802 1250p
6809 2500p
8080A 450p
8085A 1200p
1458060 1000p
280 E10
ZOIDA 1150p
EPROM.
1702A 6009
2708 450p
27161+5V) E10
SUPPORT DEVICES
3242
3245
6532
6820
6821
6845
6850
8205
8212
8216
8224
8228
8251
8253
8255
8257
8259

TIP314 5139:-
TIP31C 62p
TI P32A 514
TIP32C 820
TIP33A 90p
TIP33C 1149
TIP34A 115p
TIP34C 150p
TIP35A 2259
TIP35C 290p
TIP364 2709
TIP36C 340p
11P418 65p
TIP41C 78p
TIP424 7143
TIP42C 82p
TIP54 160p
TIP120 12013

ITIPI22 13143
TIP142 130p
TIPI47 130p
TIP2955 78p
TIP4055 70p
11543 34p
71593 30p
21 8108 12p
11X300 13p
ZT X500 15p
ZTX502 18p
ZTX504 30p
2N457A 250p
25696 35p
25697 25p
2N698 45p
2N 706A 20p
2N708A 209
24918 460
24930 1147
2N1131/2 20p
2N1613 260
2N1711 25p
2N2102 70p
2N2160 350p
2422194 30p
2N2222A 30p
2N 2369A 259
2N2484 30p
242646 45p
242904/5 30p
242906A 30p
242907A 30p
2N2926 9p
2N3053 30p
2N3054 659
2N3055 48p
2N3442 140p

UART
AY -3-1015P
AY -5-1013P
IM6402
1415601140

500p
400p
500p
400p

CHARACTER
GENERATORS
3257ADC 990p
MCM6576 E12
R0-3-2513 U C 600p
R0.3-2513 L C 700p
55745262AN £10

KEYBOARD
ENCODER
41.52376 700p

243553 2469''
243565 34
ZN3584 2509
253143/4 44
241702/3 12p
253704/5 12p
243706/7 14p;
243708/9 12p
2N3773 3009
2N3819 25p
2N3820 50p
253823 70p
253866 900
253902 7009
253903/4' 1Bp
253905/6 209
254037 650
244058/9 12p
2N4060 12p
244061/2 16111

244123/4 270
244125/6 27p
244401'3 27p
244427 909
244871 60p
2N5087 27p
245089 27p
245172 27p
245179 9013
245191 90p
2N5194 90p
2N5245
245296 )Sp
2N5401 50p
2E15457.8 40p
245459 40p
245460 60p
245485 44p
2N5875 250p
246027 48p
2N6107 65p
2N6247 190p
256254 1309
246290 65p
256292 65p
2SC1172 150p
35128 1209
35140 1200
35141 110p
35201 1100
35204 1000
40290 2509
40360 400
40361:2 759
40364 1200
40408 701,

40409 859
40410 859
40411 300p
40594 120p
40595 120p
40673 759
40841 913p

40871 '2 900

10A 400V 204
25A 400V 4009

ZENERS
2 7V -33V
400mW
1W 15p

DIODES
51127
131%36-300
0447
0A81
0485
0490
0491
0495
04200
04202
14914
1N916
144148
144001/2
144003/4
144005
1N4006/7
145401/3
145404/7
15920

205
fp

15p
15p

9p
9p
9p

10p9p

1p
49

60
60
60

p6
7p

149
19p

HEAT SINKS
For T0220 Volt-
age Reim and
Transrstors 24
For TOS 129

TR LACS
PLASTIC
3A 4005
3A 500V
6A 400V
6A 500V
8A 400V
8A 500V
12A 4005
12A 500V
16A 400V
16A 500V
128000

60p
65p
70p
88p
75p
95p
85p

105p
114
134
130p

BRIDGE
REC11FIERS
14 50V 191,1
1A 1001 20p
14 400V 25p
14. 600V 30p
2A 505 30p
2A 100V 35p
2A 400V 459
3A 200V 60p
3A 600V 72p
44 1003./ 95p
4A 400V 100p
6A 50V 80p
6A 100V 100p
6A 400V 120p

THYRISTORS
IA 50V 40p
14 400V 65p
3A 40011 90p
84 6005 140p
12A 400V 1644
16A 1005 164
16A 400V 154
16A 600V 220p
BT106 110p
C106D 459
MCR101 36p
243525 130p
244444 140p
245060 34p
2N5064 40p

LOW PROFILE DIL SOCKETS BY TEXAS

80' 9p
14 pn 10P
16 pin 1 1 p

X l,, 16p
:01 20p

-'2 ;WI 229

LOUD-
SPEAKERS
See
21/2 6411 80p
21/2 8R 80p
2 8R 90p
11/2 88 100p

24 pr., 24p
28 ran 309
40 pm 40P

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS BY TEXAS
8 pc 259 1 6 p. 50P

14 pc 359 201,n 609
16 pm 40p 27 pn 65p

24 pn 708,
281,11 8017,
40 pin 100p

TRANSFORMERS
220/24010

6-0-6 10OrnA 88p
9-0-9 75rnA 92p
0-120 1250OrnA 280p
0.256 VW 250p
9-0-9 IA 270p'
12V 2A 3500'
0-12-15
20-24-30 1A.
15-0-1514 26563'
(Please add 50p p&p charge
to all marked  above our nor-
mal p&p charge)

SUBMINIATURE
SWITCHES
Toggle
SPST 60p
SPDT 65p
DPDT 70p
DPDT (centre off, 859
Push to make 159
Break 2513
Push latching SPCO

SOP
SLIDE DPDT 189
ROCKER SPST 2813
WAFER
1P/12W 45p
3P 4W 459
4P/3W 45p
2676W 45p

ANTEX SOLDERING
IRONS
C -15W
CX-I 7W
CC415W
X25
SPARE BITS
C:CX/CCN
X25
SPARE ELEMENTS
C/CX/825
CCN

ADCOLA IRONS
K1000
62000

415p
4259
425p
440p

50p
50p

180p
200p

5509
5500

RESISTORS High
Stab 5% EI 2
Carbon Film

VW 10R -1M
one value

Y2W 10R -10M
one value

7p  5pcs

61,3Pcs

CRYSTALS
10061-1, 300p
IMHz 370p
1008M313 370p
3 2768MHz 350p
3 579545MHz 200p
4MHz 350p
8 867237MHz 400p
10 7MHz 3509
18M57 300p
26 690MHr 210p
27 145MIEr 210p

VEROBOARDS
DIP Breadboar
4 15 0 6 15 325p
(Suitable for 20 x 14 pin or
16 x 16 pin DIL ICs( DIP
Breadboard as above with tracks
for 31 way connector 375p
V0 Boards for ICs 130p
(No track cutting)

CONNECTOR PLUGS
31 way Plug 120p
31 way Socket 120p
1.100 Busboar 1500p

Mmiatum Presets
Hor (Vert 100R -1M 14
Carbon Track Pots

5K -1M Log or Ltn
Single 309
51^4951.49151'41ch OOP COUNTERS
Dual 72P 74C925

SLIDER POTS 60mm Track 74C928LIN 5K. 10K. 5015 100K ICM721613
80P ICM72174

LOG 10K 6°0 241040E

EDGESOARD CONNECTORS 0.156" PITCH
2 a lOway 85p 2 x 22 way 135p
2  15 way 100p 2 a 25 way 160p
2 x 18 way 120p

4759
600p

2000p
850p
700p

TTL S ECL
M04024
MC4044
10116
10231

325p
3250

3500pp

7

SPECIAL OFFERS (subject to stocks)
555
741
2114L-3
2708 (450 06)
2708 (650 71S)
2716 (plus 5V only)
4116 (200 ns)

£18/ 100
£16 / 100

£4.00
£4.50
E4.00
£9.00

628/8

7805
7812
7905
7912
21141 450 ns

P&P + VAT Extra

£5/10
£5/10
£6/10
£6/10
£24/8

VAT RATE: Please add VAT at
15% on total order value
Access and Barclaycard accepted
Please send SAE for list
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B READBOARDS
EXP350 3 6 a 2.1
(Up to 3 a 14 pin ICs(
EXP650 3 6  2.4
(Up to 1 a 40 pin IC)
EXP300 6 a 2 1
(Up to 6 a 14 pin ICs)
EXP600 6  2 4
(Up to 1 a 40 pin 00s)

IC TEST CLIPS
14 pn £2.60
16 pin £2.75

E3.16

63.60

ES.75

E6.30

PSOTOBOARD (B) SO EEEEE Egli BREAD- 16 KEY KEYPAD
BOARDS (Reed Switches)
Socket Strips/Bus Stops/ Binding Posts mounted UHF Modulator 6MHt
on sturdy base plate. UHF Modulator 8MH:
PB6 6 a 14 DIL ICs E9.20 Reed Switches (125A)
PB100 10, 14 DIL ICs E11710 LOGIC PROBE
P8102 12 3 14 OIL ICs E22.95 SUPERTESTFR 6805
PB103 24  14 DIL ICs E34.45 MICROTEST 8OR
P8104 32 a 14 CIll ICs 646.96' TMK500
(The above boards are suitable for all DIL ICs. I Pocket multtrneter

450p

E3.75
450p
£0.25

E18.00
E33.00,
617.001
E22.001

E4.76'

VEROBOARDS
01

(copper clad)
2 503 75 gyp
2 5 x 5 75p
3 75x3 75 75p
3 75x5 SOp
3 750 17 290p
4 75017 9 350p

Pkt of 100 pins
Spot face cutter
Pininsertron tool
Vero Wiring Pen

2 wire spools
combs

Combs

50p
86p

118p

3709
70

24 pin E4.90 We carry a large stock of 74 and 74LS TTLs, CMOS, Linears, Memories, etc. andcan normally offer
40 pn E7.90 ex -stock deliveries. We welcome inquiries for volume quantities both from local and overseasbuyers.

Please add 30p p&p & VAT

Government, Colleges, etc. Orders accepted.

M. 9 30 5 30CALLERS WELCOME SaturdayFri 10 304 30

TECHNOMATIC LTD.
17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW10
(2 minutes Doll's Hill tube station) (ample street parking)
Tel: 01-452 1500/01-450 6597 Telex: 92280
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THE DIFFICULTIES of tracing a fault
in a vehicle's electrical system using
a multimeter are probably familiar to
most readers. As that accursed
Murphy's law generally has it, you
have to contort yourself into an
awkward position befOre you can see
where to put the test prod, or prods,
and having done that, find that you
can't twist yourself sufficiently to see
the multimeter face.

Damned annoying isn't it!
Then again, a multimeter can give

you a false indication. No, not
possible, you cry. It sure is though.
If, for some reason, you're measuring
the voltage at a particular point and
it happens to be connected to the
battery via.a low, but significant,
resistance how do you detect the
presence of that low resistance?

A voltmeter measurement won't
show it. If that low resistance is the
fault, an ohmmeter measurement
may well be impossible.

Sorting out the wiring can be a
nightmare - especially on
motorcycles.

This project gives clear indication
of the six conditions one usually finds
in an automotive electrical system.
These are:

Short to +ve supply
Short to -ve supply
Open circuit
Connection to +ve supply via an

intermediate impedance
Grounded via an intermediate
impedance
Connection to a fixed, inter-

mediate (low) voltage level

The Auto -probe is smaller,
cheaper, easier to interpret and
easier to use and read than a
multimeter. It is the sort of device
that can be left in the tool kit in the
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When it comes to probing faults or
otherwise in a vehicle's electrical
system, a multimeter has distinct
disadvantages. This highly
convenient probe is very useful in
those awkward places so often
encountered; it's also simple to
build and inexpensive.

boot of your car or stored in the glove
box. It is a worthwhile addition to any
mechanically -minded handyman's
array of gadgets.

The Auto -probe can be used on 6
volt or 12 volt systems, with
minor changes to the circuit values.

To get an idea of how it can be
used, and how useful it is, let's take a
look at a few typical problems
encountered in vehicle electrical
systems.

The Problem
Let us consider the case of a car radio
that has 'stopped working'.

Looking at the panel lights, you
observe that they aren't lit up when
the set's turned on. Obviously, it
would seem to be a supply problem.
Wriggling, upside down, under the
dashboard, you check the fuse and
find it intact. Taking the Auto -probe,
you attach its supply leads to the rear
connection of the cigarette lighter or
the ignition switch. Both lights
should blink on and off. If they don't
then you'd have to reverse the
connections and mentally castigate
yourself for being a twit. No worries
though, it's protected against twits.

Touching the probe on the radio's
B+ connection, the red LED glows
steadily. Aha! This shows the probe
tip is connected to the supply.
Touching the probe onto the radio's
ground lead results in a blinking red
LED. Hmm, it's connected to supply
via an impedance. It seems the
ground connection isn't grounded.

Some jiggling and scraping at the
radio's ground lead earthing point
results in a steady green LED and a
burst of music . . . well, more likely,
commercials.

Suppose you wish to know if your
car has an ignition ballast resistor.
This is a resistance inserted in series

with the ignition coil primary during
normal running, but is shorted out
when the starter is operated so that
the coil receives a voltage 'boost'.
The resistor may be a heavy
wirewound type mounted
somewhere in the engine
compartment or (as is common in
many late -model. vehicles) a
resistance lead is used - they're
hard to spot.

In this case, the probe tip is
touched on the coil primary terminal
that is not connected to the contact
breaker points. With the ignition on,
(engine not running) no light will
show on the probe, indicating it is
connected via an intermediate
impedance. When you touch the
starter, the red LED should burst into
lusty life, indicating the resistor is
shorted, as you would expect.

Tracing wiring and switch
operation can be a real hassle. Does
this motorbike operate its horn by
supplying power or a ground
connection via the horn switch? If
touching the two switch contacts in
turn shows first a steady green LED
then a blinking red LED, the first
contact is grounded and the second
is clearly connected to the positive
supply via an intermediate
impedance, ie: the horn. If the green
LED lights and then both LEDs blink
when the probe is touched to the
other switch contact, this would
indicate that the horn is open circuit.

The circuit will cause both LEDs to
blink when the probe tip is connected
to an open circuit or to either side of
the supply via an impedance greater
than about 1,000 ohms. In an
automotive environment 1,000
ohms is a high impedance!

Simple, and easy to use, isn't it?
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RED LED continuous

PROBE TO +VE SUPPLY

GREEN LED continuous

PROBE TO ...VE SUPPLY

BOTH LEDS blink

PROBE OPEN CIRCUIT

RED LED blinks

PROBE TO +VE SUPPLY
VIA INTERMEDIATE IMPEDANCE

GREEN LED blinks

PROBE TO -VE SUPPLY
VIA INTERMEDIATE IMPEDANCE

NO LEDS lit

LOW VOLTS
(the red LED may flash weakly)

Figure 1 showing in visual form the wide
variety of electrical conditions which may
be encountered in automobile electric sys-
tems and how the HE Autoprobe detects
them.
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TO BATTERY +Ve

R1
22k

8.4

R2
270k

J.

IC1

Cl
470n

TO BATTERY
-Ve
0

Imme

01

R3
120R R5

-/\./VV\--
R4
120 R

NOTE:
IC1 IS 555
Q1 IS BC479
02 IS BC109
D1 IS 1N4001

0
TO
PROBE

22k

R6
22k

Q2

4/.
LED1
RED

R7
560R

LED2
GREEN

Figure 2 (above), the circuit diagram - yet another ingenious use of the 555
integrated circuit.

How it Works
Consider first the 'idle' state of the device
- ie: with the probe open circuit. Diode DI
protects the whole circuit against acciden-
tal reversal of supply polarity. When the
battery is connected correctly, the battery
voltage (less about 0.7 volts dropped across
Dl) is applied to the electronics.

ICI is the familiar 555 timer IC, con-
nected as an astable multivibrator. When
Cl charges up to 2/3 of the supply voltage,
via RI and R2, the 'high' level comparator
(pin 6) detects this and sends the output
high, which also shorts pin 7 to near
ground. Cl thus commences to discharge
via R2. When it reaches 1/3 of the supply
voltage, the low' level comparator trips
(pin 2) and Cl is allowed to recommence
charging as before, since the output is sent
low. This cycle repeats indefinitely, with a
frequency of

F=1/(0.692 x CI x (R1 +2R2))
With the values chosen, this is about 4 Hz.
This may be varied by changing Cl or R2.
The output on pin 3 of ICI oscillates be-
tween nearly 0 V and V + (less 0.7 volts). It
can source about 200 mA.

Consider now the circuitry surrounding
the LEDs. Assume at first that the voltage
on the junction of R5 and R6 is about half
the supply potential. Current will flow
through the bases of both transistors via R5
and R6, hence both of these transistors will
conduct. Each transistor will short out the
LED connected in parallel. Thus neither
LED will glow. If the voltage on the resistor
junction (the probe connection) were to fall
below 0.6 volts, or thereabouts, Q2 would
be biased off and would no longer bypass
the current flowing through R7 away from
the green LED. Thus the green LED would
light. Similarly, if the voltage on the probe
were to rise to within 0.6 volts of the unit's
supply rail (ie: within 1.3 volts of the
battery supply, due to the action of DI) Q I
would be biased off and the red LED would
light.

Now let us put the picture together and
see what happens in practice. The output of
ICI is connected to the probe and the
resistor junction of the LED driver circuit
via a 60 ohm resistance made up of two 120
ohm resistors in parallel. There are two
resistors rather than one 1W or larger
resistor for reasons of physical size.

With no connection made to the probe,
the 555 drives the probe alternately to the
+ve and -ye rails, with the result that the
LEDs flash alternately.

Shorting the probe to either rail of course
forces the appropriate LED to stay on
continuously. If a resistance is placed be-
tween the probe and ground, say, three
possibilities occur:
1) The current flowing from pin 3 of the 555,
via R3/R4, is insufficient to develop 0.6
volts across the resistance - this looks like
a short and the green LED stays on.
2) The current develops sufficient voltage
to turn Q2 on and the LED extinguishes on
that part of IC l's cycle when its output is
high. This allows the appropriate LED
(green) to blink.

However, if the resistance is not high
enough to allow the junction of R5/R6 to
go far enough positive the red LED will not
turn on. This gives green only blinking.
3) If the resistance is high enough (over
1k? both LEDs blink, giving the open -
circuit response.

The same argument applies 'upside
down' for a resistance to the positive rail,
but the voltage across it must be 1.3 V due
to DI being in the emitter circuit of Ql. If
the voltage is fixed midway, neither LED
can glow, as first assumed.

Resistor R7 fixes the LED current and
R3/R4 limits the 555 output current to a
safe level and defines the voltage 'turnover'
points.
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Auto- Probe

=Parts List-
RESISTORS (All '4W, 5% unless specified)
RI, 5, 6 22k
R2 270k
R3, 4 120 R % W (See text)

CAPACITORS
Cl 470n 16 V tantalum

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1 555
Q1 BC470
Q2 BC109
Dl 1N4001
LED 1, 2 0.2" red, green. LEDs

MISCELLANEOUS
Lengths of red and black wire
Crocodile clips
Pill container
4 BA nut and bolt (for probe)

Construction
Constructing the project on a PCB is
simple. First thing to do is locate the
position of IC1. A link is inserted
between two pads located between
the two rows of holes for the IC pins.
Having done that, insert the IC. Take
care that you have it correctly
oriented. All the other components
may now be assembled and soldered
into the board. Watch the orientation
of Q1 and Q2, the two LEDs and Cl.
Refer to the overlay picture.

Now comes the testing. You will
need either a 12 V battery or a power
supply that can deliver around 12 V
to 14 V DC. Temporarily solder
battery leads and a probe lead to the
board. Connect the battery leads to
the 12 V supply. The two LEDs
should flash. Shorting the probe lead
to the negative of the supply should
cause the green LED to flash.

If you cannot obtain the correct
indications at this stage, look for
incorrect connections or components
round the wrong way. To check that
ICI is working, connect a multimeter
- set to, say, the 30 V range -
between the supply negative and pin
3 of ICI (positive meter lead to the
latter). The meter needle should rise
and fall at about four times per
second.

The pill bottle used to house this
project measured 61 mm overall
length (with the cap on) by 21 mm
outside diameter. A 25 mm long 6
BA bolt was used for the probe. This
was bolted through a hole made in
the cap somewhat off-centre. The
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TO
NOTE LINK UNDER IC1 PROBE

(see text)

+Ve LEAD -Ve LEAD

LED2
(GREEN)

LED1
(RED)

Figure 3. Printed circuit board overlay. Once completed
the project will, no doubt, pay for itself very quickly by
savings on costly repair bills.

Buylines
It is a distinct possibility that our readers
will have problems obtaining the case for
this project (i.e. the pill container) from
their usual electronic hardware suppliers.

You could always try the National Health
The grand total for all components in this

project shouldn't be much more than
around £3.

photograph shows roughly where
this needs to be. Just keep it out of
the way of the board. A small solder
lug under the bolt head is used to
attach the probe lead from the board.
The battery leads should be
colour -coded to avoid confusion. The
convention is: red for positive, black
for negative. Twist together about
one metre of each colour hookup
wire.

Connect the appropriate leads to
the board and tie a knot close to the
board (see photograph).

Drill a hole in the end of the pill
bottle, near the edge, and pass the
battery leads through it. The knot

prevents the leads being pulled out
of the board. Attach alligator clips to
the ends of the battery leads.

Two small cutouts will have to be
made in the lip of the pill bottle's cap
so that the LEDs may be seen easily.
All these details are clearly shown in
the photograph of the completed
project.

When the unit is assembled,
give it a thorough work out.

Once you have this little project
working for you, you'll be amazed
how quickly electrical problems in
your vehicle are sorted out. HE

Blast! Now what do I do? I wish I had my HE Autoprobe with me!
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First the EuroBreadBoard
Now the EuroSolderBoard

Indispensible
for the professional

Ideal

for the beginner

Design on a EuroBreadBoard - Instal on a EuroSolderBoard

First the EuroBreadBoard
Will accept 0.3" and 0.6" pitch DIL IC's, Capacitors, Resistors,
LED's, Transistors and components with up to .85mm dia leads.
500 individual connections PLUS 4 integral Power Bus Strips along
all edges for minimum inter -connection lengths.
All rows and columns, numbered or lettered for exact location
indexing (ideal for educational projects)
Long life, low resistance (<10m ohms) nickel silver contacts
£6.20 each or £11.70 for 2

Now the EuroSolderBoard
New 100mm square, 1.6mm thick printed circuit board with pre -

tinned tracks identically laid out, numbered and lettered to Euro-
BreadBoard pattern.
Four 2.5mm dia fixing holes.
£2.00 for set of three ESB's

And don't forget the EuroSolderSucker
Ideal for tidying up messy solder joints or freeing multi -pin IC's, this
195mm long, all metal, high suction desoldering tool has replaceable
Teflon tip and enables removal of molten solder from all sizes of
pcb pads and track. Primed and released by thumb, it costs only
£7.25 including VAT & PP V111.1111k...

Snip out and post to David George Sales,
Unit 7, Higgs Industrial Estate, 2 Herne Hill Road, London SE24 OAU
WHOM INIMINIMPli !MEW

David George Sales, HE9
Unit 7, Higgs Ind. Est., 2 Herne Hill Rd., London SE24 OAU.
Please send me: -

1 EuroBreadBoard @£ 6.20 0
or 2 EuroBreadBoards @ £11.70 0
or 3 E uroSolderBoards @ £ 2.00 0
or 1 EuroSolderSucker @£ 7.25 0

Please

Tick

All prices are applicable from Jan. 1st 1980 and include VAT
and PP but add 15% for overseas orders.

Name

Company
Address

Tel. No
Please make cheques/P.O. payable to David George Sales
and allow 10 days for cheque clearance and order processing
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CI lem540t

coe;x0, ICS have
helped thousands

of ambitious people
to move up into higher paid

more secure jobs in the field of
electronics - now it can be your turn.

Whether you are a newcomer to the field
or already working in the industry. ICS can

provide you with the specialised training so essential
to success.

Personal Tuition and Guaranteed Success

The expert and personel guidance by fully qualified
tutors, backed by the ICS guarantee of tuition until
successful, is the key to our outstanding record in the
technical training field. You study at the time and pace
that suits you best and in your own home. In the words
of one of our many successful students: "Since starting
my course, my salary has trebled and I am expecting a
further increase when my course is completed. -

City and Guilds Certificates

Excellent job prospects await those who hold one of these
recognised certificates. ICS can coach you for:

Telecommunications Technicians
Radio, T.V. Electronics Technicians
Radio Amateurs
Electrical Installation Work

Diploma Courses

Colour T.V. Servicing
CCTV Engineering
Electronic Engineering & Maintenance
Computer Engineering and Programming
Radio, T.V. and Audio, Engineering & Servicing
Electrical Engineering, Installations & Contracting

Other Career Courses

A wide range of other technical and professional courses
are available including GCE.

Name

Post this coupon or 'phone today for free
ICS careers guide in Electronics

Address

Age

To ICS, Dept. Y263, Intertext House,
London SW8 4UJ
or telephone 01-622 9911 (all hours)
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Talking Design
Month by month we'll be looking at the various ways electronic circuits are designed.

THE MOST USED transistor configu-
ration is the common emitter stage.
The reasons are not hard to find since
it offers a reasonably high voltage
gain combined with a medium input
impedance.

Just how to design such a stage
and what to expect from it is the
subject of this month's 'Talking de-
sign'.

Figure 1 shows the outline circuit
of a common emitter stage with all the
important currents and voltages. Be-
fore any design work can start certain
parameters must be fixed. The most
important of these are the supply
voltage and the gain of the transistor
to be used.

For the sake of our example we will
assume a gain of 100 and a supply of
9 V. The gain of a transistor is usually
found in semiconductor data sheets
under H,.. A range of values will
usually be quoted, transistor gain
varies considerably from device to
device and all that one can be sure of
is that the sample to hand will lie
somewhere within the specified band.

Under these circumstances it is
advisable to assume the lowest value
and calculate accordingly. At least
that way you will be certain that the
circuit will function satisfactory with
any device sample.

The circuit of Figure 1 shows an
NPN transistor although these
methods are qually applicable to PNP
types, the only different being the
polarity of the supply rails.

Transistor Amplifier
The circuit as it stands is intended
to amplify low level analogue AC vol-
tages, ie audio signals, and so these

Figure 1. Bias conditions for an NPN
transistor.
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are coupled into the base of the tran-
sistor via Cl. This has to be chosen so
that its impedance at the lowest
frequency to be amplified is at least
ten times less than the input imped-
ance of the stage. The input imped-
ance of the stage will be calculated
later but first attention must be
directed towards the output section.
In order that the circuit can deliver the
maximum output swing to the next
circuit the collector must be held at
half the supply voltage, in our case
4.5 V. In order to define the value of
R3 a collector current must be
chosen.

This is dependent upon the input
impedance of the following stage. The
output of the stage 'sees' the fol-
lowing stage as a resistance in parallel
with R3. That is to say it is loaded by
it. The golden rule of matching stages
together is to ensure that the output
impedance of your stage is at least
five to ten times smaller than the
impedance into which you are feeding
signals. Since a transistor acts as a
current source it is safe to assume that
the output impedance of the stage is
defined by, and is the same value as,
R3.

The situation changes somewhat
when feedback techniques are
employed, the output impedance is
then less than the value of R3. How
much less is dependent upon the
amount of feedback employed.

As this is a small signal stage a
convenient value for this current is
1 mA. R3 can now be found from
Ohm's law to have a value of 4.5V /
1 mA, =4.5k. The nearest preferred
value is 4.7k and this should be used.

Base Bias
Because transistors are current
operated devices a certain amount of
base bias current must be provided.

This current is nominally the col-
lector current divided by the gain of
the transistor. As already described,
this varies considerably from device to
device. A further complication is that
the transistor base has to be held at
0.65 V above the emitter to operate in
the linear region. These factors deter-
mine the values of R1 and R2 in the
bias chain.

R3= +V x lc
2

R4 =
GAIN

Ve= R3 lc
Vb = Ve + 0.65
Ib= Ic

Hfe
R2= Vb

516
R1 - (+V -

516
CI = 10

27f2

WHERE:

+ 1

1

Z Al R2 Hfe (re +114)
and Ve = 26 Ohms

lc

Figure 2. Calculating the values of the
resistors and capacitor.

As we have a gain of 100 the base
current will be 1 mA/ 100, 10),IA. A
useful rule of thumb is to have five to
ten times this current flowing through
the bias chain. This will swamp any
variations in calculated base current
but reduces the input impedance. In
electronics, as in anything else in this
world, you don't get owt for nowt and
so, if a stable circuit is to be produced,
the penalty must be paid. The other
requirement is to hold the base at
0.65V. Five times our calculated base
current is 50i.,A and since the voltage
on the base if 0.65 V the value of R2
must be, again from Ohm's law,
0.65V/ 5 x 10-5A, 13k. The nearest
value is 12k. R1 is found by subtrac-
ting the voltage drop across R3 from
the supply voltage and dividing by
5 x 10-5A. ie 8.35V / 5 x 10-5A,
167k. The nearest value here is either
1 50k or 1 80k. Since the bias current
must also flow through R1 the lower
value should be chosen.
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R1

R2
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _0 1 IEIV

14) R3

LINK

R4

R2 R4

()

(1) 51 R3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0

OV

OUTPUT

Cl ARE 10u
51 ARE 330k

0 R2 ARE 15k
R3 ARE 9k1
R4 ARE 180R
01 ARE BC107 OR 80109

Figure 3. Simple stripboard layout for the Fig. 2 circuit diagram. This is a stereo version.

The gain of the stage depends on a
hidden resistance in the emitter of the
transistor. This resistance, hereinafter
called re, the emitter resistance, is
determined, by the collector current.
It's value, for silicon transistors, is
26/1c Ohms, where lc is the collector
current expressed in milliamps. The
voltage gain is R3/ re.

For practical purposes the gain of
any common emitter stage without
negative feedback is twenty times the
supply voltage, 180X in our example.

The input impedance is the parallel
combination of Al, R2 and H feXre.
Putting these figures into the case in
point we find that the input imped-
ance Z, can be found by evaluating
the following expression,

1 = 1 1 1

2 +
- R1 R2+ (Hfex,e)

1 1 1

167,0000 15,0000 2,6000

will reveal the answer, 1790R,
1.79k.
A few minutes work on a calculator,
will reveal the answer, 1 79oR, 1.79k.

Having established this the value
of Cl can be calculated. As you know
the impedance of a capacitor is de-
pendent upon frequency. The higher
the input frequency the lower the
impedance. At DC any decent capaci-
tor will be, for all practical intents and
purposes, an open circuit. The size of
C1 is dependent on the lowest
frequency to be amplified. For audio
work this is 20Hz. The correct size
capacitor, to give us a -3db point at
that frequency, will have an imped-
ance that is equal to the input imped-
ance of our stage at 20Hz.

The required capacitance can be
found from the expression,

1

C=
2rrfZ

by substituting all our known values
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into this equation we find that the
required value is;

1

3.14X2X20X 1.79 X 103

=4.4x 10-6F, 4.7µf.
It is wise to choose a value ten

times that obtained from this calcula-
tion. In order to understand why con-
sider what would happen if two
circuits, both with a -3db point at
20Hz were to be connected together.
With this situation the response of
both amplifiers together will be -6db
down at 20Hz, hardly hi-fi!

By making the input capacitor
several times larger than necessary
this is avoided.

Fixed Gain

Of course it is not always desirable
to use the circuit without feedback an
amplifier with a known voltage gain is
often required. Under these circum-
stances the circuit in figure 1 can be
modified as shown in figure 2. The
only obvious difference between fig-
ure 1 and 2 is the inclusion of an extra
resistance, R4, between the emitter
and ground. This has the effect of
defining the gain to any required
value, increasing the input impedance
and lowering the output impedance.

To illustrate this I will outline the
design of a simple microphone
amplifier with a gain of 50 running
from a supply voltage of 18 V and
using our transistor of gain 100.

First we find the value of R3 by
letting the collector voltage equal half
the supply voltage, 9V. Again
choosing 1 mA quiescent current for
the stage gives us a value for R3 of 9
V /10-3A=9k. 9k1 is the nearest
value.

To get the required gain from the
circuit R4 must be chosen to be R3 /
gain. In our case the required gain is
50 so R4 becomes 9k /50=180R.
Now because the current that flows

through R3 also flows through R4
there will be a voltage drop across it of
10-3A X 180= 0.18 V.To this must
be added our 0.65 V base emitter
voltage to find the voltage drop across
R2. This is 0.83 V. Because our tran-
sistor has a gain of 100 the bias
current is the same as the previous
case, 50 µ A. The value of R2 is there-
fore 0.83V/ 5 X 10-5A= 1 6k6, the
nearest value is 15k.R 1's value is
(18V -0.83V)/ 5 X 10-5A= 343k
nearest value 330k.

The input impedance looking into
the circuit is gain the parallel corn-
bination of Al, R2 and the impedance
looking into the base. This time how-
ever the impedance is equal to the
gain of the transistor multiplied by re
plus R4. Since R4 is much larger than
re the latter can normally be ignored.
For completeness however,

1 1 1 1

Z
-R1+R2 +Flte(ve+

R4)

1 1 1

1.5X104+3.3X1 05
+

2.06X104

=1.18X 10-4

Hence 1/2= 1.18 X 1 0-4, and Z=

1 -8K45.
1 . 1 8 X 1 04

Cl is calculated from, Cl=

10 10
27rfZ 2X 3.14 X20 X 8.45 X 103

As it stands the stage we have just
designed is suitable for amplifying
low level, low impedance microphone
signals sufficiently to be fed into the
high impedance auxiliary input of any
power amplifier.

Low Power
Of course there are many uses for
the common emitter stage apart from
simple audio amplifiers. In fact you
will find them in nearly all types of
transistor equipment often in the
disguises of oscillators, RF amps, DC
amps, level shifters, the list could be
extended indefinitely but whatever
the disguise the basic design prin-
ciples remain the same.

Since the circuit is so simple a PCB
would be a little extravagant so the
stripboard layout of figure 3 is used. A
stereo version is shown and the circuit
can conveniently be run from a pair of
PP3's in series. Because of the low
current drain the batteries can be
expected to last for several months
even if an on -off switch is not fitted.

HE
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HOBBYPRINTS

If you have never used HOBBYPRINTS before,
then you don't know what you've been missing.
HOBBYPRINTS are an etch -resistant rub -down
transfer. Just place the appropriate HOBBY -
PRINT over a clean piece of copper clad PCB
material and rub. It's as simple as that. Once
the design has been transferred, immerse the
board into the Ferric Chloride. 15 minutes later
you will be rewarded with a perfect PCB
prepared from our original artwork, so you can
have no worries about making a mistake. By
the way, HOBBYPRINTS are ideal for making
PCBs by Ultra -Violet exposure.

HOBBYPRINT
SHEETS ARE
AVAILABLE FOR
ISSUES FROM
NOV. 78 RIGHT UP
TO THIS ONE.
ALL SHEETS COST
£1.20 ALL
INCLUSIVE OF
POST AND
PACKING AND
VAT.
ORDER BY SHEET
LETTER AND
ISSUE MONTH
(SEE BELOW).

ISSUE ISSUE
SHEET REF. SHEET REF.

Nov. 78 A Sept. 79 K
Dec. 78 B Oct. 79 L

Jan. 79 C Nov. 79 M
Feb. 79 D Dec. 79 N
Mar. 79 E Jan. 80 P

Apr. 79 F Feb. 80 P

May 79 G Mar. 80 Q
Jun. 79 H Apr. 80 R

Jul. 79 I May 80 S
Aug. 79 J Jun. 80 T

For your HOBBYPRINT refer to the chart above
and send your cheque or postal order to:
HOBBYPRINTS,
Modmags Sales Office,
Hobby Electronics,
145 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2H OEE.
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The finest amplification
from Crimson Elektrik

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
CRIMSON ELEKTRIK Power amplifiers are the most
sophisticated on the market today. Yet now with the
latest Issue 5 innovations THEY ARE EVEN BETTER! We
have included sonic improvements and developed a
unique electronic protection circuit which obviates the
need for output fuses. In fact, such fuses can seriously
degrade the performance of an amplifier. They can blow
under heavy drive conditions - even with non faulty
loads (due to thermal fatigue), they can be a time
consuming nuisance and even dangerous to replace, but
more importantly they are responsible for "envelope
distortion" i.e. dynamic compression of the signal, even
fuses in the feedback loop suffer from the first two
disadvantages, and the latter to a lesser extent

CP3000 POWER AMP MODULE 300 WRMS 4R

BEST VALUE

CRIMSON have an enviable reputation for supplying the
best value amplifier kits. You can proove this to yourself
by checking out the competition in the following crucial
areas. *Professional grade phono sockets for ALL signal
connections * Silver/Gold plated switch contacts *
Adequate heatsinking for full rated output *Available
from stock * Manufactured by a specialist company with
a reputation for friendly and helpful service before and
AFTER sale * Forms the basis for high quality active
loundspeaker systems. Considering the advantages of
CRIMSON Kits. Why choose anything else?

Crimson Amplifiers are versatile and dependable. The
new CP3000 will give up to 300 watts into 4 ohms at
0 03% THD and is the obvious choice for P.A. and
Disco's requiring the best performance. For Hi-Fi we
produce the ever popular pre- and power amp hardware
kits which enable our advanced modules to be housed in
attractive metalwork and include everything down to the
last nut and bolt.
Our Pre -amplifier can be fitted with the moving coil
module allowing it to be used with the latest M.C.
cartridge (which can now be bought for as little as £30).
Write for details, specifications and full price list or send
50p cheque / p.o. for our comprehensive application/
users manual.
Space precludes us from publishing all our products and
prices, below are just a few examples.
*Power Amp Modules (single channel)
CE 608 (60 WRMS /8 ohms) £23.10
CE 1708-(1 70 WRMS /8 ohms) £38.50
CP 3000-(300 WRMS /4 ohms) £58.00
* 60 + 60 watt stereo pre and power amplifier complete
kit £208.86
*Stereo Moving Coil Pre -Pre Amplifier Module MC1

£28.50
*3 Way Active Crossover (single channel) £32.60

Don't forget, Crimson modules are available throughout
the country from all branches of Marshalls and Mail
order from Badger Sound Services and, of course
Crimson Elektrik.
Prices include V.A.T. and post to anywhere in the U.K.

Crimson
Elektrik

1A Stamford Street, Leicester LE16NL

Telephonej Telephone 105331553508
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ELECTR0111151
DENSHI KITS

SPECIAL OFFER

. . . fun and entertainment as well as
education"

(EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS mag.)
The SR -3A kit (over 100 circuits) and the SR -3A de
luxe kit (over 105 circuits) are available again, at little
more than their 1977 prices!
Circuits are constructed by plugging the encapsulated
components into the boards provided, following the in-
struction manual. Technical details are also given concer-
ning each project. The components are used over and over
again and you can design your own circuits too, or use the
kit as a useful testing board.
No previous experience of electronics is required but you
learn as you build - and have a lot of fun, too. The kits are
safe for anyone.

SR -3A KIT
161/2x10x21/2" £29.95

Build over 100 projects including 3-TR reflex radio receiver,
3-TR radio receiver with RF amplifier, 2-TR reflex radio
receiver, 3-TR amplifier for crystal mike, 3-TR amplifier for
speaker/mike, 3-TR signal tracer, Morse Code trainer, 2-TR
electronic organ, electronic metronome, electronic bird,
electronic cat, electronic siren, electronic gun, 2-TR
sleeping aid, high voltage generator, discontinuity warning
device, water supply warning device, photoelectric
alarming device, 3-TR burglar alarm, 3-TR water supply
warning device, 3-TR water level warning device, 3-TR
photo -electric alarming device, Morse Code trainer with
sound and light, discontinuity warning device with sound
and light, water level warning device with sound and light,
electronic metronome with sound and light, buzzer with
sound and light, wireless mike, wireless telegraph set,
wireless discontinuity warning device, wireless water level
warning device, wireless water supply warning device, and
wireless photoelectric warning device, etc, etc.

SR -3A de luxe KIT
(Illustrated 16x 14x31/2") £39.95

Similar to SR -3A, more components including solar cell and
additional Speaker unit plus sophisticated control panel.
All kits are guaranteed and supplied complete with extens-
ive construction manuals PLUS Hamlyn's ''All colour"
1 60 -page book "Electronics" (free of charge) whilst stocks
last.

Prices include batteries, educational manuals, free book,
VAT, P&P (in the UK), free introduction to the British
Amateur Electronics Club.
Cheque/ P.O./Access/ Barclaycard (or 20p for illustrated
literature) to DEPT. HE.

ELECTRONI-KIT LTD.
RECTORY COURT, CHALVINGTON,
E.SUSSEX, BN27 3TD (032 183 579)
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Multitester
20.000 opv
AC volts.- 0 - 10 - 50 - 100 - 250 - 500 - 1000
DC volts:- 0 - 0.5 - 5 - 25 - 125 - 250 - 500

1000
DC current:- 0- 50 ma -0.5 ma - 250 ma
Resitance:- 0 -3 K ohms - 300 K ohms - 3 meg ohms
Deibels:- - 20 to +63 db
Dims:- 127 x 90 x 32 mm

Please add 30p P.P. per unit order as MT 7

Muhitesters loo,000 opv
AC volts- 0 - 5 - 10 - 250 - 1000
DCvolts: 0 05 25 10 50 250 - 1000
DCcurrent:- 0 - 10ua - 25ua - 500ua -0 - 5 ma - 50 ma

- 500 ma - 10 amp
AC current:- 10 amp
Resistance:- 0 - 20 ohms - 200 ohms - 5 K ohms - 200 K

ohms - 50 K ohms - 200 K ohms - 5 meg ohms
- 50 meg ohms

As- a transistor tester
HFE:- 0 - 5 (NPN) - PNP)
IC0- 0 - 5 ua (NPN - PNP)
Dims:- 178x 140 x 70 mm
Please add 30p P.P. per unit order as MT 20

Muhitester
1,000 opv
AC volts:- 0 - 5- 150 - 500 - 1000
DC volts:- 0 - 15 - 150 - 500 - 1000
DC current- 0 - 1 ma - 150 ma
Resistance:- 0 - 25 K ohms - 100
K ohms
Dims:- 90 x 61 x 30 mm
Please add 30p P.P. per unit order as MT

Headphones
High velocity mylar diaphragms. Coiled lead.
Finished in a combination of bright aluminium.

lmpedence -
Frequency response -
weight -

8 ohms
15 - 22000 HZ
350 gms

Please add 30p P.P. per unit
order as PH 12

ARROWZ^AUDIOGENTRE
20 NORTH BAR BANBURY OXON OX16 OTF.
TELEPHONE BANBURY CO29533677
TERMS: CHEQUE/PO WITH ORDER. CALLERS WELCOME

-1-TITLINL PETITE
MINIATURE DRILLS AND ACCESSORIES

for all your modelling needs
A choice of three power
drills that fit snugly in the
hand, so light they enable
you to carry out the most
intricate tasks - drilling,
shaping, cutting, polishing,
etc., in the minimum of
time.
There are two types of drill
stand, plus all the necessary
accessories in a range that
fills every need.
Send 9" x 4" S.A.E. for full
details.

SPECIAL OFFER

10% reduction
on all goods purchased or
ordered during August.

Sole UK Distributors PRECISION PETITE LTD., Dept. H.E.

119a HIGH ST. TEDDINGTON, MDX.Tel: 01-977 0878
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Touch Switch
A unique new design for a popular pro-
ject. The HE Touch Switch uses VMOS
Field Effect Transistors to turn your offs
back on again. A cheap and easy to build
circuit.

WOULD YOU LIKE to turn your
radio, your stereo system or virtually
any electrical equipment on and off
merely by touching it? This simple
touch switch can be adapted to do
the job.

This unique device uses ordinary
skin resistance to trigger a VMOS
power transistor into conduction by
touching the -ON- metal plates on
the front panel. Once it has been
touch -triggered, the transistor
remains in this state (and so your
electrical equipment remains on)
until the device is turned off by
touching the "OFF" plates.

Obviously the absence of any
moving parts to wear out means that
a touch switch has the advantage
over mechanical switches of an
almost unlimited operating life. The
HE VMOS Touch Switch is primarily
intended to suit 9 volt battery
operated equipment, drawing up to a
couple of hundred milliamps or so.
However, there is nothing to stop the
ambitious reader from connecting a
relay at the touch switch output and

using the relay contacts to switch
mains type equipment. The sky's the
limit.

Construction

No breaks in the track of the 10 X 24
hole, 0.1" matrix veroboard are
required so the components can be
soldered in immediately, following
the board layout of figure 1.

Although Q2 is a MOS device, its
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HE
TOUCH SWITCH

on off
internal protection diode withstands
higher voltages than those which can
occur on human skin so special
handling precautions are absolutely
unnecessary.

Suitable touch contacts can be
made from small bits of printed
circuit board but the ones which we
used are commercially available and
a suitable source is quoted in
Buylines.

The circuit can be cased if
required, or left as ours, on a panel
therefore enabling its easy insertion
into equipment. It really is up to you
and the use to which the Touch
Switch is to be put.

 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0  0  0 0 0 0
0 0  0  0  0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0 0 0 0
 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0

A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
0 RI R5R2R4(11

0
0

H 0

0
Cl

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

20 21 22 23 24

0 0 0 0 0

Buylines
To our knowledge, the only mail order
stockist of the VMOS powerfets is J. W.
Rimmer, who advertise in "Hobby Elec-
tronics".

Watford Electronics stock the touch
contacts which we used.

All other components should be readily
available and the approximate price of the
components is around £3.00.

Parts List
RESISTORS (All 1/4W, 5%)
RI 3k3
R2 IMO
R3, 4 10M
R5 270R
CAPACITORS
CI 47n polyester
SEMICONDUCTORS
Q1 BC109 N -P -N
Q2 VN66AF or VN67AF N -

channel power VMOS (see
Buylines)

LED! 0.2" Red LED
MISCELLANEOUS
3 x touch contacts (see

buylines)
10x 24 holes 0.1" matrix

veroboard
battery and cliplx

Figure 1. The veroboard layout and (above) the underside of the board. The three
connections from points Bl, E 1 and J1 go straight to the off, central and on touch plates.
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Touch Switch

NOTE:
01 IS BC109
42 IS VN66AF

OR VN67AF

LJ R1

OFF 3k3

ON

R2

Ti
47n

R3
10M

Q1

R5
270 R

LED1

R4
10M

0

02

0

+Ve

LOAD

0
-Ve

-Ve
0

Figure 2. The HE Touch Switch circuit diagram. Q2 is a VMOS FET and needs no special
handling precautions.

=How it Works
Fig. 2 shows the circuit diagram of the

touch switch, which is a form of bistable
multivibrator.

When power is first applied to the circuit
it goes into the "ON" state, with Q2 being
biased into conduction by R2. The voltage
at the drain of Q2 is then at virtually the
negative supply potential, and so no base
current is supplied via R3 and R4 to Q1, and
the latter remains switched off. Many
readers may be unfamiliar with VMOS
devices, such as the one used in the Q2
position. In practical terms, these differ
from ordinary power transistors in that
they have an extrememly high input
impedance, and consume no significant
input current. In fact they are voltage
rather than current operated devices,
requiring a gate potential of about 1 to 2

volts before they start to conduct, and just
a very few volts more than this to bias them
into saturation. Thus, despite its high value,
R2 is quite capable of switching Q2 hard on.

If the two "OFF" touch contacts are
operated, a base current for Q1 flows from
the positive supply, through the user's skin
and RI into Ql, causing Q1 to switch on. Q2
then switches off as its gate potential falls
to virtually zero, and power is cut off from
the load. Q1 then obtains an extremely
small base current via the load, R4, and R3,
but this current is sufficient to keep the
device switched on when the operator's
finger is removed from the touch contacts.
The circuit therefore latches in the "OFF"
state.

The unit can be returned to the "ON"
state by touching the "ON" touch contacts.
This diverts the base current for Q1,
causing the device to switch off so that Q2
is biased into conduction once more.

RI ensures that an excessive base current
cannot flow into Q1 if an accidental short
circuit across the "OFF" contacts should
occur. Cl prevents electrical noise from
producing spurious operation of the unit.
The current drain of the unit is an in-
significant 9uA when it is in the "OFF"
state, and practically zero when it is in the
"ON" state.

1AOAPs 1 JE SI-14,0t-b.'ik

Siciclbci (Aisle, a \hgc, 1 .....

c.7"/-'

III

0
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EX -STOCK FROM US

u r BELT DRIVEN
LP  11LP TURNTABLE
WITH STEREO MAGNETIC

AUDIO TECHNICA
CARTRIDGE

LIST PRICE OVER ESO
J.V.C. Turntable supplied com-
plete with Audio Technica ATIO
stereo magnetic cartridge.

BELT DRIVEN
'S' shaped tone arm.
Modern design
Full size 12" platter.
Calibrated counter balance
weight (0-3 grms).
Anti -skate (bias) device.
Size - I23." x 1534" (approx)

AT ONLY
LIMICKSTED

STO £25.99
PLUS VAT £3.89 Post E2 50

GEC
HIGH

QUALITY STEREO
10+10 watt AMPLIFIER
WITH AM/FM STEREO TUNER

IDEAL FOR THE HOME
A cancelled export order
brings you this offer
from the world-
famous firm of G.E.C.
AM/FM stereo Tuner Amplifier
Ready built. Comprising of a luner.'pre-amp. board and

separate power supply/power amp. board with
wiring diagram.

Rotary Controls: Tuning. on. oil volume. balance.
treble. bass. Stereo Beacon indicator.

Push-button Controls. Mono. Tape. Disc. A.F.C..
F.M. [VHFI. LW. MW. SW.

Power Output: 7 watts RMS per channel, at better
than THD into 8 ohms. 10 walls speech and
music.

Frequency Response: 60Hz-20KHz within ! 3dB

Tape Sensitivity: Output - typically 150 my. Input -
300 my for rated output.

Disc Sensitivity: 100 my 'ceramic cartridge'
Radio: FM [VHF' 87.5MHz-108MHz.
Long Wave 145KHz-265KHz
Medium Wave 520KHz-1620KHz.
Short Wave 5.8KHz-16MHz.
Size: Tuner - 2' iin. x 15in. x 7' tin. Power Amp -

x 7' iin. x 4' tin.

LOW
PRICE
OFFER

Limited stocks
Superb Value
Don't delay
order one today

ON/OFF BALANCE. TREBLE. BASS. MONO TAPE Phono AFC FM

Volume

Fully Guaranteed Ex -Stock

MW SW Tuning.

SUITABLE
SPEAKERS PAIR £1 9.95 POST

IN CABINETS 10 WATTS INC '.25D Pair

VAT

ONLY

£19.95
+ VAT C2 99

CARRIAGE C2 50

EX -MOTOROLA
,CAR STEREO CASSETTE MECHANISM
* Front loading 12 volt transistorised
* Speed & Voltage control
* Ex -equipment - Tested O.K.
* Takes standard C60 cassette

HENRYS
Phone (01) 723 1008/9
404 Edgware Road, London W2, England I.E.D.

ONLY £7.50
INC VAT

POST 80p

5+5 Watt Car Stereo Amplifier
* WITH pre -amplifier and M. 8 Long wave assembly.
* Supplied as twit built and tested units.
 R.F. and I.F. stereo preamplifier and radio 4 x 2 x 1".
* 5+5 watt stereo amplifier 12/14 wit 4 x 2x I"
* Complete with circuit, data and connection diagrams.
 Limited quantity available. exislock.

CIIMEMIMI1

Only E5 +VAT
+ VAT

Poet 50p

EX -

MOTOROLA

PRO M25 Professional capacitor boom -arm microphone by Eagle.
A graceful 60 cm bacim.arm capacitor studio microphone using a cardioid capsule. A high
standard of finish for in -vision use and yet robust enough to withstand long periods between
maintenance. Supplied complete with I red and I black windshield and 6 metres of twin
screened cable terminating at the microphone end in an AB connector.
Impedance: 600 ohms pleating'. Response: 20.18.000 Hz. Sensitivity: - 70 dBV.
Cable: 6 metres two conductor shielded. Connector: X1.11 3.I IC Battery type: HP7

LIST PRICE
L37 40

OUR PRICE
£19.95

Inc VAT
POST 1 50

Guess who builds this great

Logic Probe...YOURriye11.92

I II t

()COW

0 0a a
p

With this easy -to -build Logic Probe Kit from CSC and just a
few hours of easy assembly-thanks to our very descriptive
step-by-step manual-you have a full performance logic
probe.

With it, the logic level in a digital circuit is indicated by light
from the Hi or Lo LED; pulses as narrow as 300 nanoseconds
are stretched into blinks of the Pulse LED, triggered from
either leading edge. You'll be able to probe deeper into logic
with the LPK-1, one of the better tools from CSC.

ei

f'

I

Complete,
easy- to- follow
instructions
help make this a
one-night project.

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION
CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION. DEPT. 14Z

Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex.

C.S.C. (UK) Limited
Dept. 14Z Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate,
Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3AQ
Tel: Saffron Walden (07991 21682
Telex: 817477
Hobby Electronics, September 1980

Name

Address

Inc P&P and 15% VAT I enclose cheque/ FREE Catalogue

1 LPK-1 £14.86 PO for £ tick box
M Phone your order with Access, Barclaycard. or American Express Card No. Expiry date

all ME 11111 MEI MI Mil MI NM 1.11 = M =
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ETI NEXT MONTH
October issue on sale September 6th - Don't miss out order your copy today.

FM Radio Control
In the course of the past year you've seen all the others produce radio control projects.
You've also seen them make a right mess of the idea!

Next month ETI presents the definitive FM, easy -to -build, every -home -should -have -
one, radio control. We won't spin it out over 10000 issues either, our circuit is sufficiently
refined for us to be able to present full details in one issue!

If you're at all intrigued by controlling things at a distance ETI October is the place to
be.

Einstein Relatives
Yep. The feature you said we would never do. A clear easily understood explanation of
the Special Theory of Relativity. This is the topic that those smug little physicists are
always telling us humans we can never hope to comprehend. Well we can. Just read ETI
next month and see for yourself.

Also Appearing
Taking part in next month's production we also have: a Bench Amp for the experimenter;
a review for the HP -41C alpha -numeric calculator; an audio signal generator; a flash trig-
ger for quick -off -the -mark photographers plus, of course, all our usual brilliant regulars.
It's got to be worth the mere 60p we ask in exchange!

Articles mentioned herein are in an advanced state of preparation. However, circumstances may dictate changes to the final contents.

ELECTRONIC GAMES
ATARI

SPECIALLL
PRICE

SPACE
INVADERS

m tf
oaawIP

n

A A A

HAND HELDS  CARTRIDGES
ATARI ACETRONIC
PRINZTRONIC

RADOFIN DATABASE etc.
We keep a lull angel
Send to, ca, trot, tau stat.ng wh,ct,

INTELLIVISION MATTEL

£173.87 + VAT

Available August 1980
This is the most advanced TV
game in the world.
Expandable
next year into a full
microcomputer.
COLOUR CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE WITH
DETAILS ON ALL THE
CARTRIDGES

BRIDGE
COMPUTER

* Plays 1/2/3 or 4 Hands
* Problem Mode
* Audio Feedback
* Instant Response
* Auto storekeeping

DRAUGHTS
COMPUTER

* Solves Problems
* Rejects illegal moves

2 level machine
£43 + VAT
4 level machine
£77.78 + VAT

MAIL ORDER SERVICE - Free postage & Packing
TELEPHONE & MAIL ORDERS - accepted on
Access *Barclaycard * American Express * Diners Club
CALLERS WELCOME - at our shop in Welling - Demonstrations daily
Open from 9am-5pm Mon -Sat (gam-1pm Wed)
GUARANTEE - Full 12 months + After Sales Support'

CHESS

Send for further details.

COMPUTERS

NEW RANGE
AVAILABLE
AUGUST 1980
We specialise in
computer chess
machines & stock
over 13 different
models from
£20 to £300

BACKGAMMON
COMPUTERS

OMAR 1
OMAR 2
CHALLENGER
GAMMON MASTER

From £38 to £108. Send for further details.

LEISURE
*CHEAP TV GAMES
*TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES
* AUTO DIALLERS
*CALCULATORS
* DIGITAL WATCHES
* PRESTEL
* HAND HELD GAMES

SILICA SHOP LTD., Dept
102 Bellegrove Road
Welling, Kent DA16 3QF
Tel: 01-301 1111

HE9

TELETEXT
132131213m

ZIVZ2.1:.

RADOFIN
TELETEXT
Add on Adaptor

£199 + VAT

27 TUNE
DOOR
BELL
£17.13

VAT

FREE;
CATAU:"igF`f

of :au1tr3:Page
cata109ue,senV°

SCa ShoP Ltd

or Telephone

We have comprehensive brochures on all products. Please let us know.what you are Interested In and we will send you detailed brochures AND our own
32 page catalogue covering most games on the market.
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Guitar Phaser
Build this easily constructed, cheap, compact and versatile phaser. An ideal project
for the professional or amateur guitarist.

MANY MUSICIANS WILL know the
electronic effect known as phasing.
The sound produced by such a unit
gives a pleasant, rhythmic,
modulation of the source to which it
is connected and can often, with a bit
of imagination, create the illusion of
flight. For this reason the effect has
been referred to in the past as
"sky -riding". With this unit the
speed of the effect is continually
variable over a wide range.

Of the many designs for phasers,
featured in various magazines, noise
has been an over-riding disadvantage
for serious work by musicians.

The HE Phase 1 overcomes this
and other problems by the use of
some of the latest technology from
Texas Instruments (TI). Recently, TI
introduced a new family of
operational amplifiers known as
BI-FETS. For the technically minded,
the abbreviation BI-FET means that
the op amp has a high impedence,
JFET input stage combined with a
low -distortion bipolar output stage.
They also feature further
improvements such as low noise and

low power, both vital for a
professional phasing unit - low
noise for a high quality sound and
low power for a long battery life!

Phase 1 uses a particular IC from
this family of BI-FETs having four op
amps in the one 14 -pin body (known
as a quad device). The use of this
chip, the TL 064, obviously keeps
the size of the complete phaser to a
minimum, enabling its construction
in an extremely small and neat case.

Automatic switching
An override footswitch is provided

so that the musician can bypass the
phasing effect when it is not
required. Another important feature
is the lack of an on /off switch. We
have used a stereo input socket to
switch the unit on whenever a jack
plug is inserted into the socket. The
circuit is automatically switched off
when the plug is removed.

Construction

The method of construction of the
unit is entirely up to the individual,
but if you want to build the unit as
illustrated, the full description
fqllows. Although a PCB is
recommended the unit could be
successfully built on veroboard,
though we give no details. When
designing the unit the primary
concern was to produce a low noise,
low power, high performance phaser,
at a reasonable cost. With this in
mind we then considered the use to
which the unit would be put, eg.
stage use, with all the abuse which
that entails. The case chosen to fulfil
these requirements was a strong
alloy enclosure, of small physical size
yet easy to work with.

Due to the limitations of size, we
used jack sockets that are smaller
than usual, along with a slightly
unusual method of PCB construction.
A PP3 battery is used to power the
unit, being the smallest of the 9 V
range.

The PCB is constructed as follows.
The overlay shows the location of the
components with special attention
drawn to the FETs, which are
mounted with the flats facing the
board, and the capacitors, as shown
in Fig 3.

Take care

No special precautions are
required for ICI except that it should
be inserted the correct way round as
should the tantalum capacitors and
FETs. Although we normally
advocate the use of IC sockets, in this
particular case, space requirements
mean that the IC must be inserted
directly into the PCB. You must,
therefore, be careful not to overheat
the device when soldering it in -
likewise the FETs! When the board is
completed, attention can be turned
to the case.

The alloy box is easily drilled with
normal drills, alternatively the larger
holes may be punched with a Q -max
type of punch. When the machining
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Carbon Film, Find 01W, 63 Values, 10019161, Lb, Vertical Mounung 8 Mao Preset V
0.29N, E74 Velum IR0.1061, 55 Tol. 2 men ReeRD5 0.1W. 83 Velum, 10018.161, Lrn. Nonzontel Mount 8 lAr. Preset 0

100/100 IMult 10/Ve1uo1 Skeleton Presets, Standard  Value
05W, El 2 Velum IRO4M7, 105 Tol. 3 each Res RON 0.3W. 23 Values, 1009AM7. L., Vern., Mount.no 11 Ste Preset

 Value 0.3W, E3 Velum. 1000-4M7, Li, Horizon,. Mount .1 SR, Preset 14
Maul Film, Fixed  Va1o.Potentiometer, Rotary
05W. 624 Velum, SR1.114, 214 Tel. 8 each Res NIR30 05W, E3 Values, 1K-2612 Lin. 39 Ro Pot Lin25W. F12 Velum, 1011-276, 59101 16 each Rs. PR52

 Value
0.25W. 83 Velum, 4K7.2M2 Log. 39 Ro Pot 009

 ValuePotentiometer, Slider
Motel Glaze, Fixed 0.5W, E3 Velum. 252411 . Lin. 45 Si Pot Los
05W, E24 Velum. IM -S310, 5% Tor 18 emn Res 00 37 0.25W, 13 Valves. 140 IMO 108 45 Si Pot Log

 Value  value

SEND A LARGE S.A.E. FOR OUR
`FLOG LIST'FLOG & OTHER INFO.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS Order Code Plastic Boom - Boss Industrial Mouldings
Secondaries may . connexterl ,n series or Moulded Boo and Close Fitting Flanged Lod
parallel to 404 end. voltage range
Frormanes 0.220, 2401

485 Box, C06 Brass Burnes, ono lid In Ora..
Order Code

6VA Clarno Type Construcnon 235 each
1112 W52 D31 99 Case 131612003 OR

Appro. 18% Regtdocon F C 54, 6135, W35
L150 W80 050 131 C4.13192005 OR
1190 W110 CABO 223 Case 816,200600

0.4.5V, 0.4 5V Secondaries Trans 604 Plana Bons with Mena Lids
0.01, 080
0-12V, 0.12V ocas* T. Bo.
0-15V, 0.15V ABS Elasa, C/VY Bran BAR., in Orange

100 Aturronturn Too Pene1 Finished Gr.0205. 0-20V Order Code

20VA 04016 Type ConstrucEon 360 each 185 W58 029 112 Cue 81,14003 OR
1111 W71 042 150 Gem 8104004 OR

4017,16. 16% Regvlatron F C 70, 048. 046 1151 W98 053 708 Case 81014006 OR

0.4 5V.0.4.56 Secondanes Trans 2006 Diann Boni066. 055
0120. 0-126 Dmcm, Box end 11.08.0 LEI
0-15V. 0.15V
017.51, 0:17 51/

AlurnmErrn Bo. and LW m Natural 1,0,45
Order Code

0201, 0 20V 1113
1152

W63031 124 C..13195003 NA
W82 D50 215 Case 81515005 NA

VERO ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS
1192 W113 051 334 Cate 0105006 NA

SWITCHES2 5 ' r 5" 1- paten varoo.rd 7I 200'210694
3.75" a 5" .1" nod, Veroboarel 79 200.710770 Order Code
2.5" 4 I" 1" pitcn Veroboerd 151 85/Pack 200,21076C

rt 5 .1 P,905 Pion Boerd 68 200.210780
Miniature Toggle -
SPDT 67 SW 841011

5.82'. 2 9" .1" pocn 5,0 DIP floerd 135 200,210846 SPOT C1014 81 SW 8,021
500, Fe. Cutter 107 203-21013A SPOT Do1/61e Slat To Canc. 90 SW 841041
8.9 insert... Tool for 040 Woe PM 147 203-21015f OPDT 99 SW 862011
05 Poss .040 11001 44/17m4 203.210876 OPOT C/011 I11 SW 842021
SS Inns .040 11031 44/1a05 700-210178
VerosAte KIt 110en, 2...r4 75Aornbl 454IKO 700113410 Miniature Pull -C & IC
Um...re Combs 1261 109/16114 200-21339F SP PRLD To Make Momentary 62 SIN 6531
Ver.,. Woe 121 109/Peck 200-213400 SP Puler To Brea, MOM.Inta, 62 SW 8533

G 0 1 BLEC.06101 KITS. 1 E T POwEs mend. OUTPUT 000511 011 E 27,91

HAL 1E1E1E01 KIT ONE AmP POWER SLIMY 6/00011 III- F1vE 00111 4 6-06
099-60

ONE AmP POWER SUPPLY MODULE Kit - 6YELvE VOLTS t 730
11/1100 DECODE.  REMOTE 043.1101MT

110 010661nm misting talarlsien1 813140 6.0011 INERTIA CONTROLLER MA I - SLOT RACER 4 4D-00

PAL ENCODER 00004609 III 4 44-00 MODEL INERTIA CONTROLLER MA II - TRAIN 01460 41686 4 2300

DOPPIES RADAR Ultse KIT 4 44-90 900016415114 CONTROLLER mK Ili - MIN ICONSOLF 149111 6 2640

AMINO
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The Watkins Factor method of
development is little known and
at present almost unused - is
this due to the lack of a proper
timer?

Development Timer
IN 1893, a photographer called
Alfred Watkins noticed that the time
taken for an image to appear during
the development of a photographic
plate was a fixed fraction of the total
development time.

The Watkins Factor
The phenomenon that Watkins
noticed was that the total
development time was a fixed
number (called the Watkins Factor)
times the period taken for the plate to
be seen to darken initially. Now,
whereas development time varies
with temperature, concentration and
'age' of the developer, the Watkins
Factor does not. If you develop a film
for a fixed period, you must keep
these three factors constant. If,
however, you develop it using the
Watkins Factor you can (within
reasonable limits) forget the age,
concentration and temperature.

This is all very well, but you would
have to be able to see the film as it
develops. This is not feasible with
modern high-speed panchromatic
film, which has to be developed in
complete darkness. For this reason
the Watkins Factor has been all but
forgotten, hardly rating a mention in
modern textbooks.

Theory
In the process of developing a print,
developer slowly diffuses into the
paper, reacting as soon as it reaches
the photosensitized areas. The
reaction is diffusion controlled. The
reason why nothing appears for the
first few seconds of development
(called the 'induction period') is that
the developer is still working its way
into the paper.
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With film you can't watch it
develop, with paper you can so the
Watkins method of development
timing should be extremely useful to
the amateur who can't afford a
constant -temperature bath for his
developer.

The Timer
It works like this: you set the
appropriate Watkins Factor (which is
specific to a particular developer and
paper) on the front panel control.
When you put the paper into the
developer, you push the switch to
'START'. As soon as the first image
starts to appear, you flick it back to
'TIME'. At the end of the
development period the buzzer will
sound. Then pull the paper out of the
dish, wash it and fix it . . . voila!
beautiful prints.

It may take a bit of experiment to
find the correct Watkins Factor. Once
you have it, though, you need not
bother too much about developer
temperature and (within limits) its
age and concentration.

Construction
Construction should begin with the
PCB. Make sure all of the capacitors,
diodes, transistors and ICs are
inserted the right way round. RV2
and RV3 are 'upright' preset pots
bent over to fit flat against the PCB.

Mount C4 directly onto the back
of the front panel using conventional
double sided adhesive pads. The
buzzer mounts on the end of the
case. Note that the red lead goes to
the ' +' buzzer connection on the
board.

Make sure that you use the correct
tags of RV1. Refer to the wiring
diagram. It is a log characteristic pot.

A linear one will not have the same
calibration scale.

Setting Up
After finishing the unit, disconnect
the 'TIME' and 'START' wires from
SW2. Solder them together and put
the most sensitive current meter you
have between this joint and OV (most
medium-priced multimeters will do).
Disconnect the wire which goes to
the middle contact of SW2 and
connect it to the + end of C4. Set
RV1 to '2'. Switch on and adjust
RV2 for a zero meter reading.

Current Resistance
What you have just done is to
ensure that when the resistance of
RV1 is at the '2' value, the current
through Q1 is the same as that
through Q2 (see 'How It Works').
This is to correct for differences
between the two FETs which seldom
have the same characteristic.

Now adjust RV3. Turn it fully
clockwise and then slowly rotate it
until the buzzer sounds (if it doesn't
- there's something wrong). After
this happens, turn it back about
one -eighth turn. The timer is now
fully set up.

Sound Thinking
Re -connect the unit as shown in
the diagrams. Switch on and set
SW2 to 'TIME'. Short out Cl
temporarily to remove the charge put
on it during the setting -up. With RV1
set to 2, switch SW2 to 'START' for
five seconds and then push it back to
'TIME'. Five seconds later, the buzzer
should sound. This device will make
an interesting addition to any
darkroom.
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Figure 1. The circuit diagram of the Development Timer.
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.
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IC1

D2

RV3 IC2
b Q3

C \
RV2

Figure 2. Overlay and connection details of
the circuit board. Note the siting of capaci-
tor C4 on the rear of the front panel.

Parts List
RESISTORS (All 1/4 W, 5%)
RI 27k
R2 12k

POTENTIOMETERS
RVI IMO log
RV2 IMO miniature verti-

cal preset

RV3

CAPACITORS
Cl, 2
C3
C4

SEMICONDUCTORS
ICI, 2
Q1, 2
Q3

DI, 2

MISCELLANEOUS
SW I

SW2
pole,

220k miniature verti-
cal preset

33u 10 V tantalum
10u 25 V electrolytic
470u 25 V electro-
lytic

741 Op -Amp
2N5484 FET
BC109 N -P -N transis-
tor
1N4148 Diode

miniature double -
pole, double -throw
toggle
miniature single -
pole, double -throw
toggle

9 VDC buzzer, case to suit, knob with
pointer, batteries and clips.

Buylines
You should be able to obtain all parts
locally with no trouble and the components
(excluding case and PCB) should come to
no more than about £6.
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Development Timer

The Watkins Factor is the ratio of two time
periods. A timing circuit having one vari-
able period, which you set, and one fixed
period is arranged to indicate when the
correct ratio of time periods has been
reached.

This is achieved by charging and then
discharging a capacitor. The time taken to
charge the capacitor is varied while the
discharge time is fixed. The control used to
vary the charging time is calibrated in
terms of the Watkins Factor.

When a capacitor is charged at a con-
stant current, the voltage across it will rise
linearly with time - or 'ramp' upwards.
Similarly, when it is discharged at a con-
stant current, the voltage across it will
`ramp' downwards. This technique allows
good accuracy to be obtained in timing
applications.

In this circuit, the current at which the
timing capacitance is charged is varied by
means of a potentiometer control.

Ql is connected as a 'constant current'
source; that is, it will only allow a constant
current to pass, the amount being deter-
mined by RI and RVI. The potentiometer
RV1 sets the Watkins Factor.

When SW2 is set to START, Cl /C2 will
charge via Q1 /R1 /RVE the voltage across
it ramping upwards at a linear rate. The
lower the resistance of RV1, the higher the
charging current causing CI /C2 to charge
at a faster rate. The converse is also true.

Q2 is connected as a 'constant current'
sink - when SW2 is set to TIME, CI /C2
will discharge via Q2/ RV2, these com-
ponents 'sinking' the current. The dis-
charge current will be constant and the
voltage across Cl /C2 will ramp down at a
linear rate.

How it Works
A Watkins Factor of '2' requires equal

charge/discharge times for CI /C2. So that
the currents through Q1 and Q2 will be
equal when RV1 is set for a Watkins Factor
of 2, RV2 (a trimpot) is provided to set the
current through Q2. This is used to calib-
rate the timer.

When the timer is switched on initially,
with SW2 in the TIME position, any
positive voltage on Cl /C2 will cause the
output of ICI to go negative, drawing
current through Q2/ RV2, discharging the
capacitors. Any negative voltage that may
appear on CI /C2 will cause the output of
ICI to go positive. This will forward -bias D 1
and 'pull up' the voltage across the capaci-
tors. The combined action of these pro-
cesses ensures that the voltage across
Cl/C2 stabilises at zero volts.

When the timing period is commenced at
the start of developing a print, SW2 is set to
START. As Cl /C2 charge, the output of IC 1
will go negative. When the image first
appears on the paper, SW2 is set to TIME.
C1/C2 will then discharge, as previously
explained, and the voltage across the
capacitors will go to zero. At this time, the
buzzer will sound.

IC2 is arranged as a 'trigger'. When
Cl /C2 first begin to charge, the output of
ICI goes negative. When this negative
voltage passes the value of the negative
voltage applied to the inverting input of
IC2, set by RV3, the output of IC2 will go
very rapidly to about -7 V. At the end of
the timing period, the output of ICI goes to
zero volts. As this drives the non -inverting
input of IC2, the output will swing rapidly
from about -7 V to +7 V.

This will force a pulse of current through
C3/R2, forward -biasing the base of Q3.
When Q3 turns on the buzzer will sound.

C3 will take about one second to charge,
Q3 will not receive sufficient base current
and the buzzer will cease its cacophony. It
sounds not unlike the wheeze from ex-
piring bagpipes!

D2 discharges C3 when the output of IC2
goes low when next you turn SW2 to
START.

A pushbutton, PB1, allows you to abort a
timing sequence by shorting CI /C2.

Note that the buzzer will sound when-
ever the unit is turned on. IC2 will trigger as
the output of ICI will initially be zero and
the output of IC2 will thus jump to about
+7 V, setting off the buzzer.

FM/AM STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIER CHASSIS
Originally designed for installation into
a music centre. Supplied as two
separate built and tested units which are
easily wired together.
Note Circuit diagram and inter-
connecting wiring diagrams supplied.
Rotary Controls Tuning, volume,
balance, treble and bass.
Push Button Controls Mono, Tape,
Disc, A.F.C., EM (VHF), LW, MW, SW.
Power Output 7 watts RMS per chan-
nel into Bohms (10 watts music).
Tape Sensitivity output typically
150mv. Input 300mv for rated output.
Disc Sensitivity 100my (ceramic car-
tridge). Packing.

J.V.C. TURNTABLE

*240v/50Hz Operation

GEC QUALITY

240v/50Hz Operation
Stereo Beacon Indicator LED or bulb.
Size Tuner - 23/4" x 15" X 71/2"
approx. Power amp. 2" X 71/2" X 41/2"
approx.
Price £21.50 + £2.50 Postage and

J.V.C. Turntable supplied complete
with an Audio Technica AT10 stereo
magnetic cartridge.
*'S' shaped tone arm.
* Belt driven.
* Full size 12" platter.
* Precision callibrated counter balance

weight (0-3 grms).
* Anti -skate (bias) device. Nylon thread

weight.
* Cut-out template supplied.
Size - 123/4" X 153/4" (approx.).
Price £29.00 + £2 50 Postage and
Packing.

B.K. ELECTRONICS
(Dept. HE), 37 Whitehouse Meadows

Eastwood, Leigh -on -Sea
Essex SS9 5TY

* S.A.E. for equipment list etc. * Official orders welcome. * All prices include
V.A.T. * Mail order only. * All items packed (where applicable) in special
energy absorbing PU foam. *Access and Barlaycard welcome.

"SKYWAVE"
FOR

COMMUNICATION
ANTENNAS BY H.M.P.

p

ANTENNAS
firestik' s4.64,aeeziteg

ALSO:
C.B.-V.H.F. AMATEUR AND
TEST GEAR ACCESSORIES

COMPONENTS AND SURPLUS

Telephone: Bournemouth 302080
73 Curzon Road, Boscombe

Bournemouth

CALLERS WELCOME



Top of all systems
tested by independent

national aufrinrtty
July )9

C3001E9200
high performance electronic ignition,to add power,
economy, reliability, sustained smooth peak perfor-
mance, instant all weather starting, to your car.
Surefire has sold in its thousands in ready made form from big
name accessory firms, but it is now available in quality kit form to fit all
vehicles with coil ignition up to 8 cylinders.

ES200. A high performance inductive discharge ignition incorporating
a power integrated circuit (special selection): electronic variable dwell
circuit (maximises spark energy at all speeds): pulse processor
(overcomes contact breaker problems). Coil governor (protects coil).
Long bum output. Negative earth only. Compatible with all rev. counters.

C300. In it's ready built form (C3000) it came top of all systems tested
by an independent national authority July" 79. A high energy
capacitive discharge ignition incorporating a high output short circuit
proof inverter, top grade Swedish output capacitor, pulse processor
circuit, transcient overload protection. Fast rise bidirectional output
ideal for fuel injection, sports carburation, oily engines. Compatible with
most rev. counters. (Low cost adaptors available for rare cases.
Application list enclosed with each kit. Note: Vehicles with Smiths

- Jaeger rev. counters code RVI on dial will require adaptor type TCI).

What's in the kits. Surefi re's own precision anodised aluminium
extruded case. P.C. mounted security changeover switch, static
timing light. Special selection Motorola semi -conductors. Capacitors,
resistors etc. selected after 5 years experience. Glass fibre pcb, solder
complete down to last washer
Fully illustrated comprehensive instructions
and full technical back up service.

Suretron Systems (UK) Ltd. Dept. HE6

Piccadilly Place, London Rd., Bath BA1 6PW Tel: Bath (0225) 23194

Address

'Ph tine order with Access: Barclaycard
VATandP&Pme

Quantity
rygluir

ES200: Neg & £ I=3-9:5 £11.95

C300: Pos --a-- f I -1>n £15.95

C300: Neg -.E- £I/9§ £15.95

Tacho Adapt. TO £3.90
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H.E. PROJECT KITS
Car Booster ZD50 July 80 £18.00
Hazard Flasher ZD48 July 80 10.50
*Push-button Volume Control ZD47 July 80 19.50
Sound Flash Trigger (on Vero) ZD49 July 80 3.50
2 Watt Amplifier (on Vero) Z046 June 80 3.90
Microbe R/C System (less Servos) 2045 June 80 17.50
Fog Horn ZD44 June 80 4.50
°Egg Timer Z043 June 80 6.50
Mini Clock ZD10 May 80 26.00
5080 Pre-A.mp ZD11 May 80 32.00
Track Cleaner ZD12 May 80 7.75
°R/C Speed Controller ZD3 April 80 9.60
Hobby Com Z08 April 80 28.60
Electronic Ignition ZD2 April 80 18.25
Digital Frequency Meter ZD9 April 80 27.75
Passion Meter ZD6 Feb 80 5.00
Win Indicator Z042 Feb 80 9.00
Infra Red Remote Control ZD7 Feb 80 19.35
Scalextric Controller Z041 Jan 80 52.50
Crosshatch Generator ZD4 Jan 80 11.25
Digi-Die ZD5 Jan 80 5.50
Ring Modulator ZD 1 Dec 79 8.50
Scalextrix Controller Z039 Dec 79 21.50
Bargraph Car Voltmeter Z040 Dec 79 6.60
Guitar Tuner ZD38 Nov 79 8.50
0R2 02 Radio ZD37 Nov 79 8.60
Tantrum ZD33 Oct 79 37.50
Hobbytune ZD34 Oct 79 18.00
Multi Option Siren ZD36 Oct 79 10.50
Analogue Audio Frequency Meter ZD35 Oct 79 15.00
Combination Lock ZD29 Sept 79 12.50
*Starburst ZD30 Sept 79 14.50
Lamp Dimmer ZD31 Sept 79 6.50
Ultrasonic Switch ZD32 Sept 79 21.00
Constant Volume Amplifier ZD28 Aug 79 11.50
Injector Tracer ZD27 Aug 79 4.50
LED Tachometer ZD26 Aug 79 14.75
Baby Alarm ZD25 July 79 13.50
Points Switch ZD24 July 79 12.50
Linear Scale Ohmeter ZD23 July 79 14.00
Shark ZD22 July 79 22.75
G.S.R. Monitor ZDI9 June 79 10.50
Envelope Generator ZD20 June 79 11.79
Drill Speed Controller ZD21 June 79 7.00
White Noise Effects Unit ZD18 May 79 16.85
Parking Meter Timer ZD17 May 79 6.70
Digibell Project ZD16 May 79 5.00
Variable Power Supply 0-30V 1 Amp ZD15 May 79 30.00
Audio Mixer ZD14 Dec 78 20.30

OTHER KITS
Ioniser with case and accessories ZD13 18.00
°100 Watt Amplifier Uses 2xLM391 ZA3 15.50

*Analogue Reverb Uses I xSAD1024 ZA35 25.00

All kits supplied with P.C. B. and cases.
Items marked' no cases supplied.

If you do not have the issue of H.E. which contains the Project, we
can supply a reprint at 40p extra. Please add 30p post and packing.
Add 1 5% VAT TO total order.

Callers please ring to check availability of Kits.

T. POWELL
306 ST. PAUL'S ROAD

HIGHBURY CORNER, LONDON, N.1
TELEPHONE: 01-226 1489

Access/Visa accepted
Shop hours: Mon. to Fri. 9-5.30, Sat. 9-4.30
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Building Site
Back again with more constructional problems, this month Keith Brindley tackles the
serious aspect of handling CMOS (but maybe it's not quite as serious as you think).

RATHER THAN TALKING about all of
the seven projects featured in HE this
month, I am going to pinpoint just
two. This gives me a chance to muse
in depth about the slightly unusual
aspects of these projects and still have,
room later to discuss some more
salient problems - those encount-
ered with CMOS integrated circuits
and the necessary handling precau-
tions involved in their use.

But first things first, and back to
the projects. The most noteworthy is
undoubtedly the HE Phase 1 phaser.
It's rugged, easy to build and out-
performs many commercial units,
costing several times as much! The
area I want to cover concerns the
phaser's construction. By way of an
experiment we have used a new sys-
tem of colour -coded interconnection
wires to ease what could well be a
difficult task. Of course, it's not a
unique method of construction, used
for some time in the electrical and
electronics industry but it is new to HE
and probably most of our readers. So,
if you think it works and is helpful
during construction of a project why
not let us know - you may see it
become commonplace in the months
ahead.

The Reaction Timer merits con-
sideration due to its slightly unusual
4 -digit, 7 -segment LED display.
Usually projects employ four,
separate 7 -segment, single -digit dis-
plays mounted individually on the
PCB. However, the convenience of
the 4 -digit module made it an easy
choice and it has the added bonus that
if you shop around you may find it
cheaper than the equivalent separate
devices.

Mounting the module is easy -
just line it up on the PCB with the
connection holes of the board and
solder in the wire links. The module is
double -sided, ie it has track on both
sides, with plated through holes so
one soldered joint on the top of the
module will automatically join to all
the necessary connections under-
neath.
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Photo 1. A collection of packaging methods
for CMOS.

Photo 2. Bending IC pins manually to fit a
holder.

- CMOS are easily damaged by
static" or "take care not to touch any
of the pins- but overall we tend to
neglect some of the important points.

Of course, that is not to say that
they need any earth -shattering hand-
ling precautions. I have read else-
where that unless you work on an
earthed metal tray, using an earthed
soldering iron and with an earthed
wrist strap, you stand a good chance
of exterminating your precious chips.
Oh yes, I almost forgot, you mustn't
wear nylon underwear (unless
earthed) or any other such apparel! If
you go in for these fanatical precau-
tions then fair enough, but I think you
are probably being slightly over-
cautious if you do.

The reason for CMOS suscep-
tibility to damage by static is inherent
in their internal circuits. Input protec-
tion diodes within the device prevent

Photo 3. Using a plastic packaging holder as a hybrid insertion tool.

CMOS - With Care!
It occurred to me this month that we
use CMOS integrated circuits in many
of our designs, usually without too
much explanation concerning the
precautions which should be taken
when handling them. Occasionally,
somewhere underneath the Construc-
tion heading some rather blasé
phrases crop up such as "be careful

damage except when the voltage
across them exceeds about 4 kV.
Static voltages of over 10 kV can be
quite common on the human body so
in this respect, it's understandable
that damage can happen although to
be fair, it's worth mentioning that I

have never "killed" a chip in this
manner myself (incorrect insertion,
standing on them, accidentally
bending the pins outwards whilst
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trying to get them in their circuit -
yes!)

So how do you go about hand-
ling CMOS? Well - the answer is
really just to take things easy and not
to overhandle the animal. They nor-
mally arrive inserted into conductive
foam, or ordinary polystyrene foam
wrapped with aluminium foil, or
alternatively in a plastic holder of
some description or another. Photo 1
shows these main methods of pack-
aging CMOS. Incidentally, if an inte-
grated circuit which you know to be of
the CMOS family, reaches you in an
unprotected manner, there's a good
chance that it will not function cor-
rectly upon insertion into circuit. Your
first course of action is to complain
vociferously to the supplier.

The conductive foam and
aluminium foil methods of packaging
are usually the most convenient for
amateur and hobbyist use - the foam
or the foil short the pins together and
to their surroundings, thereby pre-
venting any pin of the IC having a
different voltage from another pin -
hence the chip can't be damaged. By
holding the foam in your hand before
removing the IC, all parts are
automatically at the same potential.

The next step is to earth the circuit
board - laying your hand flat on the
work surface should do that, also hold
the PCB for a few seconds. Remember
that the whole procedure is simply an
attempt to maintain all parts at the
same potential - nominally earth.

Insertion
Most ICs come with their pins
slightly splayed - this means that to
insert them into their holders (and
holders are normally advised) they
need to be bent somewhat closer
together. Theoretically, of course,
(with all potentials equal) you should
be able to bend the pins to your
heart's content to get them into circuit
but it is probably worth while still
taking one or two precautions. Hold
the chip by the ends between thumb
and forefinger (see photo 2) and lay it
edgeways onto your work surface -
do this singlehanded, holding your
other hand flat on the surface. Then
carefully bend the body of the IC so
that it is perpendicular to the surface
after which turn it over and do the
other side. You should find that the IC
will now fit neatly into its holder. Well
done - OK, you can breathe again
now!

The type of IC packaging which
uses a small plastic holder for each
chip, seen in photo 1, can be used to

Photo 4. An IC insertion tool.

Photo 5 showing the insertion tool in use.

Photo 6. Our tested CMOS IC still funs
tioning healthily.
advantage in overcoming this last
difficulty by using it as a hybrid inser-
tion tool. These holders automatically
keep the pins of the IC at exactly the
right angle which ensures a simple
insertion into their PCB holder as in
photo 3. Life just couldn't be easier!

Next, we come to one of the best
methods for insertion of ICs be they of
the CMOS variety or any other type of
standard DIL (Dual In Line) integrated
circuits - the IC insertion tool. Photo
4 shows such a tool and photo 5
shows it being used to insert an IC into
circuit - the chip is inside the tool and
by pushing down the centre rod the
chip is "syringed'' out of the tool into
its holder. The particular tool in the

Building Site
photograph is manufactured by Vero
and retails at around £2.00 not an
extortionate price to pay considering
its advantages in inserting all kinds of
ICs - not just CMOS. A larger size for
24 pin ICs is also available.

I suppose there are many people
who would query the use of CMOS in.
the first place - can't some less
volatile components be used in their
place? Well, the answer to this is yes
and no! Yes, because there are altern-
ative devices and, no because of
CMOS versatility and power require-
ments. No other ICs have the same
capabilities as the CMOS range coup-
led with the wide voltage supply

(about 3-15 V) and low current
requirements which they offer (not to
mention low cost), meaning that the
majority of circuits can be battery
operated. So, you see, CMOS are a
necessary evil and they will be around
for a while yet.

Finally, if any of our readers are still
hesitant regarding the use of CMOS
just consider this: to prove the point
that CMOS ICs are not quite as fragile
as people tend to think, a team of
intrepid explorers from the HE office
ventured forth into worlds anew to
destruction test a 4001 - quad nand
gate. The IC was built into a bread-
boarded test circuit to check that all
was OK. It was then removed and all,
literally all, was tried to damage the
device by static discharge from
human beings (if you can call the HE
staff human beings!) After half an
hour of rigorous walking up and down
on nylon carpets, touching the pins,
discharging through the device to
earth etc etc, the IC was inserted back
into circuit and lo and behold it still
worked perfectly -a happy ending -
so we all had a cup of tea and went
back to sleep.

See you next month. HE
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MITRAD CHRONO
Unique neckband/lapel/pocket watch and timer with large easy -to -read

liquid crystal display.
1. WATCH

Shows the time in hours, minutes and seconds. Press a button and it shows the
day, date and month.

2. TIMER
Accurate to 1/loath second stop -watch function. Shows elapsed time in hours,
minutes, seconds and 1/100ths of seconds. Also records lap times in the middle

of timing the overall event. Maximum capacity 24 hrs.
Overall dimensions of the timer are approximately 31/e x 25/8x 11/16in (79 x 66 x

17mm) so that itfits comfortably into the palm of the hand with the lap/reset and
start/stop push buttons perfectly positioned for operation by thumb and

forefinger. In tough, impact resistant, black case.

GUARANTEED. MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED
The Mitrad Chrono Quartz Timer is fully guaranteed for 1 year. And if you are

not completely satisfied, just send it back within 10 days and we'll refund your
money. Instructions for use included.

SLIMUNE 'CREDIT CARD' CALCULATOR
Hardly any bigger than an ordinary credit card. Has liquid crystal display;

addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, square root and memory
facilities.

Usually £7.95 but ABSOLUTELY FREE
with every Mitrad Chrono Quartz Timer

MITRAD CHRONO QUARTZ
WATCH/TIMER

Multi -function watch and stop -watch timer ONLY £20.95 (+ p&p)
with FREE Slimline 'Credit Card' Calculator (our usual price £7.95)

TRADE DISCOUNT
Trade discount is available for quantity orders of the Quartz Timer only.
Prices are:
5-10 11-15 16-50
£13.95 £1 3.10 £1 2.65

Prices are exclusive of VAT (15%) which should be added. Post and packing
for all trade orders is £1.50, which includes insurance.
Please do not use the coupon for trade orders.

L68-70 High Street,
Kettering,
Northants.
Tel: 0536 522024

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
TKotiMITRACN 6r1f3170tHigh Street,

MITRAD

Please send me: QTY Price inc VAT & £1.05 p&p £22

MITRAD Chrono Quartz Timer
Total value of my order £

EI enclose my cheque/postal order
Or debit my Access Card No.

SIGNATURE

Ar NAME (Mr/Mrs/Ms)
ADDRESS

iv Allow 28 days for delivery. BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE



Clever Dick
Who on earth needs an electronic
Wolf Whistle? Who is Clever Dick?
We've some nosey and lecherous
letters this month as you'll see!

LECHERY! From the depraved depths
of Aldershot Derek Conchie has this
smutty suggestion for our Project
Team. Can we oblige?

Dear CD,
Firstly I must congratulate HE for

producing such a brilliant mag. As a
newcomer to electronics your publi-
cation shone out among the rows of
magazines with your great covers.
Well done HE!

Now some questions; How about an
electronic "Wolf Whistle" project for
us female -admiring motorists? I've
only seen crude mechanical whistles,
mostly rubbish. Secondly, I'm crazy
about Space Invaders games, know
anyone with a circuit diagram for such
a project. What about you CD, any-
thing in the pipeline?

Keep up the great, humorous HE
mag, ideal for us newcomers with just
a little knowledge.

Derek Conchie
Aldershot

A free Binder to that man. Now about
this unhealthy obsession for whistling
at members of the opposite sex, what
a great idea! It's down on our projects
list now, hopefully it'll be coming out
in the coming months.

Your question about the Space
Invaders brings us to the rather tricky
problem of "Dedicated" TV games,
machines that play just one game.
Two or three years ago we would have
been justified in designing such a
circuit, providing of course someone
had done all the donkey work by
producing a "chip" like the old
AY -3-8500 "ball and paddle game".
These days dedicated chips are
almost non-existent, the market has
moved over to the programmable
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game with a vengeance. It would be
almost impossible to design such a
game without going the microproces-
sor route, indeed, the Space Invader
programme for the PET computer is as
good as any we've seen and it even
has the "Tromp Tromp" sound
effects. However, all is not lost, Atari
have an Invaders cartridge for their
excellent system. NIC Ltd sell a hand-
held version of Space Invaders for
around £25 and if you are lucky (?)
enough to own a PET the software will
cost you Don't despair though,
you never know!!

Back in the late 'sixties, before the
IC was unleashed onto the amateur
market, there was a spate of unusual
semiconductor devices coming out of
American research labs. Most of them
disappeared without trace but one in
particular, a device known as the
"Esaki" or "Tunnel Diode" crops up
every once in a while. Michael Morris
has a problem with Tunnel Diodes or
rather, a lack of Tunnel Diodes.

Dear Dick,
I would be most grateful if you could

tell me of a company that stock Tunnel
Diodes. It seems that they are unob-
tainable in this country, although they
feature regularly in American publica-
tions.

Michael Morris
Letchworth

Tunnel Diodes, for the uninitiated, are
basically the same as conventional
semiconductor diodes except that
during manufacture a large amount of
impurity is added to the silicon. This
has the effect of producing a high
speed charge movement and a

190

negative -resistance region above a
minimum level of applied voltage. (If
you understood all that then please
explain it to us sometime). Anyhow,
the upshot of all this trickery is that
the Tunnel Diode can be used to make
a very simple oscillator or amplifier
with the addition of just one or two
components. It has the added advan-
tage of being able to operate at ex-
tremely high frequencies, well into the
Gigahertz region. Now to answer your
question Michael, Tunnel Diodes are
available in this country, a morning
spent phoning around semiconduc-
tor manufacturers turned up this ad-
dress: International General Electric
Co of New York, Park Lorne, 111 Park
Road, London NW8 7JL.

Unlike most hobbies electronics is a
pretty solitary pastime, so it was with
interest we read this letter from
George Edwards.

Dear Dick,
I would be grateful if you could

enlighten me on the following: / have
not seen any mention in HE of the
activities of electronics clubs. Having
left school nearly 60 years ago I'm
lacking somewhat in the maths and
calculations department, but under-
stand the practical and constructional
side of electronics. So, I would like to
join, help or form any club where
discussions and exchanges of ideas,
etc, are fostered, any information
would be greatly appreciated.

My last question concerns two ICs
that I'm having difficulty in identi-
fying. They are both 8 pin and bear the
numbers OPHB 849 and PJUZ 267N,
any ideas?

George Edwards
Abercynon

(Mid Glamorgan)
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Your first question is relatively easy to
answer, there are very few clubs
about, the only national organisation
we know of is the British Amateur
Electronics Club (BAEC) they can be
found at "Dickens", 26 Forrest Road,
Penarth, South Glamorgan, which,
judging by the address, must be pret--
ty close to you. Incidentally, the man
you need is Cyril Bogod. He should be
able to put you in touch with someone
nearby. We will be only too happy to'
give a mention to any other elec-
tronics clubs if they would like to write
to us at our usual address.

The IC mystery isn't so easy to
solve, none of our reference books
could shed any light on these devices,
can anyone help?

Please try to keep your letters as short
and to the point as possible and
remember we can't make personal
replies unless it's a matter of life or
death. Letters in this category should
be clearly marked "Matter of life or
death" and enclose an SAE.

What a nosey person William Leung
is, why? Well read on and find out.

Dear Car Ignition, (See HE April '80)

I would like to congratulate
everyone at Hilarious Electronics for
making us open our eyes and laugh at
the jokes you lot produce.

Since lam writing this letter to you,
who are you? I know you are Clever
Dick but who is the person that sits at
his (other)her)desk reading our letters and
calls her (or him) self CD? Could it be
the Editor?, the Managing Director?,
OR a ghost from the deep blue
yonder?!

Anyway, how about giving your
project team a day off so they may
sleep and dream up a project like some
kind of audio signal Encoder/
Decoder. In other easy to understand
words, a gadget to encode audio
signals from a microphone to a tape
recorder to prevent the odd spy lis-
tening to our cassettes, since he or
she will probably not have a decoder to
decode the encoded audio signal!

One last word, HE seems to lack
speed in arriving at our newsagent at
the Towncentre, I feel like a Hebot
walking in and out each day waiting
for HE. Another last word, does HE's
Managing Director have any relations

OHIO SCIENTIFIC Superboard 2. Assembled
50Hz model £159.95 + 15% vat post free.
Colourboard 2 (the new colour version of Superboard
2) E205 + 15% vat.

Special offer- If bought with super board or
colourboard these items are at the reduced

IC price shown first
9 Also sold separately at the bracketed prices.

Add 15% vat. Modulator and power supply
FO kit E7.95 (£11) 4K extra ram £20 (£24). *

,Deicstpel,asy

a.
iks,nskii 1E2300, I CM:4 £024,E.c2h61..a.

4£ Colour conversion hoard fully assembled *
E45 (E45). Cassette recorder £13 (El 5(
Super Print 800MST printer £399 (E399).

SINCLAIR PRODUCTS New 10MHz scope £145.
pf m200 £51.95, case £2.07, adaptor £4.20,
connector kit £13.95. Microvision tv £89, adaptor
E8.88. pdm35 E34.23, adaptor £4.20, case £2.07.
dw350 £76.70, dm450 £102.17, dm235 £55.55,
rechargeable balls £8, adaptor £4.20, case £9,
enterprise prog calculator F- accessories £19.95.
TG105 E87. Bench Frequency Counter £150.
COMPUTER GAMES chess champion 6 £49.95.
Chess challenger 7 £75. New sensory chess chal-
lenger 8 E109.
Atari videocomputer £129. Cartridges E14.85.
COMPONENTS 154148 10.9p. 154002 3.1p.
741 18p. bc182. bc184, bc212, b.214. bc548
5.5p. Resistors 1/2W 5% El 2 100 to 10M 1p, 0.8p
for 50+ of one value. 1 6V electrolytics 0.5, 1, 2. 5.
10, 22m1 6p, 10Ornt 7p, 1000mf 11p. 1 lb FeC1
£1.50. Dalo pen 84p. 40 sq ins pcb 45p. Poly-
styrene capacitors El 2 635 10 to 1000pf 3p, 1n2 to

10n 4p. Ceramic capacitors 50V E6 22pf to 47n
2.5p. Zeners 400mW E24 2v7 to 33v 7p.
TV GAMES AY -3-8500 + kit £8.26. AY -3-8600 +
kit £12.98. Stunt cycle chip + kit E16.09. Colour
generator kit E9.95.
TRANSFORMERS 60-65 100ma 80p. 11/2a
£2.60. 9-0.95 75rna 80p, to E2.40, 2a E3.94.
12-0.125 100ma 99p, la £2.90.
IC AUDIO AMPS with pcb. JC1 2 6W E2.08. JC20
10W E3.54.
BATTERY ELIMINATORS 3 -way type 6/71/2/9v
300ma E3.14. 100ma radio type with press -studs
9v £3.77. 9F -9v £4.99. Car convertor 12v input.
output 41/2 /6/71/2/9v 800ma £2.76.
BATTERY ELIMINATOR KITS 100ma radio types
with press -studs 41/2v E1.49, 6v £1 .48, 9v £1.49,
41/2+41/2v £1.92, 6+6v E1.92, 9+9v E1.92.
Stabilized 8 -way types 3/41/2/6/71/2/9/12/15/
18v 100ma E2.60, lAmp £6.50, stabilized power
kits 2-18v 100ma £2.60, 1-30v lA £9.75, 1-30v
2A E12.10. 12v car convertor 6 /71/2/9v lA E1.35.
T -DEC AND CSC BREADBOARDS s-dec £3.79,
t -der £4.59, exp4b £2.64, exp300 E6.61, exp350
£3.62, exp325 £1.84.
BI-PAK AUDIO MODULES s450 E27.90. AL60
£5.62. -pal 00 E19.24. spm80 £5.26. bmt80
£6.06. stereo 30 E23.94. AL30A E4.53.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
Dept. HE, 32 Goldoni Rd., Swanley, Kent.

Post 35p extra Prices include VAT unless stated
Official and overseas orders welcome. Lists 27p post
See Mail order only.

VMOS POWERFETS
VN67AF (15W, 2A, T0202) 75p, 10+70p
VN1OKM (1W, 1/2A, T092) 55p, 10+50p

BD512 (P-chan. 10W, 11/2A, T0202/3) 85p 10+80p
Heat clips, T0202 12p, TO92 8p, VN/VM Design Cat. 20p

o
to

CA3080E 70p
CA3140E 38p
LM3900 43p
MC3401 30p
TL081 29p
TL082 55p

HI-FI ON TWO CHIPS
HA12017 Wreamp 0.001% distor-
tion 83dB SN in phono application)
99p
HA1370 (Poweramp 20 watts in
80. 0.02% distortion Ityp) 195p
Both with data and circuits.

SCOPE TRACE DOUBLER P.C.B.
Built CM shift, than. select, cho-
prate controls and instructions. use-
ful display from DC to 10MHz. Runs
from 9V battery £9.95
CAR AMP I.L. HA1388 Bridge amp

2102 80p POWERFET AMPLIFIER semicon-
delivers 18w 195p.
Heatsink for above 40p.

40118 17p ductor sets. High power designs
709 15p offering very low distortions. VCA High quality design offers at-
710 25p '80 watt ItTHD 0.008%) £8.75 tenuation from 0dB to -- 90dB S N

733 50p
741 18p

'120 watt ItTHD 0.004%) £16.55
(with circuits)

*into 80 tat all powers and all

90dB. THD 0.01%, B.W. DC to
100KHz. Complete components set
and circuit £2.50

78L0512 29p audio frequencies

J. W. RIMMER
Technical enquiries to 367 Green Lanes, London N4 1DY. Tel 01-800 6667

P&P 30p Mail orders to 148
Quarry Street, Liverpool L25
6HQ. Tel 051 428 2651.
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working at a school in Harlow?
William Leung

Harlow

PS It's LEUNG, not as some Elec-
tronics Suppliers & people put it!!!

Since you ask I'm none of these -
people, you'll have to keep guessing.

Not sure exactly what you mean by
the Audio Signal encoder/decoder.
If, you've got problems with spies
then I may suggest you read our fea-
ture on Electronic Espionage in the
July issue.

Sorry about the problems in get-
ting hold of HE, we do have a proced-
ure for this kind of thing, let us know
the name and address of your local
stockist and we'll make sure he has a
-regular supply in future.

Lastly, a word from our Managing
Director, he assures me (between
beatings) that he has absolutely no
relations working in any schools any-
where near Harlow, a couple in
Wormwood Scrubbs perhaps - .

. . Argggggh, not the whip again .

. . Argggggh see you
. Argggghhhhh not again, next
'month maybe!

HE

Suppliers of Quality CB Antennas
and Accessories

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

79 Far Gosford Street
Coventry

Telephone: (0203) 29567

All leading brands in stock

H.M.P., HY-GAIN TELEX
FIRESTIK, MURA, TURNER

A.S.P.
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STEVENSON
Electronic Components

Eke65)6CentS
COMP°r1

and
much more.

AT LAST! OUR NEW 1980/81 CAT-
ALOGUE IS NOW AVAILABLE.
Our new catalogue is just packed with components.
It contains 100 illustrated pages detailing over 3000
line items. These include:
Amplifier modules Connectors
Books Desoldering tools
Breadboards Drills
Cabinets Etchingequipment
Cables Heatsinks
Capacitors IC sockets
CMOS
Crossovers

Meters
Ni-cad cells
Op -amps
Rams
Resistors
Switches

Knobs Tools
Mains Transformers Triacs

Included with our catalogue you will receive:
 a reply paid envelope for your first order.
a mail order form to facilitate rapid despatch
a 50p discount voucher to be used against mail order

purchases over £10.00.
Available now by post from the address below at a cost of 50p

Due to stock and administrative problems over the last few months,
the quality of our service had suffered considerably. These problems
have now been resolved and we are confident that we can now offer
the quality of service we had been accostomed to. We wish to convey
our apologies to any customers who have been inconvenienced.

All prices include VAT. Please add
50p carriage on orders below f 15.
Contact our sales office with your

requirements on. 01-464 5770

0.125in. 0.2in.
Red TIL209 TIL220 10P
Green TI L211 TIL221 169
Yellow TIL213 TIL223 16P :rr.
Clips 3p 3p
DISPLAYS
DL704 0.3in CC 1309
OL707 0.3in CA 130p
FND500 0.5in CA 100p

TRANSISTORS

AC127
AC128
AD161
AD162
BC107
BC108
BC109
BC147
BC178
BCI82
BC182L
BCI 84
BC184L
BC212
BC212L
BC214
BC2141.:

25p
25p
40p
40p
10p
10p
10p

9p
16p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
109

BC547
BCY71
130131
BD132
BD139
B0140
BF X29
BF X84
BF Y50
BFY51
MJ2955
TIP29C

8p
18p
35p
35p
35p
35p
25p
26p
23p
23p
98p
60p

TIP30C 70p
TIP2955 659
TIP3055 609
ZTX 107 12p
ZTX108 12p
ZTX109 12p
ZTX300 14p
ZTX500 15p
2N3053 25p
2N3055 55p
2N3702 9p
2N3703 9p
2N3704 9P
2N3819 22P
2N3905 10p
2N5777 50P

DIODES
IN914 4p 1N4148 3p
1 N4001 4p 1N4002
1N4006 7p 1N5401 14p
BZY88 series 8p each.

Op

LINEAR
741 18p
747 70p
748 40p
7106 850p
CA3046 70p
CA3080 75p
CA3130 1009
CA3140 60p
LF347 170p
LF351 45p
LF353 90p
LF356 95p
LM301A 30p
LM318 859'

LM324 52p
LM339 55p
LM348 100p
LM377 170p
LM378 230p
LM380 80p
LM381 140p
LM382 120p
LM386 90p
LM387 1209
LMI458 40p
LM1830 180p
LM3900 60p
LM3909 72p
LM3911 120p
LM3914320p
LM3915320P

MM57160 650p
NE531 140p
NE555 23p
NE556 60p
NE567 120p
RC4136 100p
SN76477 230p
TBA800 80p
TBA810 110p
TO091022 630p
TL081 45p
TL082 85p
TL084 125p
XR2206 3909
ZN414 80p
ZN425E 475p

CMOS
4025
4026

25p
150p

4072
4081

25p
30p

4027 50p 4082 30p
4028 90p 4085 85p

4001 25p 4029 110p 4093 80p
4002 25p 4040 110p 4095 110p
4006 95p 4042 85p 4510 90p
4007 25p 4046 110p 4511 100p
4011 30p 4048 60p 4518 90p
4013 45p 4049 50p 4520 110P
4015 85p 4050 50P 4527 165p
4016 48p 4052 80p 4528 100p
4017 80p 4060 120p 4532 125P
4018 90p 4066 63p 4543 1709
4020 110p 4068 25p 4583 809
4022 100p 4069 25p 4585 115p
4023 25p 4070 25p
4024 60p 4071 25p

%TS Low Profile
Texas

8 pin 9p 22pin 20p
14pin I1p 24pip 22p
16pin 12p 28pin 26p
18pin 16p 40P'^ 38p
20Pin 189

PACKS
Specially designed packs intend-
ed for development work at a
considerable saving.

Y.w resistors. 10 of each value 4.7ohm to 1 Mohm.
a total of 650 resistors. 530p each.
Y,w resistors. 10 of each value 4.7ohm to 1 Mohrn
a total of 650 resistors. 875p each.
Presets. Pack of 5 of each value from 100ohms to
1 Megohm. a total of 65 presets. 390p each.
LED's. Pack containing 10 of each colour LED
0.2 size. Total of 30 Led's + clips. 450p each.
Zeners. Pack of 5 of each value from 2U7 to 33V
A total of 130 zeners. 880p each.

SWITCHES
TOGGLE
Standard SPST 40p DPDT 55P
Miniature SPOT 80p DPDT 909
SubminiatureSPST 65p DPDT 85p

SLIDE Standard DPDT 17p. Miniature 16p each.
PUSH Push to make 16p. Push to break 22p.

7400
7401
7402
7404
7406
7408
7410
7413
7414
7420
7427
7430
7432

15p
15p
15p
16p
38p
22p
18p
35p
56p
16p
30p
30p
35p

7447
7448
7472
7473
7474
7475
74 76
74 83
7485
7486
7490
7492
7493
7494
7495
7496
74121

65p
65p
35p
38p
36p
40p
40p
80p
80p
35p
45p
559
45p
70p
70p
70p
45p

74123
74125
74126
74132
74141
74145
74150
74154
74157
74164
74165
74174
74175
74190
74191
74192
74196

50p
60p
60P
70p
959
90p

1209
110p

80p
120p
120p
100p

95p
100p
100p
100p
100p

76 College Road, Bromley, Kent BR11DE.

Conquer the chip.
Be it a career, hobby or interest, like it or not the Silicon Chip

will revolutionise every human activity over the next ten years.
Knowledge of its operation and its use is vital. Knowledge you

can attain, through us, in simple, easy to understand stages.
Learn the technology of the future today in your own home.

MASTER ELECTRONICS
LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
BY SEEING AND DOING

 Building an oscilloscope.  Recognition of components.
 Understanding circuit diagrams.  Handling all types Solid State 'Chips'.
 Carry out over 40 experiments on basic circuits and on digital electronics,
 Testing and servicing of Radio, T.V., Hi-Fi and all types of modern

computerised equipment.

MASTER COMPUTERS
LEARN HOW TO REALLY UNDERSTAND COMPUTERS, HOW
THEY WORK - THEIR 'LANGUAGE' AND HOW TO DO PROGRAMS.
 Complete Home Study library.

Computer supplied ready for use.  Self Test program exercise.
 Services of skilled tutor available.

 Special educational Mini -

MASTER THE REST
 Radio Amateurs Licence.  Logic/Digital techniques.
 Examination courses (City & Guilds etc.) in electronics.
 Semi -conductor technology.
 Kits for Signal Generators - Digital Meters etc.

Pease send your FREE brochure
F"het nbl.gation to -

RName

EAddress

E
CAPSPLEAS,

I am interested in -
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS

Iplense state your interest)

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL
4 CLEVELAND ROAD, JERSEY, CHANNEL ISLANDS. HE/9/813
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Bench
PSU
Designed with the beginner in mind, this mains bench power supply unit combines
high performance and quality and yet is simple to build.

TEST AND EXPERIMENTAL
equipment remains perhaps one of
the most popular project areas in
electronic hobbyist magazines.
Rightly so, of course - the home
constructor would find it difficult to
build and test his projects without
test gear - and the most
fundamental piece of equipment (bar
a test meter) is arguably a power
supply. The beginner naturally uses
dry cells as a power supply for his
first few projects, but eventually
there comes a time when his
requirements are for a voltage which
is impossible to obtain with batteries
(eg 20 V) or a higher current than
batteries can supply (e.g. 1 amp).

Bear in mind that a good power
supply unit is worth its weight in
gold, consider this, you would only
have to purchase 20 x 9 V cells at
today's prices and the power supply
would be paid for!

And so the scene is set! Enter from
the wings to rapturous applause the
HE PSU, a mains operated mains
power supply with six switched
output voltages (although you can
adapt to a fully variable 1 V5 to 20V
supply if you wish). One simple,
three terminal integrated circuit, (the
LM31 7K) does all the hard work and
it features a maximum output current
of 1.5 amps, more than adequate for
99% of projects. The IC is called a
voltage regulator and this particular
variety has been around for three or
four years now, that must say
something for its quality and
reliability in these days of rapidly
changing technology. The alternative
is a voltage regulator, using relatively
expensive discrete transistors.
However, of necessity these discrete
component voltage regulators are
complicated if they are to be as
efficient as their IC counterparts.
Because of this, there are more
things to go wrong (as we all know,
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the well-known 'Murphy's Law'
states what can go wrong - will!)

Given that all connections are
correct, the HE PSU is virtually
indestructible. Even a direct short
circuit on the output will do no
damage an internal current limiter
keeps things in order. In this way, of
course, there is less likelihood of a
circuit under test being damaged if,
say, it has a short circuit due to a
solder bridge between tracks. A
simple dry cell battery would
continue to pass current at its highest
rate until removed, by which time
damage may have been done. The
LM 317K continually monitors its
own output current and if it is too
high it "folds back"' ie it switches the
0 /P current off. When the short
circuit is removed or repaired the
regulator automatically switches the
current back on.

Construction
Care must be taken with the mains
part of the circuitry ie everything up
to and including the mains
transformer T1 (the left hand side of
the circuit diagram of figure 1. To
aid clarity and safety we are giving
two connection diagrams, one for the

mains side of the supply and one for
the relatively safe low voltage side.
These are figures 3 and 4
respectively.

The first constructional step is the
marking and drilling of the case.
Ideally, a mild steel case should be
used, in order to reduce electrical
interference with other equipment
which may be positioned close to the
power supply. Mount the transformer.
on the base, leaving enough room for'
the PCB, bearing in mind the size of
the capacitor Cl. Bolt the fuse
holders, mains on/off and DC on /off
switches, mains neon (with integral
resistor), output sockets and IC 1 to
the case, leaving only the six -way
rotary switch and the PCB out.

Insert a grommet in the cable
hole, push through the mains cable
so that enough cable is inside the
case to complete all of the mains side
wiring (figure 3). We have shown all
wires to be loose in the figure but
when wiring up your supply, form all
wires around the edge and keep
them together using cable grips,
lacing cord or ordinary string -
whatever you have at hand. Fasten
the cable as it comes through the
case wall using a bolt -on cable clip or
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NOTES:
ICI IS Al 317%
BR1 IS 1 AMP SOB BRIDGE
RECTIFIER
01,2 ARE INA002

Figure 1. The HE Bench PSU circuit diagram. There's not a lot in it, but what is there does the job well.

Transformer T1 provides the necessary
step-down function from 240 V AC to 20 V
AC which the rest of the circuit requires. It
also isolates the low voltage side from the
high -voltage (mains) side ie there is no
electrical connection from mains to low
voltage output.

The 20 V AC obtained at the transformer
secondary is rectified by bridge rectifier
BRIJ() DC. Filter capacitor Cl "smooths
out the bumps" providing a fairly level
input voltage of about 28 V DC to the
voltage regulator ICI.

The output voltage of IC1 is given by the
formula %loot = 1V25 (1 + R2/R I).

where R2 and RI are as in fiture X
By fixing the value of RI at 220R then R2
can be calculated from the above formula
to be

VR2=220 ( /)
1V25

How it Works
Simply by inserting whatever value of
VouT we require into the formula, we
obtain the necessary value of R2.

eg R2 = 220 (I3 I) =308R
25

The nearest preferred value is 330R, there-
fore the output voltage is slightly over 3
volts DC. This resistor corresponds to R6 in
the circuit of the HE PSU and position 1 of
the rotary switch SW2. By combining R6
with R5 in series and by turning SW2 to
position 2, an overall resistance of

330 + 510 = 840R

is obtained giving a voltage of 6 VDC.
Similarly the remainder of the voltage steps
ie 9 V, 12 V, 15 V and 20 V are obtained by
adding further resistors into circuit by
means of SW2.

V in

ov

Vout

ov

The resistor chain and SW2 could be
replaced by a potentiometer to give a
continuously variable output voltage but
an expensive panel meter will then be
required, to allow reading of the voltage.
Switched resistors give a sufficient range of
voltages and obviously keep the cost down
considerably.

r.
+i

41,
24V AC

1.!

64

881

Cl

C2

IrIABWRIWIRS4

01

III ADJUST
OUT

TO IC1

CAPACITOR MOUNTING
CLIP

.71
similar, this prevents the cable from
being pulled out. Alternatively, you
could use a plug and socket
connector assembly as we did (see
photographs).

We advise the use of rubber
sleeving to cover the joints where a
mains lead joins external hardware
eg a switch or a fuse holder. This can
help safeguard against electric shock
hazards. You can test your mains
wiring at this point if you have a
meter. Measure the output voltage of
the transformer when switched on. It
should be about 25-30 V AC under
no-load conditions.

Figure 2. Overlay details of the printed
circuit board. It is important that capacitor
C1 is polarised correctly.
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Once the mains voltage side has
been wired in, the PCB can be
completed. Mount Cl on the board
using a capacitor clip and solder the
tags to the board making sure it is
polarized correctly ie the tag close to
the red dot or positive marking on the
capacitor goes to the positive
connection on the PCB. Then SW2
(the rotary switch and resistors) can
be mounted. Note how the resistors
are mounted on SW2 and make sure
you get them in the correct order.
You won't do any damage if they are
in the wrong order but the output
voltages will not be correct.

Next, wire up the PCB, the two
switches and the output sockets as in
the connection diagram, again taking
all leads neatly around the outside of
the case and tying them together.
Finally, wire in IC1 to the PCB.

At this stage, the PSU is complete
and should work first time. Measure
the DC output using a meter and
check that all the settings are correct.
If you possess a 25 V or a 30 V panel
meter, an alternative suggestion is to
insert a 4K7 linear potentiometer in
the front panel instead of the
SW2-resistor combination, with the
meter across the output and use it to
give a reading of the now fully
variable output voltage. HE

Figure 3 (above) shows connection details
of the mains circuitry. Care is needed as
mains voltage can be dangerous.

Figure 4. The low voltage side of the Bench
PSU project.

MAINS
CABLE

GROMMET

NEUTRAL
IBLUEI

I

L=I

Bench PSU

-Ve
SOCKET

rUl

111
N

cams -

C:=3 air

SOLDER
TAG

Buylines
A rough approximation of the cost of
components for this project comes to
around E15. This does not, of course, in-
clude the case or the PCB.

IC1 should be obtainable from the main
National Semiconductor distributor (Mar-
shalls) or the usual mail order companies.

Cl may be a problem. If you experience
difficulty then it is possible to use a lower
value capacitor eg 2200uF or 4700uF but the
working voltage of 40 V must be
maintained.

ALTERNATIVELY YOU COULD USE
PLUG'SOCKET MAINS CONNECTOR

LIVE
(BROWN)

TO HOLD CABLE TIGHTLY

240V

EARTH
IGREEN/YELLOWI

C

frA INS 240V/20V
RANSFORMER

o(s*\4111111.

SOLDER TAG

SW1
ON/OFF

FUSE HOLDER
(NOTE HOW MAINS INPUT
LIVE CONNECTS TO THE
LAD OF THE HOLDER)

NEON WITH
INTEGRAL
RESISTOR

z /T

Parts List-
RESISTORS (All 1/4W, 5%)

RI
R2,4,5
R3
R6
R7

CAPACITORS

CI

C2
C3

820R
510R
560R
330R
220R

10,000u 40 V electrolytic,
single ended
100n polyester
10u 35 V tantalum

SEMICONDUCTORS

ICI LM317K voltage regulator
BR1 1A, 50 V bridge rectifier
D1,2 1N4002 diode

MISCELLANEOUS

SW1

SW2
SW3

Double -pole, double -
throw toggle switch
6 -way rotary switch
Single -pole, double throw
toggle switch

FS1,2 Panel mounting fuse -
holders and 1 Amp quick -
blow fuses.

Neon Panel -mounting with inte-
gral resistor

T1 20 V, 20 VA mains trans-
former

Grommet, cable clip, knob, 2 x 4mm 0/P
sockets, case to suit,
mounting clip for Cl.
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CBANTENNAS AND ACCESSORIES

CB and
CB

monitor antennas
Accessories[ie

ANTENNAS
firestl for Marine. By. Truck, Auto, Van and Motorcycle.

Watch for the new film
Citizen Band Fibreglass Antennas and Accessories "SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT II"

starring BURT REYNOLDS and

rlreglie ANTENNAS!

CB MOBILE ANTENNA SERIES
Ale.4yzetahe® TW

and the Shakespeare fiberglass Super OAD
Big StickTro base station antenna

GC SWR METERS, NOISE SUPPRESSION FILTERS, T.V.I. FILTERS, CO-

ELECTRONICS PHASORS, ANTENNAS, LEADS AND NUMEROUS OTHER
ACCESSORIES.

A.NASt,..#

Microphones, Power Supplies, SWR Meters, Linear Amplifiers, Preamplifiers,
Antennas, Frequency Counters etc., etc

TELEX. MICROPHONES AND HEADSETS

TURNER, ANTENNAS AND MICROPHONES

Bin CB MOBILE AND BASE STATION ANTENNAS

K40 SPEECH PROCESSORS AND BASE LOAD ANTENNAS

WE ARE UK DISTRIBUTORS FOR THE MANUFACTURERS LISTED ABOVE AS WELL AS
MANY OTHER COMPANIES. WE BUY DIRECT FROM THEM WITHOUT ANY MIDDLEMEN
SO THE PRICES WE CAN OFFER ON THEIR PRODUCTS ARE SOME OF THE BEST IN THE
COUNTRY AND THEIR RANGE IS VAST. COME AND SEE US IT MAKES SENSE!

**SEND El FORA COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE **

--4----,i
103 High Street, Shepperton,

WNTJOI Middlesex TW17 9BL, England.

Tel:
Ltd. Walton -on -Thames (STD 09322) 48145

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTORS

UK RETAIL OUTLETS IN SELECTED
AREAS STILL BEING SOUGHT

**UNTIL RIGS BECOME LEGAL
WE ARE UNABLE TO SUPPLY
THEM**
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Breaker
One
Four
Send any news, comments or information you may have to:
Breaker One Four, -Hobby Electronics, 145 Charing Cross
Road, London WC2H OEE.

Rick Maybury reports from the Trafalgar Square Rally plus a run-down of the
suggested frequencies for Open Channel.

THE STORY SO FAR: The UBA and several other 'user
groups' are still pushing for legalisation on 27MHz,
'they're pretty determined as we saw at the Trafalgar
Square rally, but more of that later.

NATCOLCIBAR (National Committee for the Legali-
sation of CB Radio), comprising CBA, GLC, (Greater
London Council) (Citizens Band Association), manufac-
turers and CB Clubs up and down the country are
pushing for 41 to 49 MHZ, (405 line TV frequencies).

Meanwhile Her Majesty's Government, in the shape
of the Home Office are almost certainly going for 900
MHz, a strange choice, best summed up by Richard
Town of NATCOLCIBAR who said at the last meeting of
the technical sub -committee:

-900 MHz acts like light and you can't see round
corners'.

Trafalgar Square
So there you have it, two campaigns and one govern-
ment standpoint, all this came to a dramatic head at the
Trafalgar Square rally on July the 6th.

The rally was organised by NATCOLCIBAR as the
finale to a six month campaign of demonstrations,
petitions and meetings up and down the country. In
retrospect this campaign has done more to highlight the
absurdities of British law and bring the campaign to the
attention of the public than any previous campaign.

The rally was designed to bring these achievements
to the attention of the media and the government, and to
thank the hard-working campaigners who have done so
much. Approximately 5,000 people also thought it was
worth turning up. Proceedings got underway around
noon, the programme was laid down well in advance.
We heard from Ivan Francis of REACT, (see last month's
BOF). MPs Austin Mitchell, John Butcher and Patrick
Wall gave a rousing speech apiece, liberally punctuated
with: "Whadda ya want" and returned equally en-

thusiastically from the throng with a loud "CB".
All went fairly well until members of the UBA (United

Breakers Association) were denied access (rightly or
wrongly we'll never know) to the microphone. From then
on events took a nasty turn for the worse. Things got
completely out of hand and physical violence was
threatened to members of the platform (MPs included)
on at least two occasions.

Trafalgar Square - full to capacity.

Lucky!!
One thing became abundantly clear at that meeting;
whether you want CB on 27 MHz, VHF or UHF all you
will get is two tin cans and a piece of string if the various
groups can't get together and thrash out a common
policy. Threatening violence and forming multitudes of
splinter groups is counter -productive. Everyone should
consider themselves extremely lucky the media were
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NE MICROBE R/C
Basic Kit E19.90
(2 PCB's and all PCB components)

C.B - C.B - C.B
AERIALS AND ACCESSORIES

Cutter mount E15.95
Boot /Roof /Wing mount . £19.95
Traditional Fibreglass Whip E14.95
AM/FM /CB Retractable . £25.95
CB Electric Retractable £29.95
AM / FM/CB Electric Ret . £39.90
Roof mount 20" Glass Whip £19.95
SWR /Power/ F.S. Meter E24.95
SWR /Power Meter £12.95
Pre -Amp 20db gain . £19.95
Splitter Box £9.95
Linear Amps from . £59.95
27 MHz Monitor + AM FM £18.65

*These are a few of the items available*

The latest from the U S A

PINBALL WIZARD
*Still available *

Featured in Nov. issue of E.T.I
Home TV Game - B/W Kit

Basic Kit £28.90
Contains everything except box and
controls
Box & Controls £6.50. P.S.U. £3.90
CEH Car Alarm Kit £18.90
Chroma Chime 24 tune door chimes kit
£10.75. Built £15.95
SINCLAIR SC110 10MHz scope

£145.25
PFM 200 Digital Frequency Meter

£52.00
3" 5 MHz Oscilloscope .. £113.85
4" 5 MHz Oscilloscope .. £139.90
5" 10 MHz Oscilloscope £169.90

ATARI £138

ELECTRONIC
GAMES

Star Chess T/V game £63.35
Database Prog T/V game £89.95
Chess Challenger 7 E 99.00
Chess Challenger 10 £160.00
Voice Challenger £230.00
Chessmate 8 level E59.95
Zodiac Astrology Computer £29.95
Electronic Mastermind £14.90
Supersonic Mastermind. New £21.00
Mattel Subchase. New £17.90
Mattel Armor Battle. New £17.90
Enterprise 4 in 1 £22.90
Galaxy Invaders. New £22.95
Radio Control Models -Various

COMPUTERS -HOME
BUSINESS, ETC

Pet 8k £458.85
Pet 16K £573.85
Pet 32K £790.00
Superboard 11 4K . £172.45
UK101 kit 4K ..... £228.85
UK 101 Built 4K £286.35
Superboard/UK101 case . £33.80
Nascom 2 kit £339.25
1-115130 16K Level II £409.40
H 14 line printer kit £410.00
51/4" disc drive for TRS80 £271.40
Computer Books S.a.e.
Software - Pet/TRS80 /Superboard.
etc.
Exody Sorceror lb / 32/ 48K trom

etiotio'
Renumber prog. 101 £4.00
Free - Advice/Oemonstrations/Coflee

LS.a.e. enquiries. Please allow up to 21 days for delivery. ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE 4

g""" 61 BROAD LANE, LOND-15-111.19.15 4DJ
Day 01-808 0377; Eve 01-889 9736

CB
CITY

PROUDLY PRESENT

eACCESSORIES
CATALOGUE
SHOWROOM

Telephone:
ALDERSHOT
0252 318141

Monday -Saturday
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

(NO RIGS)

r

CB Equipment
Specialists

the U.K's leading CB
equipment supplier..!

All types of antennae - disguise, tri-band, DV27, DX27, B27, T27, dipoles, twins - every possible type/position of mount. We're
approved distributors for antenna specialists. We also sell burners (50-1000 watts), pre -amps, SWR meters. mikes, test
equipment, suppression gear, plus, connectors, books, etc. In fact, anything to do with CB EXCEPT RIGS. Special pledge - we
will match or beat any genuine price anywhere in the UK.
Mail order expressed by Red Star, all goods returnable if not satisfied.
Phone your requirements, quoting your Access or Barclaycard number for immediate despatch. We'll help with any problems.
by phone if at all possible.

Our new address is: 10-21 breakers
72-74 Queen's Road, Hersham, Walton -on -Thames

Tel. Walton -on -Thames 47395
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C B S 27 1
Austin Mitchell, John Butcher, Patrick Wall, Richard Town,
Theo Yard and Hobby Electronics!

kind enough to ignore the in -fighting, it could have put
back the campaign five years.
The Choices
For those of you still confused by the various sugges-
tions here is a run-down of the proposed frequencies
with some notes on advantages and disadvantages.
27 MHz This is the traditional CB frequency currently
used by over 20 countries worldwide.
Advantages: Equipment cheaply and freely available,
range good, technology well established.
Disadvantages: Massive interference problems both
locally -Radio Control, (Soon to be allocated another
frequency on 35 MHz) Radio Paging, TV etc Long
distance 'Skip' from overseas. Quality is generally poor
but acceptable.
41-49 MHz
A VHF system, used in the states for low power walkie-
talkie equipment and some radio modelling.
Advantages: Equipment cheaply and freely available,
range good, (within certain limits of power output),
technology well established, quality can be excellent.
Disadvantages: Only one really, these frequencies are
at present the 'property' of 405 line TV transmissions by
the BBC and IBA. Note - TVs for 405 lines haven't been
made for around 15 years.
230 MHz The original 'New frequency' proposed by the
CBA some years ago.
Advantages: Virtually interference free, a good oppor-
tunity for British manufacturers as no mass production
facilities exist for equipment on these frequencies.
Disadvantages: A non-starter really, the band is the
province of the MOD (Ministry of Defence), who,
although they probably don't use it, are nonetheless
reluctant to hand it over.
900 MHz The most likely frequency to be legalised
for 'Open Channel'.
Advantages: Interference free, another opportunity for
British Industry, possibility of other EEC countries
adopting this frequency.
Disadvantages: Reliable studies show range could be
under a half mile in urban environments (power output is
not significant at these frequencies as it follows the
inverse square law). RF absorbtion by concrete and
foilage is high. Some evidence to suggest that cataracts
in the eye can be aggravated by high frequency RF
though we would not consider this a major drawback
until these studies are confirmed. No equipment avail-
able in any quantity.
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Your Opinion?
Coming down to case histories it's clear that there are
only two viable frequencies, namely 27 MHz and 41-49
MHz. We estimate there are something like 150,000
illegal CB rigs in the country, problems do exist with
radio modellers but they are soon to be allocated another
frequency. TVI can be cured very easily at the manufac-
turing stage, adding pence to the cost of TVs and rigs.
Radio pagers can be upset, although 27 MHz pagers are
somewhat old fashioned these days, very few new
systems are being installed operating on these frequen-
cies. On the whole the illegal CB network exists without
any real inconvenience to the general public and can be
said to be successful within its limitations.

41-49 MHz is our favourite. Equipment exists, it has
been used in the States for some time now, the prob-
lems, such as they are, are well known and have been
largely dealt with. In this country something like half a
million 405 line TVs are being served by powerful
transmitters on this frequency. The old 405 line trans-
mitters were switched off in Ireland some time ago,
complaints were few and no-one really missed it. One
authority now suggests that the cost of running and
maintaining these transmitters is greater than the cost of
replacing all the sets that still operate on this frequency
that would seem to be a logical answer.

We would like to see CB, Open Channel, call it what
you will on or around 41-49 MHz, actually we would
only need around one megahertz, what do you think?
Club Corner
No shortage of clubs this month but first a couple of
points regarding our previous lists.

We've managed to get the name of the chairman of
the CBRAG wrong on a couple of occasions, despite
frantic letters from the gentleman concerned. So sorry to
Bill Gittings who is most definitely the chairman and
promise we won't do it again. Lastly we're sorry to hear
that Keith Townsend has resigned from the MCBRC, all
correspondence should now be addressed to the new
chairman whose address appears below.

BIG FOUR CLUB
Secretary: Steve Barker,
40 Brunswick Square,
Hove BN3 1 EF,
East Sussex.

MID KENT CB CLUB
Chairman: Colin McKay,
18 High Street,
Charing,
Ashford,
Kent.

NORTH BIRMINGHAM
CB CLUB
Secretary: Bob Barber,
58 Fowlmere Road,
Great Barr,
Birmingham B24 2EA.

,NYE FOREST BREAKERS
Chairman: C Cox,
19 Chowson Pleck,
Chowson Estate,
Droitwich.

MCBRC
Chairman: R. Hopkins
85 Aliens Lane,
Pelsall,
'Walsall,
West Midlands.

CRAIGAVON CB CLUB
Chairman: Steve Cairns,
Room 101,
Country Club,
Craigavon.

CHELTENHAM BREAKERS ASSOCIATION
Chairman: John Baxter,
c/o The Crown & Cushion,
Vath Road,
Cheltenham,
Glocs.
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SPECIAL QUOTES!
ON 27 TO 1000 MHZ

FIBERGLASS ANTENNAS
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD'

DEMAND THE "ORIGINAL"

firestikl
ANTENNAS

NOW IN SIX COLORS!
 SILVER-GRAY
 RED
 WHITE
 BLACK
 SPUN GOLD
 CLEAR

THE #1 HELICALLY WIRE WOUND AND MOST COPIED ANTENNA IN THE WORLD!

CB  2 METER *MARINE TELE  LAND MOBILE TELE

 TRUE HIGH dB GAIN ANTENNAS  POWER RATED UP TO 1400 WATTS

 LOW ANGLE OF RADIATION  RUGGED SHATTER -PROOF FIBERGLASS

 5/8 and 3/4 WAVE MODELS

 LOW SWR PROVEN

 FACTORY PRE -TUNED

 THE ULTIMATE PERFORMERS

SERVING THE CB AND COMMUNICATIONS MARKET WITH 27-1000 MHZ EQUIPMENT SINCE 1962
'FIRESTIK' ANTENNA COMPANY  2614 EAST ADAMS* PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85034 U.S.A.

DISTRIBUTED IN THE A A 7 103 High Street, Shepperton, Middlesex
UNITED KINGDOM BY: V V I N110 Ltd. Tel: Walton -on -Thames 48145

a

4

ii

CB MOBILE ANTENNA SERIES

% POWER WAVE ANTENNA
The Rebel 500 CB mobile antenna series is, elec-
tronically speaking, an engineered %'s wave
conductor length in a constant mode helical wind-
ing. This produces a power wave with a current
field similar to a full conductor length non -loaded

antenna. Spaced winding keeps energy forces
away from the metal ground plane, preventing field
effect and flux lines from absorbing power. Voltage

at the field point is at a minimum, preventing loss

of power through leakage and stray currents. The

power goes where you need it...into the antenna
(not into the vehicle body)!

 5/8 wave performance 

 Power rated at 500 
watts

 Continuous loaded for.
continuing power

Power wave of full length non -
loaded antenna

Fits any standard 3h" 24
thread mount
Available in black, white,
or bright orange

48" straight or 72"
tapered whips

The Rebel 500 antennas..
they refuse to behave like
tame antennas!

Power wave of center loaded or Power wave of constant more
helical wound antenna _t'e
Rebel 500

lump wound antenna

A T ----...11"--x

VVINTJOY
Ltd.

103 High Street, Shepperton,
Middlesex TW17 98L, England.

Tel:

Walton -on -Thames (STD 09322) 48145
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The telephone number for the Northern Ireland CB
Information Centre is 0232 58291, sorry to Margaret
McCulloch for the confusion.

National Directory

We promised to bring you details of the National
Directory this month; unfortunately production pro-

BERNIE MURRAY

.44

blems look like holding it up for a couple of weeks. (Have
you any idea how much work is involved in sorting
15,000 names alphabetically?) The publication date is
still mid September so no worries on that score. Cover
price has also be decided but we're sure we'll know by
next month - watch this space.
The Trafalgar Square Rally promoted a lot of comment,
much of it unprintable, we think the best and most

CB VIP

Firstly, a few points about myself. I am 40 years old.
Among my hobbies are photography, rifle shooting,
tape-sponding, radio controlled model making, and of
course, campaigning for the legislation of Citizens Band
Radio.

I was first introduced to CB in West Germany 10 years
ago whilst on a camping holiday. We found the little
walkie-talkies very useful for keeping contact if one of us
strayed too far from base. Whilst in Germany, I helped
form two CB clubs and one in Luxembourg. Of course,
CB proved invaluable in driving across Europe
(sometimes my navigation isn't too good). I have
actually assisted in the saving of three lives thanks to CB.
Two French people trapped in an overturned car, and a
lorry driver in Germany stranded in the snow having
gone off the road.

In 1976, myself and a few similarly minded people
decided to form a campaign, hence UKCBC. We cam-

paign for the legislation of CB on any frequency and any
power but do not condone the use of illegal equipment.
A lot of hard work and dedication has gone into the
campaign, and we have at last had a statement from Mr.
Whitelaw saying that the Government agrees in prin-
ciple to CB radio. We have asked our members to send
letters to Mr. Whitelaw to show just how much public
support there is throughout the British Isles, and,
hopefully you, the readers of Hobby Electronics, will
assist us and do your bit even if you do not belong to any
CB clubs or campaigns.

We here at UKCBC have to date produced 10,000
letters which have been sent out to our members for
signature and forwarding to Mr. Whitelaw. We have
collected over 5,000 signatures for the GLC petition
which was duly handed in, and about 30,000 signa-
tures on a nationwide petition, with the help of other CB
clubs. These are yet to be handed in, and we hope to do
this after the publication of the Green Paper.

Before closing I would like to publicly thank the
following people:- Mr. Patrick Wall, MP, and all the
members of his Parliamentary Committee, Mr. Theo
Yard, Chairman of the National Steering Committee,
Richard Town, John Sanderson of UKCBC Yorkshire,
and his helpers, Les Carroll of CB North East, Steve
Bishop from UKCBC Doncaster, Chuck & Trixie of
UKCBC North Wales, Ray Withers and Paul Thompson
from Birmingham, Bill Gittins, Chairman of CBRAG
without whose help the Lewisham CB Road Show would
not have got off the ground, and the loyal and dedicated
few, including very patient wives, who have helped in
the running of UKCBC and without whose help we
couldn't keep going.
Final thanks go to Hobby Electronics for allowing me
space in their excellent publication.

CB - CONVERTER CB -705
AERIAL

EARTH

ADD ( AR III R51)1(1 Ft SE

INSTANT
ORDER
FORM

CB RADIO RECEIVERS

LISTEN TO CB ON YOUR CAR
RADIO FOR ONLY £14.99 + VAT
'Listen for speed traps and accident warnings
and learn the lingo
(Hear all 40 channels on your medium wave dial)

SIMPLE TO FIT:

Please supply
CB receivers at E1 4 99 each
Carnage E1.00 per item
VAT at 15%
Total enclosed Tel no

Name
Address

Goode despatched within 7 days (subject to availability) (orders accepted on plain paper)

FULLY LEGAL

MEIN =I 11 MB IR MOMUM, =EMMA OM

IIIII Ulni I I AILS
MI II

141 SNARGATE STREET, DOVER (03041 207043 or 202183
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Austin Mitchell MP addresses the crowd.

constructive criticism came from Theo Yard, chairman of
NATCOLCIBAR. Here are his views.
Sir,
The policy of the National Committee is to press for the legalisation of
CB in this country. The Government will decide frequency, and
although the Committee has an opinion on this matter, our philosophy
has consistently been that any CB is better than no CB at all.

We are well aware that CB could be legalised immediately on the
FCC 27MHz system, and would provide a service. Indeed, if that was
the only option, I, and the members of my Committee would be
delighted. However, that is not the case, and it is worth stating why we
do not press for this to be done.

The Government has on three occasions publicly stated that it will
not licence 27MH2 therefore, it seems stupid to antagonise the very
people who will ultimately make the political decision, particularly as
we now know that we are pushing at an open door. Secondly, imagine
if you will, 40 telephone lines stretched across London, to which
upwards of a million people can attach telephones at random. What
then would be the chance of any coherent conversation, for that is
what the implementation of 27MHz in its present form would mean in

London alone, without extending this simplistic argument to the rest of
the country.

There is undoubtedly, a very strong lobby against CB in this
country, composed in the main of vested interest and political
motivation, which takes comfort in the rift between those who are
working for CB and those who are repeatedly putting back the clock by
demanding no system unless it be on 27MHz. The arrogant,
self-opinionated, and totally negative attitude of these people was
forcibly demonstrated in Trafalgar Square by their attempts to break
up a successful demonstration and to insult the Members of Parliament
present, who have done so much for the British CB movement. If a test
were to be made of responsibility before handing over air -waves to
these sort of people, there will never be legal CB in Britain.

After the many years of work, let us not wreck the chances of a
successful outcome by allowing this handful of egoists to lead us into a
blind alley. The choice of frequency is. for Government, and Govern-
ment alone. Our task is to close ranks, and demand the implementation
of the "Agreement in Principle"' by the 1st January 1981. And yes, if
it should be on 27MHz we would welcome it.

Theo Yard Chairman, National Committee for the
Legalisation of Citizens" Band Radio

Our last item comes from Bernie Murray, our CBVIP
this month. He and Bill Gittings (CBRAG) went over to
Frankfurt last month on the invitation from an American
and German CB Club (run by the United States Airforce.
The event was a CB jamboree, used to raise funds for
underpriviledged children. Whilst over there the UKCBC
and CBRAG were affiliated to the club and they even
received a trophy for being the most distant delegates.
Part of the fund-raising was a 'Temporary Jail' event,
people are put in jail by the organisers. To get out you
have to pay a small fine. Apparently both Bernie and Bill
went to jail three times each. No comment!

Stay lucky, see you next month. HE

The 'Ball Clock"

COSTS
LESS THAN

THREE GALLONS
Of PETROL
A YEAR TO

- I HUN

Please send your order to: Modmags Ltd

NOT AFFECTED BY RADIATION, DUTCH ELM DISEASE
OR SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN THE POLLEN COUNT

CENTURIES of research into leverage, gravity, electrical power and
the rolling resistance of steel balls have all been combined into

this month's Special Offer.
For the first time anywhere this week we are offering you the chance

to have this luxurious chronographic experience in your home.
Just one look at this marvel of modern injection moulded techno-

logy will convince you that we're doing you a big favour by charging
you the paltry, nay derisory, sum of £24.95 all inclusive.

For less than the annual weekly wage of a Peruvian Dung -Prodder
the kit version of the amazing Ball Clock will come winging to your
door. A couple of hours spent putting it together will result in this
highly accurate time -piece (ifs locked to the frequency of the mains)
becoming the talking point of your living room.

Come on now, admit it, how have you lived so long without one,
don't delay, fill out the form today.
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Please send me .... Ball Clocks. I enclose £

Name .

Address
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(Sales Office), 145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE
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PCB Foil Patterns
For the benefit of our confused
readers who have been rushing
around, frantically turning over
pages, trying to find the foil patterns
for the projects they are wanting to
build - here they are!

We have collected all the track
layouts or foil patterns (call them what
you will) together on one page to
make things easier.
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RATES

1-3 insertions £4.50 per scc
4-11 insertions £4.00 per scc
12 insertions £3.50 per scc
18p per word (Min. 20 words)
Box No on application

01.11/4
SEND TO: HE CLASSIFIED,

All advertisements in this section must be
pre -paid
Closing Date:- 1st Fri month preceding
publication

Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms
and conditions printed on the advertisement rate
card (available on request).

145, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON WC2H OEE. TEL: 01-437 1002 Ext. 26

PRINTED
CIRCUITS

and

HARDWARE
Comprehensive range Constructors Hardware
and accessories

Selected range of popular components
Full range of HE printed circuit boards
normally ex -stock same day despatch at
competitive prices
P C Boards to individual designs
Resist -coated epoxy glass laminate for the
d y man with full processing instructions (no
_unusual chemicals required)

Alfac range of etch resist transfers and other
drawing materials for p c boards

Send 15p for catalogue.

RAMAR CONSTRUCTOR
SERVICES

MAS0196 ROAD
STRATFORD-ON-AVON
WARWICKS. T. 4879

CB IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE. The
Breaker's Yard, Cheltenham has a wide range
of accessories at competitive prices. Open
weekdays 4-8 p.m., all day Saturday. - Croft
Street, Cheltenham 39783.

INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCES-
:SORS. A beginner's book £2.30. Popular
Electronic Projects £1.45. Single IC Projects
£1.50. 28 Tested Transistor Projects £1.25.
Add 35p p&p. -Educational Data & Techni-
cal Services, 59 Station Road, Cogenhoe,
Northampton NN7 1LU.

If it's a case of making your project
look good, then use one of ours.
Simply send a S A E. for
Details and prices.

TRACE ENQUIRIES
INVITED.

H. M. ELECTRONICS
271a/275a Fulwood Road.

Broomhill
Sheffield 510 3B0

RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
FULL RANGE AVAILABLE. S A.E. FOR LISTS. E1.45 for Booklet. "Nickel
Cadmium Power- plus Catalogue. Write or cat: Sandwell Plant Ltd.. 2
Union Drive. BOLDNERE. SUTTON COLDFIELD. WEST MIDLANDS.
021354 9764. or see them at TLC. 32 Cravens Street. Charing Cross.

London. W.C..2.

Largest stocks anywhere sheets and
manuals. Service sheets only £1 + s.a.e.
Sole suppliers of the famous T.V. Repair
Systems. Complete Diagram collection Mono
T.V. /Washing Machines/Col. T.V. /etc. in
huge binders, only £1 3.50 each. S.A.E.
brings newsletter, bargains offers, quotes. -
G.T., 76 Church St., Larkhall, Lanarkshire
(0698 883334).

THE BEST LUXURY TELEPHONES:
Citizens Band and Communications equip-
ment. Full technical advice. Don't pay ex-
pensive shop prices, we are strictly Mail
Order. Full details from: Microtech, 11
Moorland Avenue, Crumpsall, Manchester,
M8 6VVT

ELECTRONIC FUN FOR YOUNGSTERS:
Techniplay kits include everything to guide
children through twenty, safe, educational
experiments. Battery, components, 40 page
manual supplied. Age 9-14. No soldering
£10.95. Add 95 pp. Techniplay, 74 Dornoch
Drive. Hull HU8 8JL.

CENTURION
ALARMS

BURGLAR ALARM EQUIPMENT
AT UNBEATABLE VALUE

JUST LOOK!
Order No
100 ALARM TRIGGER MODULE. 100% Solid State Battery
operation Pos & Neg. Rings. N /C for 4 -wire contacts N I 0 for
Mats. etc One Amp Switching Capacity. Only E9.96
210 Quality White Flush fitting 4.wire MAGNETIC REED
CONTACT-ernatching magnet E1.10
220 Surface 4 -wire MAGNETIC REED CONTACT E1.50
240 PRESSURE MAT, Standard sire 4 -wore 30"x15" E2.20
250 PRESSURE MAT. Stair sire 4 -wire 23"x61/2" E1.73
260 VIBRATION DETECTOR, Pendulum type in Ivory Case with
contacted Lid T-self.adhesove backing Adiustable sensitivity E3.60
360 SIX INCH UNDER DOME BELL E9.95
390 BEST QUALITY BELL HOUSING. PVC coated metal not to
be confused with the cheaper decoy covers Fully stgnwritten with
our Centurion Insignia E9.50
400 DECOY P.V.C. SELL COVER E6.60
Note. All equipment operates on 12 Volta DC.
710 SCOOP Otter SMOKE ALARMS. Sell-contamed Ionisation
Type 11 5% obscurat ion) with low battery warning at the
UNREPEATABLE PRICE of only E8.75 While Sleeks Until!
Terms Add 15% VAT to Prices + 40p Postage & Packing

No Minimum Order.
Acceta telephone orders
welcorne on
0 48 4-3 5 52 7 or send
S A E for Full List to

CENTURION ALARMS & ELECTRONIC
SALES, Dept. HE, 265 Wakefield Road,
Huddetsfiekl, W. Yorke HEW 913E.

UK. AIR BAND FREQUENCIES LIST.
Approach, Tower, ATC, Radar, Weather,
Rescue, Emergencies, etc., £1. Send
Cheques/ P.O.s to: PLH Electronics, 20
Vallis Road, Frome, Somerset BA11 3EH.

BACK ISSUES! Hobby and Electronics
magazines. Bought/sold/exchanged. State
requirements and request quotation. De-
nstone Educational Publications, 1 Waterfoot
Avenue, Southport PR8 3TE.

ALL MIXED. 200 components £4 50 tran-
sistors 95p. 100 diodes 85p. 10 switches
95p. Lists 15p. - Sole Electronics (HE), 37
Stanley Street, Ormskirk, Lancs. L39 2DH.

K. E. WILSON
.Trouble getting your components
for a project? Send us the lot for
quick and efficient service. Tools
and books also supplied. Please
send 10% deposit.

24 Ladbroke Road
London W11

AD INDEX
AMBIT INTERNATIONAL 2
ARROW AUDIO CENTRE 44
BK ELECTRONICS 55
B.N.R.S. 62
C.B. CITY 68
CRIMSON ELEKTRIK 43
C.S.C. 34147
DAVID GEORGE SALES 40
DISPLAY ELECTRONICS 24
ELECTRONI-KIT 44
GMT ELECTRONICS 52
HEATH ELECTRONICS 52
HENRY'S RADIO 47
I.C.S 40
I.L.P 415
MAGENTA ELECTRONICS 10
MAPLIN 76
MARSHALLS 34
METAC 21
MICRO CIRCUITS 18
MINIKITS I1
MITRAD 59
NIC MODELS 68
T. POWELL 56
POWERTRAN 75
PRECISION PETITE 44
J. W. RIMMER 61
R T B.C.
SILICA SHOP 48
SKYWAVE 55
SPARES 'N' REPAIRS 61
C. N. STEVENSON 62
SURETRON SYSTEMS 56
SWANLEY ELECTRONICS 61
SYMBOLYKA 68
TECHNOMATIC 36
TEMPOS 28
TN ELECTRONICS 27
VERO 23
WATFORD ELECTRONICS 7

WHEELS OF DOVER 71
WINTJOY 66 & 70
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PRICE STABILITY: Order with confidence. Irrespective of any price changes we
will honour all prices in this advertisement until October 31, 1980, if this
month's advertisement is mentioned with your order. Errors and VAT rate
changes excluded.
EXPORT ORDERS: No VAT. Postage charged at actual cost plus El handling
and documentation.
U.K. ORDERS: Subject to 15% surcharge for VAT. No charge is made for car-
riage, or at current rate if changed.
SECURICOR DELIVERY: For this optional service (U.K. mainland only) add
E2.50 (VAT inclusive) per kit.
SALES COUNTER: If you prefer to collect kit from the factory, call at Sales
Counter. Open 9 a.m. - 12 noon - 1 - 4.30 p.m. Monday -Thursday.
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ETI 5 CHANNEL LIGHTING EFFECTS SYSTEM
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ETI 5 CHANNEL UGHTING EFFECTS SYSTEM

PanI six* 19.0" x 3.5". Depth 7.3"
This versatile system featured as a constructional article in ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL has 5 frequency channels with indivt
dual level controls on each channel Control of the lights is comprehensive to say the least You can run the unit as a straightforward sound-

to -light or have it strobe all the lights at a speed dependent upon music level or front panel control or use the internal digital circuitry which
produces some superb random and sequencing effects Each channel handles up to 500W and as the kit is a single board design wiring is
minimal and construction very straightforward

Kit includes fully finished metalwork. fibreglass PCB controls. wire, etc - Complete right down to the last nut and bolt,

HOLE
MUSIC EFFECTS DEVICE AS FEATURED IN
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
The BLACK HOLE designed by Tim Orr, is a powerful new musical effects device for processing both natural and electronic
instruments, offering genuine VIBRATO (pitch modulation) and a CHORUS mode which gives a spacey" feel to the sound achieved
by delaying the input signal and mixing it back with the original. Notches (HOLES), introduced in the frequency response, move up
and down as the time delay is modulated by the chorus sweep generator An optional double chorus mode allows exciting antiphrase
effects to be added. The device is floor standing with foot switch controls. LED effect selection indicators, has a variable sensitivity
input, has high signal / noise ratio obtained by an audio compander and is mains powered - no batteries to changer Like all our kits
everything is provided including a highly superior, rugged steel, beautifully finished enclosure.

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.80 + VAT (SINGLE DELAY LINE SYSTEM)
De Luxe version (dual delay line s stem) also available for £59.80 + VAT.

MANY MORE KITS!
including synthesizers, computer, hi-fi amps, tuners, etc.

in our FREE CATALOGUE

ehromatheque WOO 

COMPLETE KIT
ONLY

£49.50 VAT

POWERTRAN

MPA 21111 100 Watt Mixer -Amplifier

. INTIMATION

 POWERTRAN
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Panel ste. 19.0" a 3.5". Depth 7.3"
Featured as a constructional article in ETI. the MPA 200 is an exceptionally low priced - but professionally finished - general purpose
high power amplifier It features adaptable input mixer which accepts a wider range of sources such as microphone guitar, etc There are
wide range tone controls and a master volume control Mechanically the MPA 200 is simplicity itself with minimal wiring needed making
construction very straightforward
The kit includes fully finished metalwork, fibreglass PCBs, control, wire etc - complete down to the last nut and bolt

OUR CATALOGUE IS FREE! WRITE OR PHONE NOW!

COMPLETE KIT
ONLY

£49.90 + VAT

POWERTRAN ELECTRONICS
PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ANDOVER

ANDOVER, HANTS SP10 3MM (STD 0264) 64455



STE THEN
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For beginners or professionals, the Maplin catalogue will help you
find just about everything you need for your project.

Over 5,000 of the most useful components - from resistors to
microprocessors - clearly described and illustrated.

Send the coupon for your copy
and STEP UP TO

MAPLIN SERVICE
NOW

Post this coupon now for your copy
of our 1979-80 catalogue price 70p.
Please send me a copy of your 280 page
catalogue. I enclose 70p (plus 46p p&p).
If I am not completely satisfied I may return the
catalogue to you and have my money refunded.
If you live outside the U.K. send £135 or ten
International Reply Coupons. I enclose £1.16.

ADDRESS

mown
ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD
All mail to:-
P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.
Telephone: Southend (0702) 554155.
Shop: 284 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. (Closed on Monday).
Telephone: Southend (0702) 554000.

Catalogue now available in all branches of WHSMITHO Price f1.00


